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DeSoto Parish
DeSoto Parish Is la northvs'estern Louisiana between the flood plain© 
of the Red and Sabine River©#. Creator! in 1&43 the Sixteenth Legislature 
of the state of Louisiana* th© parish originally extended eastward to the 
Red River* With the establishment of Red River Parish in 1S7L the boundary 
was moved westward to approximateiy the western edge of the Red River 
alluvial valley* The Parish has an area of eight hundred and seventy-two 
square miles and is included in the area covered by Townships 10-16 North 
and Ranges 10-16 West* Bayou Pierre River and Wallace Bayou separate it 
from Red River and Caddo Parishes on the east* Wallace Bayou and Red Bayou 
separate it from Natchitoches Parish on th© southeast, Keatchle Bayou, 
Cypress Bayou, Wallace Bayou, and a line through the center of Township 
14- North, Range 16 West, separate DeSoto from Caddo Parish to the north*
An east-west line through the center of Township 10 North forms the bound­
ary with Sabine Parish on the south* Th© Sabine River and a north-south 
line through the western sixth of Range 16 West separate th© parish from 
Shelby and Panola Counties, Texas*
The Parish population is 31,106 (1930 census)* Mansfield, cen­
trally located on the divide between the Sabine and Red Rivers, is th© 
principal tom and parish seat#
4History
Th© Parish was established by Act 88 of the Sixteenth Legislature 
of th© state of Louisiana, and was named in 'honor of Hernando tie Soto,
Th© history of this general region dates back to 1542 when de Soto 
crossed Red River in the vicinity of Fulton, Ark*, and presumably followed 
th© Red River and its adjacent lakes and bayous back to th© Mississippi 
River* He did not pass through the immediate area of DeSoto Parish, how- 
ever, but was the first whit© man in this general region* Per© Olnis 
visited the Indian tribes along the Red River and Rio Grand© in 1544. and 
may have been in this area* Humarous other priests and traders followed 
Olnis (Fortier, 1914)*
Chi March 13* 1682, La Sail© took possession of all the land drained 
by the Mississippi and its tributaries in the name of France (Belial©, 1912), 
On this basis France originally had claim to approximately one-half th© 
parish, as only the northeast half is drained by tributaries of the Missis­
sippi* Around 1700, Bienville and St* Denys explored the Red River and 
may have passed through what is now DeSoto Parish# After 1702 the Indians 
of the area were repeatedly visited by Jesuit missionaries*
Some of th© early settlers in the general area were Pedro Dolet, 
who in 1795 settled on Bayou A cl ayes or Adaise* In the same year, under 
the Spanish regime, Jacinto Mora was granted 207,360 acre® on th© east 
side of the Sabine River* Later this was sold by Mora to Ed Murphy,
William Burr, Samuel Davenport, and L. Smith as the grant of Santa Maria 
Adelaide Ormegas* A portion of this wLas Ormegas Grant* is Included in 
the southern portion of DeSoto Parish* Th© Crow family located a claim 
on th© Sabine River in 1797. William Darby (a map of th© state of Loui­
siana- 1816) passed through the parish in 1812 while engaged in making a
5Bap of the State of Louisiana* Dugan*® Creek* Thief Creek, Bayou Bon 
Chasse, and Bayou Lantt are shown in the vicinity of the parish on this 
map as were the settlement® of Soto (?), Bertrand, Wallace, and Gutas®©* 
Even after th® purchase of the Louisiana territory by the United 
States in 1803 the area of the parish was questionably a portion of this 
nation* Spain still claimed all of Texas and the area of Louisiana between 
the S&bine River and the Arroyo Hand©, a tributary of Red diver seven 
siles west of Hatchltoches, north along the Red River and south on an 
imaginary line to the Gulf* With the close of General Wilkinson*s Sabine 
Expedition in 1806 and the withdrawal of the Spanish forces under General 
Herrera from this territory, th® Sabine River was first considered as the 
western boundary of the Louisiana territory* Until 1820, however, when 
the river was designated as the western boundary, this area, including 
DeSoto Parish, formed a neutral strip between the territories of Spain 
and the United States*
About 1830 (Fortier, 1914), Logansport w&© established on the 
bluffs of the Sabine River* For a time it was a thriving port but its 
importance waned as other Texas and Louisiana towns were established. In 
1835 Jehiei Brooks negotiated a treaty with TehowahiEsmo, Mattsn, Toockroaeh, 
and other chiefs and warriors of the Caddo Indian tribe by which a large 
tract of land, including what is now DeSoto Parish, was secured*
During the decade after I84Q, migration from Georgia, the Carolina®, 
and Alabama occurred. In 1843 th© parish was created, arid the name and 
location of th© parish seat, Mansfield, was decided upon. Th© town was 
incorporated in 1847* Th© Mansfield Female College was founded in 1854, 
and a Baptist college was established in 1857 at the town of Koatchie.
The Battle of Mansfield (April 8, 1864) between General Banks1 
army and the Confederate forces commanded by General Richard Taylor
6occurred a short distance east of the town#
Red River Parish
Red River Parish is in northwestern Louisiana, immediately* east 
of DeSoto Parish* Th© parish was created in 1871 from portions of Caddo, 
DeSoto, and Natchitoches Parishes, and takes its name from the Red River, 
which flows northwest-southeast through its western half* Its boundaries 
war© altered by legislation in 1872 and again in 1878; since this time 
no additional changes have been made* Kyser (193$) gives an excellent 
summary of the acts enacted in th© creation of th© boundaries* Approxi­
mately one-third of th© land area consists of Red River flood plain; the 
remaining two-thirds consists largely of uplands between the Red River and 
Black Lake Bayou* In 1930 the parish had an area of 471 square miles 
(256,000 acres), a population of 16,078 people, and was included in the 
area of Township 11 North, Ranges 9 and 10 lest, Township 12 North, Ranges 
7-11 West, Township 13 North, Ranges 8-11 West, and Township 14 North, 
Ranges S-12 West* An east-west line between Townships 14 and 15 North 
separates Red River Parish from Bienville, Bossier, and Caddo Parishes 
on the north; Bayou Pierre serves as the boundary line on the western side 
between Red River and DeSoto Parishes; Bayou Pierre, Bayou Lumbro, a 
north—south line between Ranges B and 9 West, and an east-west line between 
Townships 11 and 12 North separate the Parish from Natchitoches Parish to 
th© south; and Black Lake Bayou and Black Lake serve as boundaries on the 
east, dividing Red River from Bienville anti Natchitoches Parishes* Th© 
parish is drained by the Red River system and its tributaries* Coushatta, 
th© parish seat, is the largest town*
pnmoGtuPHx
Introduction
Three simple, primary topographic provinces are found within the 
parishes* Most obvious are the alluvial valley or floodplain areas which 
are particularly well developed along th© Red and Sabine River® and along 
their major tributaries. The Prairie Terrace surface constitutes a 
second topographic province* it borders the flood plains of th© major 
streams and swings upstream along each tributary. The "hills areas %  or 
third province, is geologically, as well as topographically, divisible 
into at least two sub-provinces, namelyt (1) Terrace Uplands, and (2) 
Tertiary Uplands*
Dissected terrace levels* corresponding to the Montgomery and 
Bentley Terrace surfaces described by Fisk (193® A) from Grant and La 
Salle Parishes and extended by Huner (1939* Winn and Caldwell Parishes), 
Russell (Personal communication, Jackson and Bienville Parishes), Rufc&s 
(Personal communication, Katchitoches Parish), Fisk (1940, Rapides Parish), 
and by Welch (Bulletin 22, Louisiana Geological Survey, ?ernon Parish), 
constitute the terrace uplands.
* The surfaces formed during the Pleistocene stages are referred
to as terraces or terrace surfaces. The deposit formed at this time and 
underlying the surface is a formation.
$Th© Alluvial Valleys Section
Th© alluvial valleys, broad belts of alluvial materials, con­
fined within well-defined valley and walls, include the following divi­
sions in DeSoto and Aed diver Parishes; (1) Red River flood plain and 
tributary valley flood plains, (2) Sabine diver flood plain and tributary 
flood plains, and (3) Black Lake Bayou flood plain ana tributary flood 
plains*
Th© Red diver Alluvial Valley
The flood plain of the Red River occupies the eastern edge of 
DeSoto Parish and the western one—quarter of Red River Parish* It aver­
ages between seven and eight miles in width when considered at approxi­
mately right angles to the present course of the river* Its greatest 
width in this area is near th© Caddo-Red River Parish line where it is 
approximately ten miles across* The valley narrows to about five miles 
between Grand Bayou and Gah&gan* The flood plain cover® an area of 
approximately seventy-five square miles in DeSoto Parish and of approxi­
mately two hundred square miles in Red River Parish* The Red River 
itself is situated in the eastern half of the floodplain area and occupies 
a course roughly parallel to th© DeSoto—Red River Parish line but from 
two to five miles to th© east.
Both the eastern and western valley wall® are relatively steep 
and attain a maximum height above th© flood plain of slightly more than 
seventy-five feet* The western valley wall is characterized by several 
large floodplain re-entrants (see geologic map, plate I); the eastern 
valley wall by an absence of those large re-entrants.
9TH© floodplain area is divisible into two main parts, namely*
(1) natural levee area, and (2) area of backwater flooding. Th© area of 
backwater flooding is Here used to include all that portion of th© flood 
plain that inundates through normal processes of flooding. In this sens© 
it includes back—swamp areas, (inter-levee lowlands, rim-swamp, and mar­
ginal basin areas), and partially submerged relict natural levees*
Natural Levees
Satural levees of a given stream have the form of more or less 
ridge-like deposits immediately adjacent to the stream channel* The 
formation of natural levee© is attributed to deposition of th© coarser 
and heavier materials (carried in suspension and as bed load) by a check­
ing of velocity as flood waters leave a definite channel. The height 
of the levees is in general an indication of the difference in stage 
level between ordinary floods and low water (Russell, 1936)* Similarly, 
the width and slope of th© levees is normally indicative of the sis© of 
the stream that formed them, i*e*, th© wider th© natural levee, and th© 
lower the slope, the larger th© stream*
The most recent, and highest, levees of the Red River flood plain 
are those flanking the present day channel* The levees on the western 
side of the modern river show a better development than those on the 
eastern side, for they have not been constricted or hampered in their 
development by proximity to the valley wail* On the west side of th® 
river the levee varies from one-quarter mil© to a maximum of three miles 
in width where modern levees were constructed on relict levees* The 
average width of the levee is slightly over a mile* Levee® on th© east 
side of the river are best developed in the northern portion of Red River
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Parish where they reach a maximum width of two miles, South of the 
middle of the parish the river approaches the valley wall and here the 
levees diminish in width, the back slopes ar© steep, and well developed 
rie-swamp (Russell, 1938) basin areas ar© numerous*
The levees reach a maximum height of not more than fifteen feet 
above the back swamp level; the average height is ten feet* The slop® 
from the crest of the Red River natural levees to the back swamp is 
between three and four feet per mile.
Longitudinally, the average slope of the eastern bank from the 
Caddo-Red River to the Natchitoches-Red River line is slightly less than 
0.4 feet per mile. In the same distance the west bank slope® slightly 
sore than 0*4 feet per mile.
Crevasses
Though no longer active because of the presence of artificial 
levees, at least seven former active crevasse channel© forming a part 
of the natural levees are known in the area* The upper two of these are 
known to have been quite active during the time of the *Gr@at Raftn; much 
of the water diverted from Red River reached, the back swamp areas through 
Tone’s Bayou and Bayou La Chute* Howell (1873) and W* H* Harris (1881) 
report these bayous were active diversion channels as late as 1880*
Grand Bayou, Boggy Bayou, Bayou Winsey, Wright Bayou, /and Bayou Lumbro 
served also in this capacity from time to time* Each, at the time of 
its inception probably fell into the class of raft-head crevasses— cre­
vasses formed at or near th© head of the raft as a result of the diver-* 
©ion of water© around the log jam* As th© jam moved upstream the crevasse 
healed to some extent and others had their inception. The channels
ncreated during the active lives of the crevasses remained more or less 
open and today assist in draining the flood plain* The crevasse deposit© 
are easily recognised by their irregular surface and by the extension of 
the natural levee into the back-swamp* Such deposits may be observed 
in the vicinity of Lake End* Hanna, Grand Bayou, and Williams,
Back-Water Areas
With each annual rise of the Bed diver, parts of the floodplain 
area are usually submerged* This occurs during normal high water stage 
and need not be accompanied by actual overflow of the river itself*
Since the master stream serves as the temporary base level for all tribu­
tary streams entering it, any rise in level of the master stream will 
operate as a dam to raise the stage level of the tributaries* In this 
way, topographically low areas yearly are inundated and receive a thin 
deposit of clay and alluvium*
Embraced within the total area of backwater flooding are the 
backswamps consisting of inter-levee lowlands, rim-swamps and marginal 
basins, actual former channels of the master stream, and, to some extent, 
the natural levees associated with these former courses*
The back swamps include all low areas away from the main channel 
and levees of the stream* The back swamp areas of Bed River and DeSoto 
Parish furnish excellent examples of inter-levee basins, rim-swamps, and 
marginal basin areas*
Inter-levee lowlands are typically enclosed on all side© by natu­
ral levees, relict and modern, and so tend to be elongated and irregular 
in shape* The lowlands occupy probably the second largest surface area 
of the flood plain; they are exceeded in area only by the natural levees#
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They serve as repositories for the finer sediments carried by flood 
eaters and are normally unsuitable for either agriculture or grassing* 
Excellent examples of such lowlands are to b© seen in the vicinity of 
and north of Abington, two ©lies southwest of Grand Bayou, and south of 
G&hagan between Red Bayou and the Red diver*
ftiis—swamp, a term proposed by Russell (1938) is applicable to 
any lowland area flanking the flood plain and abutting against the hills*
In Red River Parish, excellent examples of rim-swamps on the 
eastern edge of the flood plain are visible along Ooushatta and Boggy 
Bayous in the northern part of the Parish, along Coushatta Bayou in the 
vicinity of Carroll, Township 13 North, Range 10 lest, and along Nicholas 
Bayou just west of Piermont and ftedoak in Township 11 North, Range 9 
West* Along the western margin of the valley, equally good examples are 
to be seen just east and south of Wempl®, BeSoto Parish in Township 12 
North, Range 11 West, between Red Bayou and the hills southwest of Evelyn, 
OeSoto Parish, in Townships II and 12 North, Range 11 West, and along 
Wallace Bayou in Township 15 North, Ranges 12 and 13 West (see map, 
plate IV).
The lower portion of Chemard Lake (Township 11 North, Ranges 10 
and 11 West), Oolet Brake and former Oolet Lake (Townships 11 and 12 North, 
Range 11 West), Crain Lake (Township 11 North, Range 9 West), and Lake 
Poule d’Esu (Township 11 North, Range 8 West), Natchitoches Parish, are 
good examples of rim-swamp lakes (see map, plate IV).
Among the better examples of rim-swamp streams in QeSoto Parish 
are Wallace Bayou and Bayou Pierre River in Townships 13 and 11 North, 
Range 11 West, and in Township 12 North, Range 11 West, Oolet Bayou in 
Townships 11 and 12 North, Rang© 11 West, and Red Bayou and Jims River 
in Township 11 North, Rang© 10 West* In Red River Parish, Bayou Nicholas
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In Township 11 North, Rang© 9 West, Ooushatta Bayou in Township 13 
North., Range 10 West, Newman’s Bayou in Townships 13 and 14. North, Range
10 West, and Loggy Bayou in Township 14 North, Range 10 West, flank the 
base of the hills (see map, plate IV),
Marginal Basin
Basins created by alluviation across the lower portions of tribu­
tary valleys are considered as ^marginal basins”. This usage varies 
somewhat from that of Fisk (193S &) who used the ter® to denote a flood- 
plain feature similar to the rim-swamp of Russell,
Bayou Pierre lake (Township 13 North, Ranges 11 and 12 West),
(see fig, 1), the upper parts of Ghem&rd Lake (Township 11 North, Range
11 West), Louie’s Brake (Township 11 North, Range 11 West), Bull and 
Boggy Lakes (Townships 11 North, Rang© 9 West), and Love Lake (Township 
14 North, Range 10 West) ar© distinctive examples of marginal lakes or 
wet lowlands in marginal basins (See map)•
In conclusion the flood plain consists of an intricate ma&e of 
natural levee deposits, crevasse deposits, and back swamp deposits. On 
the whole it presents the appearance of flatness but its topographic 
diversity is great enough to permit its subdivision into gently sloping 
high areas, natural levees, and low, swampy, inter-levee areas* The 
mutual relationships of these physiographic units supply the necessary 
evidence for reconstructing the history of fioodplain development.
HFigure 1# Bayou Pierre Lake bottoms in BU|> sec* 25, T» 13 N., 
&« 12 W., *3eSoto Parish*
former M d m v e j ^  Courses
a* J* Russell (1933* 1936, 193$), Fisk (193&A, 1940), and others 
have shorn that Individual streams form characteristic meander patterns* 
They have also pointed out that each stream constructs natural levee® 
whose heights and width are an individual characteristic* The utilisa­
tion of these criteria in the field supplemented by map observations 
permitted identification of the relict Red River Courses indicated on
Hi"
the map (Plate if) and discussed in the following paragraphs*
A relict course and levees of the Red Elver exists In OeSoto 
Parish west of Bayou Pierre River in Township 11 Berth, Ranges 10 and 11 
West, and Township 12 North, Ranges 10 and 11 West* Red Bayou, Jims 
River, Long Lake, and Little Flat River occupy portions of this former 
course. Near Evelyn in sections 25 and 36, Township 12 North, Range 11 
West, and sections 30, 31, and 32, Township 12 Berth, Rang© 10 West,
Bayou Pierre also occupies a former Red River course. *
The rather small Red Bayou channel, which at no known point 
exceeds twenty-five yards in width, is a clear-cut example of the channel 
filling and deterioration that occurs one© a master stream abandon© its 
course. This course continues southward into Natchitoches Parish as Cow 
Bayou.
A former Red River course crosses the Red River-Caddo Parish 
line four miles west of the modern Red River and extends south-southeast, 
then south to the vicinity of the Bayou Pierre Lake Basin* From the parish 
line southward to the Junction of this course with Bayou Pierr© River, 
the channel is occupied by Prairie River* South of the junction for 
about one and one-half miles, it is occupied by Bayou Pierre River. The 
course then meanders eastward, turns south, and swings westward into the
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Bayou Pierr© Lake Basin wher© it ascribes a large meander through the 
lowland to emerge from the south side of the basin about three mil©® 
slightly northwest of the village of Grand Bayou, This meandering course 
twice crosses that of Bayou Pierre River, emerges from the basin, wanders 
south and east, and eventually disappears in the back-swamp area west 
of G&hagan* A probable southern continuation of this course is now 
occupied by Bull Bayou, Bayou Pierre River, and Horseshoe Bayou*
A course older than tils Prairie River-Boggy Bayou course, and 
its undetermined, exact continuation southward, is observable between it 
and the Red River* This course, the Abington, may be found on the north 
side of former Caimisnia Lake where its levees form a part of the allu­
vial dan surrounding this basin# From here the course extends eastward 
across Bayou Pierre, then swings southward to cross the Texas and Pacific 
Railroad at Abiagton* Westward, its levees sake up the eastern alluvial 
dam enclosing the Bayou Pierre Lake Basin* Below Abingtom the Course 
passes through Gah&gan and Armistead, swinging south, and west to again 
cross the Pierre River course to a junction with the Red Bayou course*
Excepting discontinuous sets of levees on the flood plain, those 
three relict courses, the Red Bayou, the Prairie River-Boggy Bayou, and 
the Abington courses constitute th© only evidences of channel changes thus 
far identified west of th© present course of the Red River;
The modern Red River flows close to the ©astern valley wall and 
only a few relict channels ar© found ©a^t of it. Boggy Bayou, from the 
vicinity of Lake Bisteneau southward to its debouchment into th© river 
some two miles northwest of East Point, occupies a relict channel of the 
Red River* Oou&h&tta Bayou, which branches off Loggy Bayou in section 
17, Township 14 Berth, Range 10 Vtoat, and empties its waters .into the 
Red River about one-half mil© above the Highway -bridge at Coushatta was
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a contemporary course* Government surveys prior to and during 1850 
show Red River as occupying the Ghana©1 now followed by Coushatta Bayou 
below Carroll station* Another recently abandoned channel can b© seen 
west of the villages of Crichton and Hope in Township 13 North, Ranges 
10 and 11 West* Crichton Lake, section 6, Township 13 North, Rang© 10 
West, remains as evidence of this former channel position. Bayou 
Nicholas, now closed off from the main Red River Channel as a measure of 
flood protection for the town of Coushatta, carried a considerable 
volume of water during stages of the "Raft** in this vicinity* Occasional 
ox-bow lakes also attest the presence of the Red River east of Its 
modem position* Notable among these is the now dry channel around 
Porter's Island (sections 15 and 49, Township II North, Range 9 fest).
As late as I84.8 this ‘♦island* was west of the Red River; today it lie© 
east of the river and is being rapidly destroyed where the river impinges
against i west side*
Rafting
Sf>aay writers have reviewed the development and removal of th©
Red River raft and the processes operative during its existence.
Briefly, the raft is believed by Veatch (X906 A) to have started 
as a great log jam, in the vicinity of Alexandria and to have rapidly 
worked upstream by accretion, of logs and sediments. Th© effect of this 
log jam was to divert the waters of the Red River into many channels.
Before the final removal of the raft in 1873, the Red Riv©r channel was
constantly shifting and offered many difficulties to river navigation.
In GeSoto and Red River Parishes the effects of rafting were 
very pronounced.
Th® Red River wa© diverged around the raft In the vicinity of 
southern Caddo and of dad River Pariah and much of its volume followed 
th© Bayou Pierr© diver channel* W* H* Harris (1881) reports;
“The waters of the Red diver leaving the main 
channel of that stream below the tom of Shreveport-, 
through th© Bayou Pi©rr© and the Tones Bayou, make a 
chain of lakes, forcing the eastern boundary of this 
(BeSoto) parish, and again discharge themselves by 
the Bayou Wimsey, Into the Red. Elver, in a very deep 
channel below the town of Coueh&tta*
Steamers, during th© boating season thus cam© 
up within nine miles of Wanefield, entering th© Wirasey 
at its Red River mouth, thus giving us good steamer 
navigation for about six menths of the year.w
Additional exits of we ter from the main Red Charnel around the 
raft were reported to have been Bayou La Chute, Grand Bayou, and Boggy 
Bayou* In particular, Bayou Nicholas, near Coushatta, seems to have 
served in th® capacity of a large outlet*
The most important effect of the raft removal was th© restriction 
of the Red River waters to a ©ingle channel* This caused the disappear* 
anee of diverted waters from the back swamp areas and the temporarily 
higher base level of these areas was destroyed* In consequence th© lake 
areas drained and the streams flowing through these basins locally 
began th© task of downcutting through the alluvium that had been depos­
ited there. This downcutting was restricted to the lower tributary 
valley areas i?hsre rapid sedimentation had occurred* In other place©, 
the lengthening of stream courses and decreased gradients associated 
with the draining of lakes caused aliuviation* The deposit© of alluvium 
filling the lower ends of th© smaller tributary streams of this area 
attest to the activity of these processes*
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Rlflttk Lake Bayou Alluvial Valley
Black Lake Bayou, th© largest tributary stream in BeSoto or &©& 
River Parish, rises in southwestern Claiborne Parish where it is known 
as Crow’s Creek. It then flows south and a little west through Webster 
Parish, into and across Bienville Parish, forming the eastern boundary 
line between Red River and Bienville Parishes, and the northern half of 
the Red River-N&tchitoches Parish boundary before flowing into Natchi­
toches Parish and thence into Red River.
In its Red River Parish area, th© flood plain of Black lake 
Bayou slopes almost one foot per mil©. Its width varies from on©-half 
mile to almost two miles.
The entire flood plain of Black Lake Bayou is subject to frequent 
flooding from rains* Several times during the susaser field season of 
1940, the bottom was almost completely inundated by high water resulting 
from rains in the immediate area and to the north of the parish. At no 
place did the writer observe restriction of the Black Lake Bayou water© 
to & single channel. They flowed through branchwork pattern©, abandoned 
channels, and ox—bow lakes*
Big Clear Lake in sections 35 and 3b, Township 13 North, Rang©
8 West, is an excellent example of an ox—b ow lake, ana th© channel ex­
tending southwest from it is an equally good example of an abandoned 
channel* Numerous other relict channels and ox—bows ar© visible on 
aerial photographs covering the area.
Th© lower portion of Black Lake Bayou flood plain adjacent to 
Red River Parish is swampy and more or less permanently covered by th© 
impounded waters known as Black Lake* The lower portion of this bayou 
in Red River Parish is characterised by three large arcuate ’’beads* that
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have no relationship to meandering* The radius of these "bend©" approxi­
mates one and one-half to two miles* Neither their significance nor 
origin is understood but they are clearly anomalous patterns. Secondary 
meanders with a radius of less than one-half mil© are well developed on 
these "bends"♦
Th© valley is broad and flat-bottomed and little of the bottom 
land is used for agriculture because of its susceptibility to overflow* 
Valley walls are relatively gentle in most places, but locally the flood- 
plain escarpment is abrupt* At some places a maximum relief of seventy- 
five feet within less than a quarter mile of the bottom is attained*
The bayou drains an area of about seventy-five square miles in 
Red giver Parish. Its flood plain has an area of almost twenty square 
miles* The largest tributaries entering it from Red giver Parish are 
Grand Bayou, Brushy Creek, Liberty Creek, and Indian Creek*
Th© Sabine giver and Flood Plain
The Sabine giver, originally called gio Sabinas (Belial©, 1912) 
heads in northeast Texas in Collin, Hunt, and Rockwall counties. It 
flows southeastward to near Logan sport, Louisiana, from which point to 
Sabine Lake it forms th© boundary between Texas and Louisiana. In 
BeSoto Parish it maintains a width of from fifty to one hundred feet at 
low water stage*
From its first contact with Louisiana (section 30, Township 12 
North, gang© 16 West) to Hadden^s Bend (one and one-half mile© upstream 
from Logan sport) the river meanders in a flood plain normally two miles 
or more in width* From Hadden*© Bend to approximately four miles down— 
stream from Logansport, th© river is essentially straight* Th© flood
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plain is less than one-quarter of a mile wide* Below this reach it 
meanders fortuitously about In a three-mile wide flood plain until it 
leaves the parish in section 14* Township 10 Korth, dang® 15 West*
Profiles of the Sabine diver issued by th© U. S, Engineers Office
at Galveston, Texas, in 1940 show the river slope, bottom slop©, and
average bank slope of the river from the OeSoto Parish-Panola County line 
to the DaSoto-Sabine Parish lines
High Water — -— — —--- -—  0*6 foot per mil©
Average Bank -— *---- — - 0.6 foot per mil©
Stream Bed — — — — ■-» — — 0*68 foot per mile
Across the very top of the Logansport structure (see plate VII) 
in the vicinity of Logansport, the high water and average hanic slop© 
rise to slightly more than one foot per mile* In this same distance 
the stream bed slope attains a maximum slope of two feet per mile*
At Logansport, adjacent to the river, the bluffs attain a maxi­
mum height of sixty-five feet above extreme low water stage* This is 
the greatest recorded difference in bank top and water level throughout 
the OeSoto Parish portion of th© course* Both up and clownstream from 
Logansport, the average difference in height of the water surface (ex­
tress© low water in simmer of 1939) and the adjacent floodplain banks is 
between thirty and forty feet. Whore th© river strikes the hill® or 
Pleistocene terrace® bordering the valley, bluffs of greater height are 
formed.
The absence of detailed maps of th© river and of its flood plain 
necessarily renders difficult any study of channel changes and of detailed 
physiography* Aerial photographs reveal the presence of several ox-bow 
lakes and abandoned channels* Foot traverses, and automobile traverses 
along th© few passable roads, disclose numerous abandoned channels and
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Indicate that, in general, the floodplsin surface is quite irregular*
Few conspicuous levees were observed in the floodplain area of DeSoto 
Parish, but this is probably due to the extremely thick growth of vege­
tation covering seventy-five per cent or more of th© total floodplain 
area*
The maximum relief measured on the Sabine diver flood plain 
amounts to slightly more than twenty feet, and this represents the dif­
ference between the bottoms of partially filled relict Sabine courses 
and th© adjacent bank crests. Where observed, the maximum relief between 
the back swamp and the natural levee crests amounts to about fifteen feet*
The strongly meandering course above and below the "Logansport 
Reach** is attributed to the effective differences in stag© level of th© 
river which involves a ratio between the actual stage difference and th© 
volume of water in a channel (Russell, 1936). With a maximum stage dif­
ference of about forty feet and comparatively small low-water volumes,
& highly tortuous course is to be expected in those regions where struc­
tural control does not actually hinder or prevent th© development of 
meandering*
The relatively straight and narrow course of the Sabine River in 
the vicinity of Logansport (in this report called the "Logansport Reach") 
reflects the control exerted upon the river by th© Logansport structure. 
Reference to the accompanying subsurface map (Plate VII) of OeSoto Parish 
shows the river in this portion of its course to be flowing across the 
western part of an elongate east-west anticline* Anomalous elevations 
and slopes on the Montgomery terrace surface slightly east of the town 
indicate that this anticline has risen to some extent since the middle 
of the Pleistocene* Here, a maximum elevation of two hundred and forty 
feet (Paulin altimeter) is attained. To the south the maximum elevations
on the same s urface decrease in on© sail© to two hundred and twenty feet* 
a slope of twenty feet per mile* The extreme maximum normal slope ob­
tained elsewhere is less than ten feet per mile downstream* To the north, 
the elevations similarly* decrease, whereas, under normal conditions they 
should rise* Thus a surface profile drawn North-South across the Logans­
port structure on top of the Montgomery terrace surface is warped in 
conformity with th© structure below. Similar anomalous slopes and eleva­
tions are encountered on the Prairie terrace ©urface; but, because of Its 
absence in OeSoto Parish north of Logansport, it can only be used as 
circumstantial evidence in favor of post-Pieistocene (post-Prairie) 
uplift of the structure. With this point admitted, it becomes estab­
lished that the Sabine River in its concomitant course across the Logons- 
port structure is antecedent. It seeies impossible to assign any other 
origin' to this portion of the course than that during late Pleistocene 
times, the Sabine ftiver assumed its present position in the vicinity of 
Logansport. Subsequent to that time uplift of the Logansport structure 
continued with entrenchment of the channel in its course across the 
structure. Relative to normal stream action, entrenchment has been or 
was rapid enough to prevent meandering* A careful examination of th© 
Prairie terrace surface from Logansport west to the hills in Texas reveal­
ed no recent course of the Sabine other than that now occupied*
From about a mile below Logansport upstream to the DeSoto Parish- 
Paaola County line the Sabine River occupies the position of a rim-swamp 
stream on the Prairie terrace surface.
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Shoals
At numerous places above and below Logansport, shoals ar© 
present in the river* The writer traversed most of the river during 
extreme low water periods in 1939 and 1940» The seven shoals upstream 
from Logansport to Texas, ar© formed mainly by reddish-brown, ferru­
ginous, lignitic sands that ar© surfici&lly indurated. Locally, glauco­
nite is interspersed with the sands* Interbedded dark gray to purplish- 
brown lignitic clays and silts with a high mica content are also exposed* 
Th© shoals probably represent a single outcrop, separated by reaches 
on easily eroded beds, of the Cow Bayou and Oolet Hills members of the 
Logansport formation (see pp*
Below Logansport to the Sabine Parish line two shoals are known* 
These are at *The Stocks* and at Sandy Point, both in section 3, Township 
10 Borth, Bange 15 West* Large calcareous concretions and septarians 
in matrices of dark gray lignitic silts and clays form resistant outcrops 
at these places*
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PLEISTOCENE TERRACES 
Introduction
The principal work on terraces in Louisiana 1ms been done by- 
Fisk, who, in X93S, applied the names Williana, Bentley, Montgomery, and 
Prairie to sucessive3y younger Pleistocene terrace surfaces differenti­
ated in Grant and La Salle Parishes in central Louisiana* Subsequently, 
Fisk (1939, 1940), Huner (1939), ftuk&s (Personal coiamimicaiion), R* 0* 
Russell (Personal communication), Welch (Bulletin 22, Louisiana Geologi­
cal Survey), and Woodward (1941) have mapped the surfaces over much of 
Louisiana. The position of the terraces up the Calcasieu, Mississippi, 
Ouachita, Red, Sabine, and other rivers of Louisiana is now known* The 
writer assisted in the field work in central and western Louisiana and 
was able to trace Hie surfaces directly into the OeSoto-Red River Parish 
area.
The terrace surfaces are but the upper surface© of sediment&ry 
forsL&tions. A more complete discussion of the formations may be found 
on page 175 • A brief summary of the necessary information for under­
standing the origin and distribution of the terraces is, however, included 
here*
Core holes through the terrace deposits in both DeSoto and Red 
River Parishes substantiate the thesis (Fisk, 193&, 1939, 1940) that 
each terrace surface is underlain by a definite sequential series of 
sediments, grading from coarse sands and silt© at the base into silts 
and clays at the upper surface* Field examination along escarpments 
between terrace surfaces supplies additional evidence, for here, in the 
epeirogenic region of Fisk (1939 B), uplift has been great enough at
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most places to expose the entire terrace sequence and the underlying 
•Tertiary sediments* A reasonable method of formation and the Pleisto­
cene age ©f the terraces has been indicated by Fisk (1933 A, B, 1939 B, 
1940)* Essentially this mode of origin is based upon cyclic eustatlc 
changes of sea level during the Pleistocene, accompanied by isostatic 
uplift of the continental area®, especially in the vicinity of regions 
of heavy sedimentation* Valleys cut during low sea-level glacial stages 
filled with alluvium during the rising sea levels leading to inter- 
glacial times* With the decreased stream gradients accompanying the 
higher sea levels of Interglacial times, the load capacity of the streams 
was accordingly decreased so that finer and finer materials were succes­
sively deposited* The sedimentary sequence consists then of basal gravel 
lentils in & sand matrix deposited by the overloaded, anastomosing 
streams as glaciers started to wane. Upward through the sequence, sands, 
silts, and clays are found with fine materials predominant toward the 
end of each stage of alleviation*
Slight uplift accompanied each cycle of cutting and filling and 
prevented the successive alluvial surfaces from attaining the level of 
its predecessor* The alluvial terraces have been traced from the Gulf 
of Mexico inland for hundreds of miles along major streams with similar 
elevations recorded on opposite sides of the Individual valleys*
The terrace surfaces are alluvial terrace surfaces because they 
represent the upper surface of a definite depositions! unit* As else­
where in Louisiana, terrace surfaces of local development ar® present 
along the Red diver and its major tributaries in DeSoto and tied River 
Parishes* These are believed to b© associated with shifting positions 
of the largest river courses*
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Structural distinctionsa $ d±»t4jiquish±ng factor employed in 
field isapplng of the terrace surfaces In area© to the south in central 
Louisiana ia the criterion of dome trees* elope of the surface. In con­
trast to the trying surface slopes observed in central Louisiana* the 
surfaces in northwestern Louisiana ar© largely out of reach of the 
tilting effects due to sedimentary dotmdrag in the gaosynelin&l area to 
the south* The slopes here are quite uniform, a fact that indicates the 
terrace surfaces of the DeSoto-Red Elver Parish area are located in the 
epeirogenic region (zone of isostatic uplift) proposed by Fisk (1939 0, 
1940)* It is necessary to bear in mind that the slopes here* as else­
where, vary inversely with the size of the parent stream*
The average slopes of the terrace surfaces observed along the 
major streams in DeSoto and Red diver Parishes are, in feet per mile*
Red Sabine
Black
Lade© Grand
River River Bayou Bayou
Prairie terrace 0*75—1*0 1*0 1*5 2*0
Montgomery terrace 1*0-1*5 1*5 1.75 —— -
Bentley terrace 2*0 2*1 2*0-2*5 ---
Wllliana terrace n  --V * »  lli|> WP*
Lithologic D± stlnctions t The terrace materials of OeSoto and tied 
diver Parishes are separable into two main groups on the basis of their 
ultimate origin* The Red diver sediments were derived principally from 
the *fted Beds* of the Permian Basin area of north Texas and south Okla­
homa* Sediments deposited by tributaries of the Rod River were derived 
chiefly from Genozoic deposits of Louisiana* In contrast to th© typi­
cally purplish-red hue of the Red River deposits, those of the Red River 
tributaries are characteristically gray or brown in color* The Sabine
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Sliver terrace deposits were derived from Cenozoic and Cretaceous out­
crop areas, those of its tributaries in DeSoto Parish, from Cenozoic 
deposits alone. The Sabine diver sediments of Prairie and Montgomery 
age ar© normally gray or brown in color, but nay b© red-brown | th© 
older, more highly oxidized terrace deposits, are brownish or purplish- 
red in color* deposits of the Sabine tributaries ar© also gray or brown 
in color*
Though terraces belonging to separate stream systems may in 
most cases be recognized and separated on a lithologie basis, it is nor­
mally impossible to separate the Williana, Bentley, Montgomery, and 
Prairie sediments on the basis of such criteria* There are, however, 
certain useful distinguishing features that may be employed circumstan­
tially* Older materials are, in general, more highly oxidized. Williana 
and Bentley sediments on outcrop© usually possess a purplish-red color 
which result© from a coating of iron oxide on the individual grains and 
is concentrated near th© outcrop surface* Normally this secondary oxi­
dation color is not present on deposits of Montgomery and Prairie age.
The constant passage of ground waters through porous materials at the 
base of older deposits effects a unifying influence by removing or mask­
ing some of the original sedimentary structures* Within a few inches 
of th© surface, and, in certain eases, to measured depths of at least 
three feet, cycles of solution and deposition have left a structure!©©© 
mass of gravel, sand, ©lit, and clay.
Soils Distinctions* Soil© technicians of th© United States 
Department of Agriculture have developed a classification for terrace 
soil®, that, in respect to terraces younger than Bentley in age, has 
proven invaluable in separating terrace from Tertiary materials* Because 
of their greater dissection and ©oil profile development, the soils devel-
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oped on the older terrace® are included within th© realm of upland 
(Tertiary soil® in OeSoto and fted diver Pariah©©) ©oil© by these men* 
However, certain of these upland soils (as the ftuston) seem to be re- 
©trieted to th® older terrace deposit© and ar© useful for differenti­
ating the older from younger terraces* c— ■
topographic Distinctions* Under this heading must be considered 
the criteria of topographic position, difference© in elevation of the 
terrace surfaces, and variations in dissectionIn order from oldest 
to youngest, the Williana, Bentley, Montgomery, and Prairie terrace sur­
faces occupy successively lower topographic positions. Logically, each 
successive younger terrace, in its normal position, lies closer to the 
level of its parent stream* The intervals separating successive terrace 
levels of the larger streams of this area are#
Red Sabine
Black
Lake
Interval Between River River Bsyou
Flood plain-Prairie terrace 25-30* 25-30* 20—25 *
Prairie terrace-Montgomery terrace 30—40 * 30-40* 30-40*
Montgomery terrace-Bentlesy terrace 50-751 50-60* -----,
Bentley terrac©-Williana terrace — - —
The older surfaces are more highly dissected because of their
higher topographic position and because they have been subjected to more 
Quaternary erosion* The Prairie surface ±0 characterized by flat divide 
areas and entrenched streams* The Montgomery topography is generally 
rolling rlth a few flat divides, while the Bentley consists of isolated 
remnant© or belt© with the original surface rarely preserved. At no 
place in this area is the original Williana surface exposed.
As presented by Fisk (194-0), two main drainage criteria are 
usable in differentiating terrace surfaces. Of these, the restriction
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cf certain tributary systems to an individual surface often furnishes a 
valuable criterion for differentiation* Rim-swamp streams frequently 
serve to mark the exact inner edge of a terrace (the escarpments! base 
of higher terraces or of tertiary bills), but normally indicate only the 
approximate contact* However, in DeSoto and Red River Parishes, the 
spotty occurrence of th© greater portion of the terrace deposits makes 
th© first criterion of little use except in mapping th© widespread Mont­
gomery surface of Red River Parish* dim-swamp streams as Grand Bayou 
(Red River Parish) and tfacherie Bayou (.OeSoto Parish) ar© excellent ex­
amples of streams which nark the inner edge of terrace surfaces*
Terraces in OeSoto and Red River Parishes
The writer has applied the terrace names proposed by Fisk (193$) 
to terraces in OeSoto and Red River Parishes after determining their 
equivalence by field studies* The extent of each Pleistocene surface 
and the deposits underlying them is shown on the geologic map* Th® inac­
cessibility of some areas, coupled with the time available for field work, 
necessitated a certain amount of generalization of th© terrace limits*
The terrace limits as used here mark essentially the contact of the depo­
sitions! sequence underlying the terrace surface with older sediments 
and do not necessarily indicate the original extent of the terrace surface#
Prairie Terrace
7?tth its surface separated from the recent alluvium surface by 
an interval of 25-30 feet, the Prairie constitutes the lowest alluvial 
Pleistocene surface of OeSoto and Red River Parishes* lying closely ad-
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jacsnt to th© parent stream, its surfaces flank the major rivers and 
extend upstream along many of their affluents even in the manner of exist­
ing alluvium*
Initial, relief on the surface probably attained a maximum of 
ten feet, or slightly more, between the back swamp and th© natural levee 
crests. Existing relief does not greatly exceed this figure in most 
cases•
The few streams draining the surfaces have an initially devel­
oped dendritic pattern consequent on the original surface. Tills is par­
ticularly true of the esc&rpraental consequents that have cut into th© 
surface for some distance. Insufficient time has elapsed for a great 
amount of dissection of this surface in most areas.
fted ftiver Prairie Terrace Remnants of OeSoto and fted .ft^ ver Parishes
Th© surface area of the Prairie terrace of fted River origin in 
Red ftiver Parish is little more than one square mile; in OeSoto Parish 
it includes an area of about fifty square miles. The surface is rela­
tively flat; dissection is prevalent only near the escarpments! edges 
and adjacent to the few larger streams flanking or flowing upon th© sur­
face.
In fted River Parish, three small separate areas of th© Red River 
Prairie terrace surface are known. The first, in sections 5 and 6, 
Township 14 North, Rang© 10 West, may be observed from 0. S* Highway 71 
near th© Bienville—Bossier-fted River Boundary confluence* The second 
surface remnant lies atop Paps Hill, a floodplain surrounded ffisland %  in 
section 33, Township 13 North, Range 11 West (see fig. 2). Th© third 
occurs in sections 13 and 24, Township 11 North, Range 9 West, and may
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Figure 2* Ese&rpffient between Pr&lri© terrace and flood plain 
on north side of Pape Hill in sec* 33# T# 13 ft. 11 «*# fted Hirer 
P/arish.
i
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be observed where Louisiana Highway 24.8 crosses the H&tchitoches-Red 
sliver Boundary.
The Prairie surface in DeSoto Parish extends from the vicinity 
of Frierson southeastward to the Bayou Pierre Lake Basin. Bayou Pierre 
River approximately marks its eastern boundary* The northernmost bound­
ary of this surface 1® near Louisiana Highway 145 northeast of Frierson* 
From Frierson the westward edge swings upstream along Vacheri© Bayou, 
then southeastward and upstream along Fordoche and Ha Bonchass Bayous,
The surface is found flanking th© west and south shores of Clear and 
Smithport Lakes, Portions of th© same surface also flank Utrndy and 
Clifton Bayous* In th© vicinity of Hambin store, two and one-half miles 
south of Evelyn, a badly dissected remnant of the surface is known*
Other small remnants of the surface are exposed, around the valley mouth 
of Wallace Bayou*
Difficulties in Mappings At most places, the break between th© 
inner edge of the Prairie terrace and the Tertiary hills is gentle and 
difficult to delineate* In th© vicinity of Frierson and northeast of 
that town, the taaderlying Tertiary sediment© closely approach the Prairie 
terrace surface as attested by islands (Cow Bayou member of th© Logans­
port formation) which project through th® Prairie surface (see geologic 
map, plate I). The difference in slop© between the Prairie surface and 
the mderlying Tertiary surface is so slight that a change of five feet 
in elevation may mean the difference between Pleistocene and Tertiary,
In such areas mapping must b© based largely on soil and botanical differ­
ences checked by numerous bore holes and references to elevation®.
Interfingering of th© Red River sediments with the Midway derived 
deposits of Vacherie, Fordoche, and Ha Bonchass Bayous takes place approxi­
m ate ly  along a northeast—southwest line parallel to Vacherie Bayou.
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Here it is difficult to delineate the two sedimentary facies of terrace 
materials*
Sabine diver Prairie Terrace 4eman_ts of DeSoto Pariah
Sabine River terrace remnants of Prairie age In OeSoto Parish 
are restricted to a belt bordering the river between, Logansport and th© 
Sabine Parish line* Th© remnants occupy a total area of approximately 
fifteen square miles; individual segments average less than four square 
miles in area* They are situated between such southwest-flowing tribu­
taries of the Sabine River as have maintained approximately their present 
courses since some time during the early Wisconsin*
The best preserved Prairie. terrace remnants are situated between 
Logansport and dement Bayou* They are visible along Louisiana Highway 
143 in Township 11 Borth, Ranges 15 and 16 West* Th© surface her© is 
quite well preserved (see fig* 3 ) and* but for the extremely large pimple 
sounds dotting th© surface, has a maximum relief away from th© larger 
streams of less than ten feet* Castor and Grand Cane Bayous flow across 
this surface in well entrenched channels* The entrenchment of the Castor 
Bayou channel is particularly prominent* In that portion of its course 
due east of Logansport, Castor occupies a deep, straight-walled meander­
ing channel in the Prairie deposits. Th© r: ©and©ring course is apparent­
ly inherited from an original Pleistocene pattern but itu ©ntreaacbment 
has occurred in Recent times* The Prairie surface slopes alncnn&lly only 
in its northernmost portion southeast of Logansport ivtnfu it lies on th© 
south flank of the Logansport anticline. Hers the slope is apparently 
as great as 2*5 feet per mile*
Prairie terrace ramnnnta are present as upstream continuations
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3* i'fit vt&w aoro«c Prairie terrace surface SE of Tjpgaaeport 
in sec* 1$, T* U S * ,  a* 16 W,, OraSoto Parish*
of the Sabine ftiver surface along the larger Sabine tributaries of DeSoto 
F&rish, ftemn&nts occur flanking Castor Bayou upstream to the vicinity 
of Longs treat, along Grand Cane Bayou almost to the town of th© ©am© name, 
along the Olement-William1 s Bayou system to its crossing of U, S. High­
way 84 southwest of Logansport, and up Oow Bayou to its crossing of 
Louisiana Highway 747* In total area these remnants do not exceed twenty— 
five square miles.
In general, the surfaces are flat and relatively undlsseoted, 
especially those adjacent to Govr and Grand Can© Bayous. Large pimple 
mounds break the inherent flatness of the surfaces* They are particular­
ly prevalent and large on th© surfaces bordering Grand Cane Bayou. Escarp- 
merits bordering the terraces downstream are, in general, rather steep 
and rang© up to thirty feet in height. Upstream the terrace surfaces 
merge with the present day flood plain and differentiation of the two be­
comes impossible*
The average downstream slop© of th© Castor and Bushneck Bayou 
Prairie terrace surfaces is slightly more than five feet per mile, of 
the Grand Cane Bayou surface about four and one-half feet per mile, of 
the Clement-Hilliam* s Bayou surface almost seven feet per mile, and of 
the Cow Bayou surface slightly less than four feet per mile*
Grand and Black Lake Bayou Prairie Terrac© of Red River Parish
The largest area of Prairie terrace remnants of Black Lake Bayou- 
Grand Bayou origin is situated near the confluence of Grand and Black 
Lake Bayous. The surface is badly dissected and covers a total area of 
slightly more than ten square miles. Scattered continuations of this 
same surface extend upstream along both Grand and Black Lake Bayous into
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Bienville Parish* Th© interval between the Prali^i© and recent surface® 
decreases from an average of twenty-fiv© feet to an average of fifteen 
feet from the southeastern comer of R©& River Parish upstream to the 
Bienville Parish line* The Grand Bayou surface, in the same distance, 
aiopes downstrea® at an average rate of two feet per mil©, the Black Lake 
Bayou surface at an average rate of on© and one-half feet per mile*
Montgomery Terrace
The Montgomery terrace surface remnant® cover a greater area than 
the Prairie* Bentley, or Williana surfaces in DeSoto and Red River Par­
ishes*
On© remnant of the Montgomery surface of Red River origin is 
preserved west of the river* This remnant caps the southern three-fifths 
of Couchandra Hill (Township 12 North, Range 10 West) and is highly dis­
sected* East of the river, the Montgomery surface of Red River origin 
occupies an area of sixty-five square miles in a belt bordering the Red 
River alluvial valley* It increases in width from about one mile in th© 
northern portion of the parish to over five miles along the Red River- 
Natchitoches Parish line* The surface is well dissected and retains some 
of its original flatness only in its widest part beween Goushatta and 
the Natchitoches boundary* Numerous streams have carved the western 
escarpment into a maze of hills and ravines*
As the Red River Montgomery surface swings southeastward Into 
Natchitoches Parish, it widens and flattens considerably* This widen­
ing can in part be attributed to the original greater width of the Mont­
gomery flood plain near th© confluence of the Red River and Black Lake 
Bayou flood plains*
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From th® Bienville Parish line southward to Grand Bayou, a 
continuous belt of Montgomery flanks the west side of the Grand Bayou 
flood plain* Remnants of the Grand Bayou Pr&iri© terrace surface local-" 
jy  separate the Montgomery terrace from the Recent flood plain* The 
Montgomery surface here covers an area of approximately thirty square 
miles, and it is separated from the Recent flood, plain by an interval of 
about sixty feet, from the Prairie surface by about thirty-five feet* 
Streams working headward have almost completely destroyed exposed rem­
nants of th© original Montgomery surface*
Other streams have progressed headward in the past into th© 
higher Bentley deposits to the west and have constructed alluvial cones 
of Bentley debris on the Montgomery surface* These masses of sand and 
gravel earert a significant control upon drainage, in addition to compli­
cating the mapping of the terraces on the basis of elevations of the 
lower alluvial surface* Alluvial cones extending eastward from the Bent­
ley deposits are particularly prominent in section 31, Township 14 North, 
Range 8 Ifest, section 36, Township 1-4 North, Range 9 West, sections 5,
6, 7, and 8, Township 13 North, Range 8 %est, and section 1, Township 13 
North, Range 9 West. Not only are the cones marked by obvious increases 
of surface elevation, but they are manifested in the anomalous courses 
of Black Lake Bayou tributaries (see geologic map, plate II)* Th® tribu­
taries are diverted to the north and south around the cone© rather than 
maintaining essentially direct courses to Black Lake Bayou as is the case 
with other tributaries# In areas dominated by alluvial cones, differen­
tiation of th© surfaces must be made on th© elevations of the Tertiary- 
terrace contacts*
In OeSoto Parish the southern portion of ®n extensive Montgomery 
surface of Sabine River origin extends from south of Logansport northwest­
ward parallel to the river to the Panola County, Texas*, line. Tills sur­
face can be traced for more than ten miles into Texas as a flat, almost 
featureless physiographic feature, interrupted locally by profuse pimple 
mounds. The surface covers an area of slightly less than fifteen square 
miles in DeSoto Parish arid is upwarped over the Logansaport anticline.
The Montgomery surface has an elevation of two hundred and twenty feet 
tv^ o miles southeast of the center of Logansport. The terrace due east 
of the town has an elevation of two hundred and forty feetj two miles 
north-northwest of town the elevation is two hundred and thirty feet#
This upbowing of the surface indicates marked post-Montgomery uplift 
along the Logans port anticline#
From elevations obtained in Texas (Panola County) and in OeSoto 
Parish, the computed downstream slope of the surface northwest of Logans- 
port is one and one-half feet per mil©.
Bentley Terrace
In OeSoto and Red diver Parishes th© Bentley terrace has a total 
outcrop area less than that of either th© Prairie or Montgomery surfaces. 
The Red diver Bentley surface is entirely restricted to Red diver Parish 
where it outcrops in two belts: one parallel to the flood plain of th©
Red diver, the other parallel to the Black Lake Bayou flood plain, Th© 
belt parallel to th© Red River consists of isolated remnants of a once 
continuous surface (see fig* 1 )* Nowhere in this belt is the original 
surface preserved*
The belt parallel to Black Lake Bayou extends from near th© 
center of the north line of Township 11 North, Range 9 West, southward 
along Louisiana Highways 90 and 99i east of Hall Summit, then angles
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Figure 4* South view from Bentley terrace surface along U„ S* 
Highway 71 in sec* 8# T. 14 a*, ft* 10 W*, fted Elver Parish* The 
Montgomery terrace surface bordering Love Lake appears as a topographic 
low between the camera and the Bentley surface In the background*
southeastward to its termination fry the Black Lake and Grand Bayou 
drainages in Township 12 North, dang© £ West* Littl© of the original 
surface is retained although the dissected surface extends continuously 
throughout this distance* Arcuate scallops in th© Bentley ©carp record 
stream impingement against the valley wall. Though somewhat masked by 
dissection and alleviation along the escarpments, the scallops retain 
enough of their original outline to suggest formation by an ancestral 
Black Lake Bayou comparable in sis© to the existing Red diver.
Residual gravel© on the Tertiary outcrop area of central Red 
River Parish indicate that this area was originally covered by Bentley 
deposits. Of e^ual importance to the residual gravels, a© an indication 
of the former existence of th© Bentley surface and underlying deposits, 
are residual hills of basal Bentley sands and gravels* Though these rem­
nants nowhere approach the original top surface of the Bentley, the 
elevation of the contacts of the basal gravels and Tertiary sediments 
corresponds to that obtained in nearby areas where the original Bexxtley 
surface is present* Most of th© remnants cover but an acre or two and 
have not been included on the geologic map? those large enough to be 
shown with some degree of accuracy are to be seen in section 2, Township 
14 North, Range 10 West, section 7, Township 14 North, Range 9 West, and 
section 32, Township 13 North, Range 9 West*
The Bentley terrace surface in OeSoto Parish is present only a© 
a series of remnants along the valley of the Sabine River* The following 
are some of the more important parts of the original Bentley surface 
preserved in OeSoto Parish* (1) two miles northwest of Hunter along 
Louisiana Highway 143 in section 26, Township 11 North, Range 15 West, 
and, (2) west and northwest of Oak Grove in sections 3, 16, and 17,
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Residual gravels in the soils east of the present outcrop area 
of th© Bentley terrace suggests that the Bentley deposits formerly ex— 
tended over this area* Soft® doubt exists, however, as to the exact age 
of these gravels. It is entirely possible that they ar© residual from 
th© higher Wllliana deposits now almost entirely removed by erosion*
Wllliana Terrace
A single remnant covering an area of about twenty-five acres 
stands, one mile north-northwest of Hunter as evidence of the former ex­
istence of a Sabine River Wllliana terrace surface in DeSoto Parish*
The original surface level is completely destroyed but elevations of the 
contact of the basal gravels and sands with Tertiary sediments definite­
ly show that the Willi an a terrace once covered this area. The top sur­
face of the Bentley terrace here attains a maximum elevation of two hun­
dred and ninety feet while the basal elevation of this deposit is three 
hundred and sixty feet. As mentioned under the discussion of the Bentley 
terrace, the presence of numerous residual gravel in a belt northeast of 
and parallel to the present outcrop area of the Sabine diver Bentley 
terrace surface may also point to the former existence of Wllliana ter­
race materials over this area.
Pleistocene Courses of Bed Elver
A study of the occurrence of Pleistocene terrace surfaces and 
underlying deposits permits the approximate location of pre-ftecent courses 
of th© larger streams and rivers during the Pleistocene to be determined# 
Remnants of the Red River Wllliana terrace surface have been traced by
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members of the Louisiana Geological Survey from southwest Arkansas 
across eastern Webster and western Claiborne Parishes, central Bienville 
Parish* northeast Natchitoches Parish, southwest Winn. Parish, and central 
Grant Parish, into northern and western Rapides Parish* This belt marks 
the Wllliana course of the Red diver and no Reel diver terrace deposits 
of this age are found to the west of it* fted. diver Williana sediments 
are absent west of a roughly arcuate line through Shong&loa, Sibley,
King1s Dome, Coochie Brake dome, and Colfax* The Red River deltaic 
plain of Williana times is exposed northwest of Alexandria, Rapides Par* 
ish, (Fisk, 1940).
The Bentley course of the tied River lies west of and roughly 
parallel to the Williana course* The widespread Bentley surface in 
south central Webster Parish, in western BienvillL© Parish, in ©astern 
Red River Parish* in southwestern Winn Parish, and in western Grant Par­
ish, make delineation of the Bentley flood plain comparatively simple*
Bo Red River Bentley surfaces are known to exist east of the Red River 
Williana surface. On the basis of this evidence the Bentley course of 
the Red River crossed northeastern Bossier or northwestern Webster Par* 
ish, southern Webster, western Bienville, central and eastern Red River, 
northeastern Natchitoches, southwestern Winn, and western Grant Parishes, 
and crossed the area corresponding to its present course somewhere in 
the vicinity of Alexandria*
The Red River shifted westward again in Montgomery times. It 
crossed central and eastern Bossier Parish, southwestern Webster and 
western Bienville Parishes, west central Red River Parish, north central 
Batch!toches Parish, southwestern Bienville Parish, western Grant Parish, 
and Rapides Parish as affirmed by the presence of widespread Montgomery 
surfaces in these areas* This course presumably crossed its modern
course In the vicinity of Colfax*
During Prairie alluvi&tion, the Red River, upstroaw of the 
present Natchitoches—Red River Parish boundary, was largely restricted 
to a valley west of its modern one* The broad belt of prairie deposits 
extending from the Arkansas-Louisiana-Texas corner to central DeSoto 
Parish clearly show© the position of the Red River flood plain during 
the Prairie times* Prairie terrace surfaces in Bossier and Bienville 
Parishes probably are remnants of th© extreme eastern part of this former 
floodplain surface of the Red River* Between the Bayou Pierre Lake Basin 
in DeSoto and Red River Parishes and the Natchitoches-Red River Parish 
line west of Grappe’s Bluff, the Prairie course crossed the area of the 
present Red River alluvial valley* A single "floodplain-ialand** capped 
by terrace remains as evidence* This surface is picked up just west of 
Grappa’s Bluff and extends to the vicinity of C&mpti* Downstream from 
Campti the Prairie and Recent courses of the Red River are approximately 
analogous*
In resume, it appears there has been a progressive westward 
shift in the position of the Red River from Williana through Prairie 
times. During the last interglacial stage the river reversed its west­
ward movement in northern Louisiana (above Coushatta, Red River Parish) 
and migrated eastward* That portion below Campti ha© remained in essen­
tially its same position since Montgomery times.
Recent Alluvial Surface©
Th© Red River ha© recently (pre-present time) trenched Its flood 
plain so that during normal flood th© older levees stand.ten to fifteen 
feet above high water (Fig* 5). The two levels of the flood plain are
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Figlares 5, 7, $9 9$ 10, 11, 12, 13 , 14, 23, and 32 (see po cke t),
visible at Coushatta, along Grand Bayou where Louisiana Highways 9 and 
90 cross the flood plain* and along Black Lake Bayou in the southeastern 
part of Red diver Parish* Rather large pimple rounds locally dot the 
upper flood plain* and, in most places but little dissection has oc­
curred* Th© surface at Coushatta is not known to flood and those sur­
faces bordering Grand and Black Lake Bayous reportedly overflow only in 
years of unusually heavy rains as in the suuiioer of 1927. This surface 
has been mapped continuously for about three miles in the vicinity of 
Coushatta and has been observed at other places in th© parish, both up­
stream and downstream from the town. A similar and probably equivalent 
surface is exposed at Campti (Natchitoches Parish), and can be traced 
southward into Grant and Rapides Parishes where Fisk (1938* 1941) ex­
plains their presence on the assumption that a shortening with associ­
ated gradient increase occurred when the Red. River shifted north through 
the Avoyelles Hills.
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Mounds
•H&tural* mounds (see fig* 6), occurring as more or less cir­
cular hillocks of earth, oxist indiscrimately on Quaternary and Tertiary 
deposits alike in DeSoto and Red diver Parishes. The origin and to 
some extent, the distribution, have been discussed by numerous writers 
within the last few years. Belton (1929) summarised and presented evi­
dence for and against the various theories of origin existent at that 
time* He attributed the mounds to gullying by small streams and rivulets 
in a weak, sandy soil* Rich (1934) opposed Melton on this mode of gene­
sis and suggested that th© mounds were due either directly or indirectly 
to bunch vegetation in a transition son© between prairie and forest*
Fisk (1938 A) added nothing to the ideas concerning origin of mounds but 
listed certain peculiarities* Prior to the time of these workers,
Veatch (1906 A), Owen (i860), Robertson (1867), Lockett (1870), Hilgard 
(1905), and Shepard (1905) had suggested various other theories of 
origin for the mounds.
Certain characteristics of mounds in northwestern Louisiana, and 
particularly in OeSoto and Red River Parishes, furnish additional evi­
dence concerning the genesis of the mounds* These ares
1. Th© mounds are known to occur on Tertiary, on Pleistocene, 
and on Recent deposits alike* The number of mounds observed 
on Recent sediments is few*
2. Except in occasional instances the mounds have been observed 
to be most abundant on sandy or silty sediments*
3* The largest and most closely spaced mounds occur on terrace 
deposits*
4* In their observed occurrence on Tertiary deposits, the mounds
Figure 6* Pimple mounds on Prairie terrace surface in sec* 14p 
T« 14 B*# a. 14 DeSoto Parish*
mapparently tend to follow, at least with respect to abun­
dance, the outcrop of the strata* In DeSoto Parish areas of 
abundant sounds circle the outcrop area of the J8a,bortan for­
mation* They occur in the outcrop area of th© Uaborton forma­
tion but are rare and poorly developed,
5# The mounds appear on flats, on hill tops, on hill sides, and 
in valley bottoms, but they ar© largest, most abundant, and 
best developed on sandy terrace flat© and near th© base of 
sandy hill sides where the slope is very^sfcight*
6* The soil of the inter-mounds areas is heavier (higher per­
centage of clay and colloidal particles) than the soil of the 
mounds* (Personal communication with technicians of United 
States Soil Conservation Service of Upper West ded diver 
District, Louisiana)* It possesses poor internal drainage, 
a poorly developed profile, and exhibits a highly leached A 
horizon.
7* The soil of the mounds is friable, constant in character to 
a depth approximately equal to the height of the mound, and 
possesses good internal drainage*' It consists normally of 
red or gray (usually grayish-yellow approaching straw color) 
fine to very fine sandy loam*
8* •Immature" mounds** are usually larger then mature mounds*
They occur as partially connected hillocks up to 250-300 feet
** "Immature" mound© consist of elongate or slightly rounded 
hillocks with a longer dimension as great as 300 feet and a height a© 
greri, as 10 feet* In contrast, mature moun s are generally round, 
average less than 75 feet across and less than 5 feet in height*
in length, from approximately 100—300 feet across, and, in 
appearance, are still in the process of being eroded. The 
mature mounds are largely less than seventy-fire feet across, 
and average from forty to fifty feet in diameter. The con­
trast between mature and wimmaturoM mounds is observable in 
areas southeast of Gloster, DeSoto Parish (sections 20, 21, 
and 22, Township 14 North, dan go 14 lest) and. due south of 
Kickapoo, DeSoto Parish (sections 1, 2, 11, and 12, Township 
13 North, Range 15 West, and sections 6 and 7, Township 13 
North, Range 14 West).
Sounds have been observed arranged in rows between small 
drains two and two-tenths miles due north of Frierson along 
the Kansas City Southern Railroad in section 22, Township 15 
North, Range 13 West, DeSoto Parish. At least one tributary 
drain follows the west edge of a row of immature^y developed 
mounds and appears to be completing the process of isolating 
them. About two mile3 due south of Robson in Red River Par­
ish, aerial photographs show what appear to be immature pimples 
on the back slope of the Red River natural levees. Here, the 
mounds, which vary from elongate ridges to essentially circular 
areas, occur in linear rows on the divides between small back- 
slope drains. Additional examples of mounds now being formed 
by selective erosion of some type are to bo seen in th© fol­
lowing areas*
1* Ty/o miles due west of Frierson in section 32, Township 
15 North, Range 13 ^cst.
2# Three and. one-half miles east-northeast of Stonewall 
in section 11, Township 15 North, Range 14 West.
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3* Two and one-half miles west of Xeithviiie in Caddo 
Parish on the south side of the Keithvill ©-Spring 
Ridge road#
4* Two and one-half miles north of Glostar on both sides 
of th® Texas and Pacific Railroad#
5# Southeast of Gloster in sections 20, 21, and 22, 
Township 14 North, Range 14 West, and xn sections 1 
and 2, Township 13 North, Range 14 West#
6# East-northeast of Gloster in sections 13, 14, and 15, 
Township 14 North, Range 14 West (see fig# )#
7# North of Holly on east side of Louisiana Highway 145 
in sections 28 and 33, Township 14 North, Range 14 
West#
On the basis of field observations, th© writer is inclined to 
adhere to the erosion theory for most of th© mounds in DeSoto and Red 
River Parishes# Protection of local areas by clump vegetation has been 
a contributing factor in many cases# The examples cited serve to exem­
plify the development from Bimmature” mounds near hill tops to more or 
less well developed "mature* mounds down slope# The majority of mounds 
occurring in the hills areas may be attributed to this mod© of origin# 
Likewise, at least some of the mounds of the terrace provinces may also 
be included in this category. On the other hand, the majority of the 
floodplain and terrace mounds may be the result of still another genesis#
STRATIG&APHX
Introduction
The surface deposits of DeSoto and Red diver Parishes are con­
fined to the upper Midway group (Paleoeen©)* Sabine group (lower Eocene)* 
and Quaternary alluvial deposits that unconformably overlie the older 
Tertiary deposits* Borings for oil and gas in these parishes have pierced 
sediments of upper and lower Cretaceous ag© and wells in adjacent par­
ishes have penetrated Jurassic deposits* The stratigraphlc and struc­
tural relationships of the surface formations are illustrated on figures 
13 and 14* Figures 7, 8* 9* 10* and 11 show subsurface relationships of 
the Cretaceous and Jurassic sediment® in this general region* Plat© 
the geologic coltGBQ* is also a stratigraphlc chart summarising the more 
important data pertaining to each formation*
The Jurassic sediments penetrated by boring® in this general area 
consist of interbedded* dark shales, limestones* and sands with some red 
beds (Shreveport Geological Society* 1939* and Iml ay* 1940)* The lower 
Cretaceous (Comanche) sediments consist of dark shales* limestones* 
sands* anhydrite, and red and green* variegated shales* The upper 
Cretaceous (Gulf) deposits consist of limestones* shales* and chalks 
with some sand* Lignitlc shales and clays with variable amounts of lime 
characterise the lower Midway deposits* The upper Midway and Sabine 
sediments consist of repetitious sequences of sand* lignitic silts* and 
calcareous silts and clay®. Quaternary deposits consist of gravels* 
sands* silts, and clays*
The sedimentary strata of DeSoto and Red River Parishes repre­
sent three major lithologic stage©i a lower marginal deltaic stage, a
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Figure 15 m Calcareous ailtstone lentil® surrounded by buff and 
gray, calcareous, lignitic silts and, clays of the Nab or ton formation, 
type locality of Baborton formation in SE^, sec* 3, T# 12 M., ft* 12 W., 
DeSoto Parish*
said die marine stage, ana an upper fluviatil© and deltaic stage* The 
lower lithologic stage, which consists predominantly of brackish and 
marine deltaic deposits with intercalated continental (?) strata, is 
assigned to the Upper Jurassic and to the Lower Comanche (Trinity and 
Co&huila time stages) on the basis of fossils (Shreveport Geological 
Society, 1939, and If?lay, 1940)- The middle lithologic stage, which 
consists of limes, chalks, shales, and sands of marine origin, has faunas 
ranging from Fredericksburg to Lower Midway age* The upper lithologic 
stage, lower Midway and Sabine in age, consists of fluvi&tile, and 
brackish* and marine deltaic sediments*
The contrast between stages of deposition and stages of time 
indicated on the stratigraphic chart of this area (Plate v) emphasises 
the acknowledged, but sometimes forgotten principle that faui&s and 
lithologic boundaries often do not coincide* Sohenek (1935) writes con­
cerning a similar situation els©wheret
"No accurate correlations will be possible until 
time and rock uz^ its are separated in the investigator 
mind and words, and the founding of locally nested stages 
is a rational way to establish a satisfactory claesifid­
eation of the Tertiary rocks of the Pacific slope of 
North America** (p* 534).
Fisk (1938) in discussing the sedimentary complexities of the 
Vicksburg and Jackson groups of central Louisiana statess
"The complexity of the sedimentary history of 
the Vicksburg and J a c k s o n , m a k e s  separation into 
formations, mappable units, a futile task. The great 
irregularity and lack of continuity of either marine or 
non-marine phases in this area make correlation with so- 
called type-seetions exceedingly difficult*.. *For in­
stance, the term group will be applied to the Vicksburg 
•1 though the term does not satisfactorily designate the 
interrelated phases of sedimentation integrated by non- 
marine materials*
It would seem far more logical to establish 
local units of deposition which would include a whole 
sequence of sedimentation*n (p. 78)*
Figure 16. Calcareous nodules on outcrop of Uaborton formation 
In SWj, sec* U» T* 12 N., ft* 12 W., DeSoto Parish*
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Similarly, it would seem logical that local stages of dej>ositioc 
"which include a whole sequence of sedimentation1* are far more applicable 
to the OeSoto-Red River Parish area than the tangle of lithologic and 
paleontologie units now in usuage* A dual classification, consisting of 
lithologic and paleontologie (time) units would remedy the situation*
Time and rock units would be separated and could be utilised individually 
or in combination* Time divisions. indicated by faunas. would not neces­
sarily coincide with the boundary lines of the lithoio&lc stages* Stages 
of deposition would be divisible into sub-stages, or facies, on the basis 
of litholo^y* Similarly, the time units would be divisible, with detailed 
study, into smaller time units limited by the vertical and geographical 
range of individual species*
Fisk (19A0) pointed out the existence of "patterns of deposition" 
in the subsurface Tertiary sediments of central Louisiana* Combined sur­
face and subsurface studies verify the existence of additional "pattern® 
of deposition* in DeSoto and Red River Parishes and adjacent areas*
Beginning with the base of the Kacatoch sand, four general depo­
sitions! patterns exist in central and northwestern Louisiana up to the 
top of the Kiocene (see fig* ll). Within these great repetitions, smaller 
depositional repetitions are known to exist on the surface and in th© sub­
surface*
Each of the large, general alternations begins with a basal sand, 
sandy marl, or marl. Lying above this stratum in order are marls, fossll- 
iferoue clay®, lignitic clays, and, at the top, sparsely fosalliferous 
sands and lignitic silt® and clays. Th© accompanying chart (Fig* 13) 
presents a synopsis of the cycles* The writer in no way means to assert 
or imply that a strict cyclic series of deposit® exist® here nor does he 
attempt to fit into this general pattern all sedimentary units of the
Figure 17* Thin-bedded, buff and gray, slightly calcareous, 
lignitic elite and clays exposed along local road in sec* 4*
T. 12 ft#, ft* 12 W., DeSoto Parish* lype locality of Hatoorton 
fcreation*
Gulf Coastal Plain area* However, certain repetitous sedimentary 
pattern© do exist and knowledge of their existence should prove of value
in unraveling the history of other masses of deltaic sediments.
The geologic history of each pattern begins with encroachment 
of the sea as a result of cessation of deltaic deposition. Basal beach 
sands and saris are first deposited and are overlain by foaciliferouo 
clays with continued encroachment of the sea. The cycle reaches com­
pletion with recurrent deltaic sedimentation and seaward building of 
the land begins. Preceding this land adv&nc© are masse© of lignitic 
shales deposited at the margins of the great deltaic masses. These
lignitic shales have been termed *pro-delt&ic sediments” by Fisk (un-
*
published; personal communication)• Continued deltaic sedimentation 
results in the deposition of thick masses of sands and lignitic shales
with incorporated fluviatiie (channel and levee) sediments.
Tilting of the land coincident with down warping of the conti­
nental margin in the Gulf Coast geosyncllh© has exposed the upper Midway 
and Sabine sediments in DeSoto and Red River Parishes, Those sediments 
mark the youngest of th© depositions! patterns and consist of four for­
mations, each of whieh has one or more repetitous sedimentary sequence© 
beginning with a basal sand, overlain by a lignitic shale, in turn over- 
lain by calcareous silts ana clays*
The iJ&borton formation (lowest upper Midway) is not entirely 
exposed but can b© divided at the surface into two members or facies of 
deposition*
Successively younger formation®, the Log&neport, Hall Summit, 
and M&rthaville, each consist of a basal sand member, a middle lignitic 
shale member, and an upper calcareous silt and clay member.
5;-
\
Figure Calcareous eiltstoue lentil surrounded by lignitic
and lissonitic eedlisente exposed at type locality of S&borton fonaa-* 
tion in eec« T* 12 A* 12 I., tfeSoto Parish*
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Isopach ©ape of the Midway arid Sablee sedimentary masses (Fig. 12) 
indicate that the Midway and Sabine deposits exposed in DeSoto and ded 
ftiver Parishes are located between two groat Midway-Sabine deltas* Inter- 
pretation of the geological history as recorded by the sediments here 
must be based on a knowledge of the existence, location, and shifts in 
these major centers of deltaic sedimentation, the presence of marine 
tongues within the fluviatil© and deltaic deposits of the upper Midway- 
S&bine sequence provides the means of correlation with marine sediments 
of Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas.
In contrast to the inter-delt&ic position of northwest Louisiana 
during Midway-S&bine deposition, central and southern Mississippi seems 
to have been the center of deltaic accumulation. Eastward in Alabama, 
on the flanks of this great deltaic mass, pro-marginal deltaic and marine 
deposits were acexmsul&ting* Lateral shifting of the great rivers supply­
ing sediments to the deltaic masse© accounts for interfingering of the 
marginal deltaic and marine sediment© of Alabama with the dominantly 
fluviatile and continental deltaic deposit© of the Mississippi area*
Still farther eastward in Alabama and Georgia the Paleocena-Lower Eocene 
section consists of limestones of marine origin. Conditions of deposi­
tion in the northwest Louisiana-northeast Texas area during Paleocene and 
Lower Eocene times closely approximated the conditions existing slightly 
west of the present Alabama-feississippi state line. Westward in Texas, 
marine conditions prevailed at places, deltaic and fluviatile conditions 
at others*
Individual deltaic lithologic units are highly variable In thick­
ness and type of material and generally can be mapped for short distance© 
only* Individual strata extend over small vertical and horizontal areasj 
they rapidly change in facies and are replaced by other lithologic types*
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Figure 19. Buff to gray, interbedded, lignitic days, silts, 
and Bands of the Naborton formation exposed In sec* 15, T. 12 N.# 
ft. 11 W., deSoto Parish, along Louisiana Highway 9*
Surface work in the t)eSoto~*fted diver Parish area, however, indicated 
certain litkologic sequences to be generally consistent in thickness 
over relatively wide areas* Within these sequences, however, thickness 
changes of facies are the rule rather than the exception. It is with 
this knowledge that the writer has tried to solve the geological history 
of this region through a study of the intricate sedimentary sequences 
within the great Sabine-JSidway deltaic mass*
Subsurface Stratigraphy
Jurassic Deposits
Wells in DeSoto and Red River Parishes have not penetrated 
sediments of Jurassic age* However, wells within a few zailes of the 
parish boundaries have almost 1300 feet of deposits of Jurassic age 
(see fig* 7)* . *
On the atratigraphie chart (Plate V) the Morehouse, Eagle 
Sills, Steackover, Buckner, and Cotton Valley formations are assigned 
to the Jurassic system. These names were applied by Imlay (1940) and 
by the Shreveport Geological Society (1939, and personal comir*unication) 
as a result of subsurface studies in the north Louisiana-south Arkansas 
area. Their Jurassic age has been determined by Xml ay (1940) and 
Hazzard (1939 A) *
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Figure 20* Thin-bedded, gray to brown, lignitic silts, olays, 
end sands of the Usborton formation exposed in sec* 15, T* 12 SI., 
ft* 11 1?*, DeSoto Parish, along Louisiana Highway 9*
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Cretaceous Demsita 
Introduction
Wells in OeSoto and ft©d silver Parishes penetrate the entire 
Gulf Cretaceous sequence and most of the Comanche Cretaceous sequence.
The terminology of the subsurface Cretaceous deposit© of north- 
western Louisiana has long been complicated. Recent work by Grage and 
Warren (1939), the Shrevex>ort Geological Society (1939), and Imlay (1940), 
on the Cretaceous stratigraphy of northwestern Louisiana and southwestern 
Arkansas has resulted in the introduction of several new formational 
names for the lower Cretaceous (Comanche) sediments and in the partial 
revision of upper Cretaceous (Gulf) nomenclature.
The formations! names employed on the ©tr&tigraphic chart (Flats V) , 
on the cross sections (Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10), and in the ©tr&tigraphicA
it
discussions are those adopted by Iiclay (1940) and the Shreveport Geological 
Society (1939) for northwestern Louisiana and southwestern Arkansas.
The new formations! names applied to the lower Cretaceous (Comanche) 
sediments have been proposed on a basis of subsurface data though their 
equivalents are known to crop out in Arkansas and Oklahoma* They have 
been traced southward from the outcrop area into northwestern Louisiana 
(Bazzard and Lloyd, 1939, p. 89)•
The name Hosts ton supplants nTravis Peak", formerly used in this 
area for beds older than the Travis Peak of Texas (Irolay, 1940, P* 28).
The Trinity group, which previously consisted of the Paluxy and wGlen 
Rose11, is subdivided into six formations. Th© BLo7;er Glen Rose” of 
this area is now divided into the Sligo, Pine Island, and riodessa for­
mations. The name Ferry Lake has been proposed for the former ^Glen Rose*
or Passive Anhydrite** Mooringsport has been proposed for beds hereto­
fore called «Upper Glen dose*. So subdivisions or noisienclatural revi­
sions of the Fredericksburg are applied in this area.
The upper Cretaceous (Gulf) formational names employed here are 
those of the Shreveport Geological Society (Guidebook, 14-th Annual Field 
Trip, 1939) • The formations are exposed in Arkansas and northeast Texas 
and have been traced from the outcrop into the subsurface (Hazard and 
Lloyd, 1939).
The formations! limits of the subsurface strata in OeSoto and 
Red diver Parishes that are shown on the cross sections (Figs. 7, 8, 9, 
and 10) are based on combined electrical log and lithologic studies.
The formations represent lithologic or rock unit® employed in subsurface 
mapping, and, surface formations, they interfinger, lens-out, and are at 
places gradational* These lithologic unit® do not everywhere carry the 
same fauna*
The most important deep wells in the BeSoto-fted diver Parish area 
are listed at the end of the section on Cretaceous stratigraphy. Electri­
cal logs of these wells have formed the basis of the lithologic distinc­
tion® herein presented. Partial faunas are listed for each i'ossiliferous 
lithologic unit*
Coahulla Group 
Hog®ton Formation
Only two well® (see figs* 7, 9, 10) in OeSoto and Red River 
Parishes have definitely penetrated the Bosston formation* Wells within 
a few miles of the parish boundaries in Caddo and Bienville Parishes
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have penetrated over two thousand feet of beds assigned to the Hosston 
formation. These sediments consist of interbedded red shales and sandy 
shales, sands, and fossiliferous limy sands, limestones and shales. 
Several wells drilled into the Hosston formation in area of DeSoto and 
Red diver Parishes have encountered quit© fossiliferous sediments*
The basal Cretaceous, Hosston formation, was defined for the 
first time by Inlay (194.0) to replace the old name “Travis Peak”, which, 
as applied in Louisiana, referred to beds older than th© Travis Peak of 
Texas. The evidence for this and for placing the Hosston formation in 
the Coahuila Group is summarised by Imlay (19-40, pp. 29-30). He says:
“The age of the Hosston formation is known within 
limits by its position a couple hundred feet below the 
Pine Island formation whose basal beds contain several 
species of the ammonite Dufrenoya. This genus is indica­
tive of the lower Trinity of the Gulf region and fiexico, 
and of the upper Aptian of Europe. Therefore, th© Hosston 
formation, which underlies the Sligo formation transi­
tionally, must be of Lower Cretaceous age, but older than 
the Trinity. It belongs in th© Coahuila group which include® 
Lower Cretaceous formations older than the dufrenoya 
texana zone. Whether it represents all or only part of 
the Coahuila group is not known.
The Hosston formation is correlated in part with 
the lithologically similar Las Vigas formation of northern 
Mexico and southwestern Texas. Other correlations should 
not be made until the age of the Cotton Valley formation 
has been determined definitely. By comparisons with the 
Mexican section, it may be expected that the Hosston forma­
tion grades southward into marls and limestones in central 
Louisiana.1
Islay (1941) reports the presence of species of Astar be, hucina, 
Panope. Bxogyra. and Cardium from the Hosston. He saysj
“Hone of these indicates an age older than th© 
lower Cretaceous. P&nope is questionably represented in 
th© Jurassic period but is fairly common thereafter. On© 
species of Cardlum was obtained from th© upper part of th© 
Hosston formation at a depth of 6,260 to 6,280 feet in the 
Prairie River Syndicate Hutchinson Wo. 1 well, located in 
section 15, Township 15 Barth, Rang© 12 West, Caddo Parish, 
Louisiana. This Cardiuro la unusual because it bears radial 
ribs on both its anterior and posterior margins like the
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th© unique Car dims Pictet and Gampiche from the
Valanginian of Switzerland. *
Sample© available from the Prairie diver Syndicate, Hutchinson 
well in section 15, Township 15 Horth, Range 12 West, Caddo Parish, have 
yielded a few casts of macrofossil© and some mierofcsails* In core© 
of this well between 6,250 and 6,300 feet species of Oardium. Exogyra. 
hed&. and Lucina (?) were observed. Among the microfossils, species 
of Haplophragmoides* Amsobaculites» QuinQuelocullna. Guttulina. Globu- 
lina (?), Trochammina. Textularia. Gy there * Cytherella, Cy the ride a. 
ioxo concha (?), teonoceratina, and Ilacrocypria (?) were also observed*
Trinity Group 
Sligo Formation
The name Sligo was proposed by the Shreveport Geological Society 
for gray and brown shales containing local lenses of sandstone and lime­
stone* These beds were formerly included in the lowermost Lower Glen 
Rose formation. Imlay (1910, p. 30) who used the term sayss
"It is understood that the nomenclature Committee 
of the Shreveport Geological Society will describe the 
type section and show graphically th© boundaries of th® 
formation in a forthcoming paper.n
The type locality is the Sligo field of Bossier Parish*
As used herein, the Sligo formation includes th© sediments from
the uppermost red beds of th© Hosston formation to th© top of th© "three-
finger limestone" lentil or its equivalents. In the GeSoto-fted liver
Parish area, the formation consists of dark shales and limestones* It
is similar in character to th® overlying Pin© Island formation but is
more limy in character. Th© formation varies from approximately five
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hundred to seven hundred and fifty feet in thickness in this area. Its 
stratigraphic relationships are indicated on the cross sections (Figs. 7, 
9, 10)*
Th© Sligo formation is correlated with th© lowest Trinity beds 
as it underlies the Fin© Island formation whose lower beds contain lower 
Trinity fossils. Th® Shreveport Geological society correlates th© for­
mation with th© lower Travis Peak of Texas,
Th© fauna of th© Sligo formation has not been studied separately 
but has been considered in connection with the other so-called “Lower 
Glen Rose** faunas of the Rodessa and Pine Island formations (see p* 70). 
The scarcity of available samples has prevented more detailed studies 
of this portion of the Comanche Series*
Pine Island Formation
As now defined, th© Pine Island formation contains th© dark 
shales with interbedded limestones and sandstone, formerly assigned to 
the Lower Glen Rose, lying above the * three- finger limestone” lentil and 
below the James limestone member of the Rodessa formation*
The formation was first defined by Crider (1938) for beds here 
referred to as the Hosston formation. Imlay (1940) reports, however, 
that the name, Pine Island, was originally proposed by the Shreveport 
Geological Society for the dark marine shales and limestones above th© 
uppermost red beds of th© Hosston formation and below th© James limestone 
lentil* Th© Shreveport Geological Society ha© subsequently decided to 
restrict the name, Pin© Island, to the dark shale© with ©ome interbedded 
limestones end ©andfctone lying above the wthree-finger limestone” lentil 
and below the James limestone member (I ml ay, 1940, p* 32). As thus
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defined the Pine Island formation contain® some red beds and more shale 
than the underlying Sligo formation* Th© type locality is the Pine 
Island field of northwestern Louisiana*
In DeSoto and Red diver Parishes, the Pine Island formation 
consists of dark shales and interbedded limestones with some sandy shale* 
In this area it varies in thickness from slightly less than two hundred 
feet to more than three hundred feetj the average thickness is two hun­
dred feet*
The Pine Island formation has been assigned to the lower part of 
the Trinity because of the presence of species of th© ammonite genera 
Dufrenoya and Prochelaniceras (Imlay, 1940, p. 33) * The Shreveport Geo­
logical Society correlates the lower portion of th© Pin© Island formation 
with the Travis Peak of Texas, the upper portion with th© Glen dose of 
Texas*
Th© scarcity of samples in this portion of the Comanche series 
has necessitated the consideration of the Pin© Island fauna with those 
of the Sligo and Rodessa formations* These faunas are discussed on p* 70.
Rodessa Formation
Th© Rodessa formation was named by the Shreveport Geological 
Society (1939) and contains all strata between the underlying Pine Island 
formation and th© overlying Ferry Lake Anhydrite (see figs* 7, 9, 10)*
Th© type locality of th© formation is In th© Rodessa field on the Texas- 
Louisiana line* Th© type section and boundaries of the formation are to 
be described by th© Shreveport Geological Society in a forthcoming paper. 
It corresponds to the upper part of th© section long known a© the Lower 
Glen Rose*
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In OeSoto and Red River Parishes, th© Rodessa formation consists 
of dark colored, porous limestones, limy shales, anhydrite, mudstones, 
and sandstones* The limestones are commonly oolitic^ fossils are common* 
A few red beds are present in the section.
The formation varies in thickness from as much as four hundred 
and fifty feet in eastern Red River Parish to less than three hundred and 
fifty feet in western OeSoto Parish. Prom north to south it maintains 
a rather uniform thickness of approximately three hundred and fifty feet. 
On th© basis of known information, it is lower Trinity in age.
The porous limestones of th© Rodessa formation afford good possi­
bilities for future production of oil and gas. These limestones are 
the main producing son© in the Logan sport field, and, should the porosity 
be present farther east, the Suthar.~i.in, Spider, Grand Cane, Mansfield, 
and OeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou structural highs are potential gas pro­
ducing areas.
The faunas of the Sligo, Pine Island, and Rodessa formations, 
formerly classed as lower Glen Rose are considered here as a unit* The 
writer has mad© few determinations of fossils from these beds but has 
relied largely upon published information for the following data.
Razz&rd (1939) reports the following forms present in the '•Lower 
Glen Rose® (Sligo, Pine Island, and Rodessa formations), (identifica­
tions by Scott, Imlay, and Adkins)*
Cephalopoda
Couvilleiceras (?) or Procheloneceras sp*
Dufrenoya texana (Burckhardt)
Pseudosaynella (?) sp*
Aeoneceras (?) or Pseudosaynella (?) sp.
Farahaplites (?) ©p*
Pseudosaynella cf« blcurvatum 
ttfthytidhoplites robertsi Scott11 
Hypacanthoplites sp.
Procheloniceras
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Pelecypoda
Protocardia sp*
Anomia (?) sp.
Protocardia sp# (small)
Astart© sp.
Monopleura (?) sp.
Sxogyra quitaD&nensis
Gastropoda
Anchura (?) sp.
Vermetu© (?) sp.
Th© writer ha© observed the following forms present in the Sligo-
Fine Ialand-ftodessa sequences
Foraminlfera
Anomalina (?) sp.
Bolivina sp.
Cristellaria sp.
Globigeriaa sp.
Giixabelina sp.
Gyroidina sp.
Masselina sp.
Pate.1 U n a  sp*
Quinqueloculina ©p.
Texiularia sp#
Ostracoda
Bairdia (?) sp.
Brachycythere sp.
^thocypris rotundus Vanderpool 
Cythereis ©pp.
Cytherella sp.
Cytheridea sp*
Cytheropteron sp*
Eocytheropteron cf • E. tussiduis Aiexender 
Eucythere sp.
Loxoconcha spp.
Pontocypris cf. P. perforata Vanderpool 
Pelecycoda
Gsirea. sp.
Gastropoda
Aporrhais (?) sp#
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Ferry Lake AnhYdrltfe
The Ferry Lake anhydrite (formerly known as the Passive Anhy­
drite1*) consists, in OeSoto and Red River Parishes, of two hundred to 
two hundred and fifty feet of gray to white, crystalline anhydrite with 
small amounts of interbedded gray to black shale. Hues tone, and dolo­
mite* The formation lies conformable above the Rodessa formation and 
conformably below th© Mooringsport formation* Th© type section and the 
boundaries of th© formation are now being described by th© Shreveport 
Geological Society*
The formation is present everywhere in GeSoto and Red River 
Parishes that wells have been drilled deep enough* It maintains a rather 
constant thickness throughout this entire area* Th© base of the massive 
anhydrite section serves as an excellent contouring horizon*
Th© Ferry Lake formation is thought to be of middle Trinity age*
It is correlated with th© middle portion of the Glen Rose limestone of
Texas* Bo fossils have been observed in the sediments of this forma­
tion* The subsurface relationships of the Ferry Lake anhydrite are 
shown on the accompanying cross sections (Figs* 7, 9, and 10)*
Booringgport Formation
Th© ISooringsport formation consists in OeSoto and Red River Par­
ishes of approximately seven hundred and fifty feet of interbedded, gray
to black, liny shales and gray limestones* Brown and rod shales, sandy 
shales and fine-grained sandstones are locally present. In the lower 
portion of the formation two anhydrite stringers are generally present* 
Lenses of fossiliferou® limestone and shale also occur. Th© formation
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conformably Overlies the Ferry Lake formation and is transitional with 
the overlying Palmy formation. It thins slightly in the western part 
of OeSoto Parish* Its subsurface relationships are indicated on the 
cross sections (Figs* 7, 9, and 10).
The teooringsport formation is correlated with the upper portion 
of the Glen Rose limestone of Texas* In th© few cores available for 
study the only important fossil observed to be common in the Moorings-* 
port sediments was Orbitolina texana (Roomer) • In addition species of 
Textularia. Haplophraamoides, Ammobaculitea* Cristellaria. Globigerina. 
Quinquelocuiina, Globorotalia, Yalvulineria (7), Clavulinoldes.
gy.tberid^> Masjsstis&> M L M m l ,
Brachycythere (?), Liopistha (?), and Leda were observed in well samples 
from this formation* In samples from a depth of 5,O10-*5,O25 feet in 
the W* J. Hunter, Stoer Ho* 1 well, section 10, Township 15 Horth, Range 
15 West, Caddo Parish, Balrdla glearosensis Vanderpool, Bairdia 
dorsoventrus Vanderpool, Bythocypris rotundus Vanderpool, and Cytherop t eron 
trinitiensia (Vanderpool) were observed. Samples from th© Arkansas Fuel 
O H  C©*, Franklin Realty Go. Ho* 1, (depth 4,81Q*~4,86Q feet) yielded 
Bairdla cf* B* glenrosensls Vanderpool, Crtheropteron trinitlensis 
(Vanderpool), Kaplostiche cf. H. texaaft (Conrad), chara seeds, and a 
species of Leda*
Paluxy Formation
The Faluxy formation of OeSoto and Red River Parishes consists 
of more or less unfcssiliferous, red, green, gray, and brown shales and 
sands and interbedded gray limestones, shales and thin sandstones. The 
formation averages approximately twelve hundred feet in thickness and is
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preseat in all wells drilled in these parishes* It is transitional into 
the underlying SSooringsport formation* Inhere the Fredericksburg is 
present it is conformable on the Palmy, In the area cf the deSoto- 
Red River-Bull Bayou field, th© Fredericksburg is absent and th© Paluxy 
is overlain uneonforsaably by the Eagle Ford formation of th© Upper 
Cretaceous (see figs* 7* S, 9, and 10)* The P&lmy-Fredericksburg con­
tact in the subsurface follows an approximate southeast-northwest line 
through the vicinity of Kingston, Holly, the western edge of the -OeSoto* 
Red River-Bull Bayou field, and the southeastern corner of OeSoto Par­
ish*
The F&luxy formation contains the main producing son© in the 
OeSoto-*Red River-Bull Bayou and pleasant Hill fields* The production 
here is from sands and sandy shales within on© hundred and fifty feet of 
the top of the Lower Cretaceous (Palinqr). Sporadic production has also 
been secured frcja the Paluxy at several other places in these parishes* 
The Paluxy is upper Trinity in age and is correlated with th© 
upper portion of th© Glen Rose limestone of Texas, A few sparsely 
fossilifercus sample© from sediments of Paluxy* age yielded th© follow­
ing forms:
Foraffiinifera
Ajamobaculites subgoodlandensis Vanderpool 
Hapiophragiaoiclos sp*
Ramulina ep,
Reophax subgoodlandensis Vanderpool 
Textularia sp*
Ostracoda
Cytherelloidea subgoodlandensis Vanderpool 
Cytheridea aff, C* amygdaloid©* (Cornukl)
Cythsropteron cf* C. bicomutum Alexander 
Cy the rop ve ron trinitiensia {Vanderpool)
Eocytheropteron cf* Em howelli 'Alexander 
Bocytheropteron sp*
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Frederickaburg-Wshita Groups 
(Undifferentiated)
The interval between the **red b@dsw of the P&luxy formation and 
the Eagle Ford formation consists of an undifferentiated sequence of 
limestones, limy sands, and sandy shales here referred to the Fredericks­
burg and Washita (see figs* 7, 8, 9* and 10)* By a comparison with 
known stratigraphic sequences, the greater portion of tins section is 
believed to consist of sediments of Fredericksburg age. The Washita is 
known to be present in Texas northwest of OeSoto Parish. Its position 
in the subsurface section of OeSoto and Red diver Parishes is not known 
to the writer*
The Fredericksburg sediments exist under all of OeSoto Parish 
west of a line passing approximately through Kingston, the Holly field, 
the western edge of the DeSoto-fted River-Bull Bayou field, and the south­
east corner of DeSoto Parish. In the absence of paleontological data, 
the extent of the Fredericksburg in the area east of the OeSoto-Red River- 
Bull Bayou field Is not known.
The Fredericksburg sediments are believed completely absent over 
the DeSoto-fted River-Bull Bayou field. Elsewhere in OeSoto Parish they 
attain a maximum thickness of slightly over two hundred and fifty feet* 
Fosslliferous samples of Fredericksburg sediments from wells in 
southern and western DeSoto Parish contained th© following formss 
fforaminifera
Ammobaculites goodiandensis Cushman and Alexander 
Asasobaculites cf. A. eubcretacea Cushman and Alexander 
Ammodiscus sp*
Eponides sp.
Frankeina goodlandensls Cushman and Alexander 
Globigerina sp.
Haplophragmoides sp.
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cf# H&plostiche texana (Conrad) 
Lagenammlna ( ?) sp .
Lenticulina sp*
Lituola sp*
Nodosinella sp*
Orbitolina texana (Roomer)
P&tellina sp*
Polyraorphina sp*
Spiropleetamroina goodlandana L&licker 
TextuXaria rioensis C&rsey 
Vsginulina (?) sp*
Verneulina schizea Cushman and Alexander
Qstraeoda
Braebycythere sp*
Cythereis carpenteri Alexander 
Cythereis fredericksburgeasis Alexander 
Cythereis m&honae Alexander 
Gy therella comanchensis Alexander 
Cytherella fredericksburgensis Alexander 
Gytherella scotti Alexander 
Cytherelloidea sp*
Cytheridea cf. C* amygdaloides (Cornuel) 
Cytheridea washitaensis Alexander 
Eocytheropteron turaiaum Alexander 
Paracypris sp*
Pelecypoda
Gryphea cf. G. navia Hall 
Pecten sp*
Protocardia cf. P* texana (Conrad)
Lower Cretaceous-Upper Cretaceous Contact
In DeBeto and Red River Parishes, the Upper Cretaceous lies 
unconforaably upon the Fredericksburg or Paluxy sediments of the Lower 
Cretaceous (Figs* 7, 8, 9, and 10). Over isost of this area the missing 
interval represents most or perhaps all of Washita tiro®. Elsewhere the 
interval represents both Fredericksburg and Washita times. The irregu-* 
larity of the Frederickeburg-Paluxy surfaces on which Eagle Ford sedi­
ments rest, coupled with the unmistakable variations in thickness of the 
Fredericksburg and Eagle Ford sediments further substantiates this uncon-
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form able relationship, Similarly, the marked faunal break between the 
Eagle Ford and the Fredericksburg or Washita evidences a considerable 
time lapse in this portion of the geologic column. Finally, th© absence 
of Woodbine or equivalent sediment® from this area also indicates & lapse 
of time here#
Gulf Series 
Woodbine Group
No representatives of the Woodbine Group are known to exist in 
DeSoto and led diver Parishes*
Seuzle Ford Group
Sediments of Eagle Ford age- in DeSoto and led River Parishes con­
sist in general of fossilifsrous, usually calcareous, brown# gray, or 
black shales, sandy shales, and sand®* In eastern Red diver Parish gray 
and brown, calcareous and non-calcareous, generally coarse-grained, 
tuffaceous sediments, (Center Point volcanic®, Haasard, 1939), are present 
in the lower third of th© Eagle Ford, Chloritic, pyritic, and conglom­
eratic facies are present in these tuffaceous sediment©* Westward in Red 
River and DeSoto Parishes, the volcanic facies are unknown»
The Eagle Ford variee from approximately twenty-five to on© 
hundred and fifty feot in thickness* It attains it® greatest thickness 
in eastern Red River Parish and in southern and western DeSoto Parish#
The sandy facie® of the Eagle Ford &r© potential oil and gas producing 
son©®* The production in th© Holly Gil and Gas field is believed to be
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from channel sands of Eagle Ford age resting unconfo ratably on th© 
Fredericksburg*
The Eagle Ford rests unconfona&bly upon th© Fredericksburg or
Paluxy sediments (see figs* 7# 8, 9* and IQ)* It is overlain conformably
by the Ector Tongue of the Austin chalk*
Fossiliferous samples of the Eagle Ford have produced th© forms
listed heret
Foraadnlfera
Anosalina eaglefordensis foreman 
Frond!cularia cordai deuss 
Globotruncana area (Cushman)
Guffibelina globulosa (Ehrenberg) 
fiastigerinella soremani Cushman 
Cuinqueloculina moremani Cushman 
Spiroplecta&ffiina terquemi (Berthelin)
V&ginulina simondsi Carsey 
Vaginulina webbervHlensis Carsey
Ostraeoda
Cythereis eaglefordensis Alexander 
Cythereis spp.
Cytherella aunsteri (ftoesmer)
Bairdia cf * B. alexandrine Blake 
Cytheropteron eximium Alexander
Pelecvpoda
Inoceramu3 prisms
laaonoidsa
Baculites sp*
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Austin Group
Ector Chalk
Throughout all of OeSoto and fled River Parishes, so far as 
known, the basal portion of the Tokio formation consists of a calcare­
ous facies correlated with th© Ector Tongue of the Austin chalk* In 
this area, the Ector Tongue consist® of white to gray, soft or hard chalk, 
chalky shale, and shale with some interbedded gray limestones and marl*
The chalky portion of the Ector Tongue maintains a rather constant thick­
ness of about one hundred and ten feet in Red River Parish and in the 
eastern two-thirds of DeSoto Parish. This thickness decreases slightly 
northward and increases somewhat southward.
The Ector conformably overlies the Eagle Ford formation and is 
transitional into th© overlying Tokio shales and sandy shales. Its strati- 
graphic relationships are shown on the cross sections (Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 
10).
Important ffiicrofo.ssils observed in sample® of the Ector chalk are*
Foraainif era
Anomalina taylorensis Carsey 
Euovigerina cf. E. serrate (Chapman)
FIabel 1 aimsina rugose Alexander and Smith 
Frondicularia austinana Cushman 
Globigerina cf. G. cretacea dt0rbigny 
Globigerineila sp.
Globotruncana canaliculate (fteuss)
Gumbelina sp.
Beobuliraina irregularis Cushman and Parker 
Hastigerinella alex&nderi Cushman 
ftedtoguasbelina texana Cushman 
Textularia sp.
Qstracoda
Braehycythere sphenoides (gauss)
Cythereis par&llela (Reuse)
Cythereis semiplicata (Reuse)
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Cythereis sp*
Sri the (?) sp.
Browns to wn and Tokio Formations
The str&tigraphic interval between th© base of the Ector chalk 
tongue and th® base of the Ossan formation consists of sands and shales 
with varying amounts ©f lime known as the Browns town and Tokio formations. 
In general these sediments are indivisible without detailed paleontologic 
data* For convenience the writer has grouped the Browns town and Tokio 
sediments as a unit* The Ector Tongue of th© Austin chalk (basal portion 
of the Tokio formation in this area) is a distinct lithologic and paleon- 
tologic unit*
The Tokio formation conformably overlies th© Eagle Ford formation, 
the Brownstown conformably underlies the Qzan formation* The top of the 
Browns town is drawn at the base of the Buckrango sand member of th© Ossan 
formation* The base of the Tokio formation is drawn at th© base of the 
Ector Tongue member*
The Brownstown-Tokio interval represents a period of deposition 
of dominantly shaly sediments* In the lower portion these sediments con­
sist dominantly of chalk with interbedded limes, shales, and marls# The 
middle portion is composed of gray to brown shales and sandy shales with 
small amounts of calcareous material, while the upper portion consist® 
of interbedded, gray to brown shales, sandy shales, sands, limy sand, 
and locally soft marls* In this area a persistent sand, sandy shale, or 
limy sand about two hundred feet below th© base of the Buckr&ng© sand is 
believed to be the equivalent of the Blossom sand of Texas*
The Brownstown-Tokio sequence maintain® an average thickness
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throughout DeSoto and Red River Parishes of seven hundred and fifty feet
(see fig ® , 7 , 9 , and 1 0 ),
Fossiliferous facies of th® Brownstown-Tokio sequence have yielded
the following microfisails*
Foramlnifers
Anoasalina t&ylorensia Car soy
Eouvigerina plusanerae Cushman
Fl&bellatoBiin& clava Alexander and Smith
Frondicularia archiaciana d'Orbigny
G&udryina (Siphogaudryina) cf. G, oarlnata Frank©
Globigerina eretaeea &*0rbigny 
Globotruncana area (Cur, his an)
Giobotruneana foraieata Plummer 
Has ti ge r in el 1 a al axan.de ri Cushman 
Hemicristellar!a ensis (Reuse)
Pleurostoisella tmtersi Cushman 
Rectogiimbsllna texana Cushman
Qstracoda
Brachjrcythere sp*
Bracbycyther© sphenoid.es (Reuse)
Cythereis austinenais Alexander 
Cythereis bicornis Alexander 
Cythereis hazard! Israelsky 
Cythereis omatissijna (Roues)
Cytherella ballata Alexander 
Cytheropteron fure&latUE: Alexander 
t Cytheropteron tokiana Israelsky 
Monoceratina pedata (Marsson)
jfiolluaca
CardimB sp,
XnoceraC'US prisms 
^atica sp.
Taylor Group
Osan Formation
The Oz&b formation of DeSoto and Red River Parishes consists of 
an upper shaly and chalky member, and a lower sandy member* Th© upper
member is composed of white to dork gray* usually fossiliferous, shale* 
chalky shale* and chalk* The lower portion* termed the Buck range sand 
member* is gray of brown* sandy shale* sand* or limy sand* The Buckrange 
is best developed in the vicinity of th© BeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou 
field in central DeSoto Parish end west central Red River Parish
(see figs* 7* 3* ?> and 10)* In eastern Red River Parish and in western 
DeSoto Parish the porosity of th© Buckr&ng© is decreased so that in these 
areas there is less chance of its being a producing zone than elsewhere*
The formation apprc:dL~,aies on© hundred and forty feet in thickness 
throughout this ares. It conformably overlies the Brownstown formation 
and in turn is conformably overlain by th© imnona formation* It is con­
sidered lower Taylor in age* The base cf the Gz&n chalk ie th© best sub­
surface mapping horisoa in this area* both th© regional and oil field 
subsurface structural maps of DeSoto and. Red River Parishes are contoured 
on this contact* The microfoBsils listed here have been found In samples 
from th© chalk portion of th© Gz&n formations 
Foraminif era
Anomallne complan&ta Reuss 
Anom&lina taylorensis Carsey 
jkrenobullmina presli (Reuse)
Bolivinoidea decor&ta (Jones)
Bui is. in ell a car3eyae Plummer 
Cibicides excolata (Cushman)
Clcvulinr sp.
Frankeina taylorensis Cushman and Waters 
Frondicularia gracilis Frank©
Gaudryina (Siphogaudryina) carinata Frank©
Glohotruneana area (Cuaiaaan)
Gyroidina depress© (A1th)
Gyrcidina (Eponides ?) mieheliniana (d*0rblgny)
Beterostomalla f&veol&ta (f^ &rsson)
Syphopyxa christneri (Carsey)
Lituola taylorensis Cushman 
Loxostoma clavatum (Cushman)
Loxostoma tegulatum (Reuss)
BeobulliQina spinosa Cushman and Parker 
Planulina taylorensls (Carsey)
Pseudoclavulina ausorpha (Cushman)
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P s @u do gau d ry i n el 1 a capitosa (Cushman)
Pseudouvigerina plummarae Cushman 
Tritaxia sp.
Qstracoda
Bairdia rotunda Alexander 
Cythereis 02s an ana Xsraelsky 
Cythereis plummeri (?) Xsraelsky 
Cythereis thomasi Xsraelsky 
Cytheropteron furcalatu® Alexander 
Eucytherura chelodon (Marsson)
0rthonotacyther& hajnnai (Israelsky)
A few fossilifsrous samples of the Buckrang© (sand) member of the
Gsaa contained these forms1
Feraaiaifera
Anomalina taylorensls Carsey 
Boliviaoi&es decorata (Jones)
Bulininella carseyl Plummer
Frank©ina taylorensls Cushman and Waters
Gaud ry in a carinata Frank©
Giimbslina striata Ehrenberg 
Haplophragmoides ©xcavata Cushman and Waters 
Loxostoma el&v&tum (Cushman)
Losostoma piaiturn (Carsey)
Seobulimina splnosa Parker and Jones 
Pseudoclavulina amorpha (Cushman)
Vagjnulina cf« V* regina Plummer
Qstracoda
Alatacythere sp*
Brachcythere ephenoides (Reuse)
Br&chcythere tayloronais (Alexander)
Cythereis pliB^meri (?) Xsraelsky 
Cytherella complanata (Reuss)
Cytherella parallels (Reuse)
Sucytherura chelodon (Jfl&rsson)
Krithe cusbmani Alexander
Annona Formation
In th© DeSoto-fted ftiver Parish area the Annona formation consists 
of blue or dark gray to white, fossiliferous chalk and chalky shale* It 
averages one hundred and twenty-five feet in thickness throughout this 
area. Both its upper and lower limits conform ?dLth adjacent beds. The 
stratigraphic relationships of the Annona are shown on the cross sections 
(Figs# 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14)#
Numerous oil and gas Shows have been encountered throughout the 
parishes in the Annona and some commercial production has been obtained 
from this formation# Consequently, it must be considered a potential 
producing zone throughout OeSoto and Bed ftiver Parishes#
The Annona formation is considered to be middle Taylor in age*
The fauna is best developed in the chalk facies and is dwarfed in 
numbers or is almost entirely absent in the shady facies* To some extent 
the typical Annona fauna is present in the highly chalky facies of the 
underlying Qzan formation*
Among the more important microfossiis observed in Annona samples
ares
Forami.nifera.
Anomalina grosserugosa (Gumbel)
Anomalina pertusa (^arsson)
Anomalina taylorensis Carsey 
Astacolus taylorensis (Plummer)
Bolivinoides decorata (Jones)
Buliminella carseyi Plummer 
Cibicides excolata (Cushman)
Clavulinoides disjunct© (Cushman)
Clavulinoides trilateral (Cushman)
Dorothia pupoides (d!Grbigny)
Ellipsonodosaria alexanderi Cushman 
Eouvigerina americana Cushman 
Flab ell alumina compress a (Beissel)
Flabellina project© (Carsey)
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Flabellina rugosa d^Orbigny 
Flabellina suturalis Cushman 
FrondicuXaria archiaciana d*Orblgny 
Globotruncana area (Cushman)
Globotruncane o&nalicul&ta (fteuss)
Go ©sell a chapman! Cushman 
Gumbelina excolata Cushman 
Qyroxdina depressa (Alth)
Qyroidlna (Eponides ?) nsicheliniana (d’Orbigny) 
Heteroetoraella foveol&ta (&arsson)
Kyphopyxa chrlstneri (C&rsey)
Lituola taylorensis Cushman and Waters 
boxoatoma tegulatum (deuss)
Marssonella oxyeona (dauss)
Pseudoclavullna aisorpha (Cushman)
Planullna taylorensis (Carney)
Tritaxia sp*
Ostracoda
Bairdia rotunda Alexander 
B&irdia subdeltoidea (SSuaster)
Cytherels ozanana Israeleky 
Gytherels samiplicata (Peuss)
Cythereis thcmasl Israelsky 
Cytherldea perforata (F* A* deeper) 
Cytheropteron blakei Alexander 
Srithe cushmani Alexander
Mollusea
Inoceramus prises
Siarlbrook Formation
The Jlarlbrook formation (uppermost Taylor) of this area includes 
the sequence of marls and shales lying conformably above the Annoaa forma- 
tion and below the Saratoga formation (see figs* 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14)* 
The Karlbrook consists of gray to brown, glauconitic, shell maria and 
grayish, limy or chalky, fosailiferaus shales* It averages about one 
hundred and fifty feet in thickness throughout this area* The chalky 
facies of the BJarlbrook thickens southward at the expeas© of the shale 
facies so that in the southern portion® of defofco and ded silver Parishes
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and in northern Sabine and Batchitoches Parishes the Marlbrook is iitholo-
gically similar to the Saratoga and Annona* The Marlbrook thins slightly
eastward across OeSoto and Red River Parishes*
The most important fossils observed in well samples f^ -om these
parishes ares
Foraminifera
Anomalina grosserugosa (Gumbel)
Anomalina pertusa (liarsson)
Anomalina rtpleyensis (W* Berry)
Anom&lina taylorensis C&rsey 
Ast&colus taylorensis Plummer 
Bolivinoides decorate (Jones)
BulimineHa carseyi Plummer 
Bnliminella fabilis Cushman and Parker 
Cibicides excol&ta (Cushman)
Clavulinoides insignis (Plummer)
Epoaides micheliniana (d*Orbigny)
Flab ell am® ina saratogensis Cushman 
Flabellina iaterpunc tata von der iSarck 
Flabellina cf. F. projects (Carsey)
Frankeina taylorensis Cushman and Waters 
Frondicularia goldfussi Reuse 
Gaudryina rudita Sandidge
Gaudryina (Siphogaudryina) step hen son! Cushman 
Globotruncana area (Cushman)
Globotruncana foraicata Plummer 
Gumbelina globifera (Reuse)
Gyroidina michelini&na (d’Grbigny 
Lagana sp,
Lituola taylorensis Cushman and Waters 
Spiroplectammina semicomplanata (Garsey)
Trochammina diagonis (Carsey)
Tritaxla sp*
Ventilabrella cf* V. carseyae Plummer 
Ostracoda
Alatacythere (?) cornuta (F. A* Roeiner) var* guifensis Alexander 
Alataeythere sp*
Brachycyther© sphenoides (Reuse)
Cythereis thomasi Israelsky 
Cythereis (?) sp*
Cytheridea perforata (F* A* Roomer)
Cytheridea plummeri Alexander 
Cytherella parallels (Reuse)
Krithe cf* K* cushmani Alexander
a ?
M olluscs
Inoc©ramus prisms
Navarro Group
Saratoga Formation
The Saratoga formation, of lower Navarro age, averages about 
fifty feet in thickness in the OeSoto-fted ftiver Parish area# It consists 
largely of gray to shite, hard to soft, glauconitic, fossillferous chalk 
with small amounts of chalky shale and shale* The chalk facies thins 
slightly eastward at the expense of shale and clay* Southward the chalk 
section thickens rapidly so that in southern DeSoto Parish the entire 
Saratoga sequence is chalk and is difficult to distinquish from the under­
lying Harlbrook* The Saratoga is transitional into th© lower part of the 
overlying JJacatoch formation* In areas where the lower portion of the 
Nacatoeh is chalky or ahaly the Saratoga and Nacatoch are normally die— 
tinquished on a paleontologic basis only, though close analysis of elec­
trical logs often produces evidence of a lithologic break from shales or 
chalky shales (Nac&toch) to chalk below (Saratoga)*
The relationships of the Saratoga are indicated on the accompany­
ing cross sections (Pigs* 7, 8, 9, 10* 13, and 14.) •
Important fossils observed in the Saratoga in well samples from 
this area area 
Poraminifera
Anomalina pertuea (Marsson)
Anomalina pseudopapillosa Garsey 
Anomalina rubigtnosa Cushman 
Arenobulimina presli (fteuss)
Buliminella earseyi Plummer 
Cibicides eons trie ta (c* Hagenow) 
Cibicides excolata, (Cushman)
Gibicides involute (deuse) 
Clavulinoides Insignia (Plummer) 
Clavulinoides trilatera (Cushman) 
Dent&lina grant! Plummer 
Oiscorbis corrects Carsay 
dorothia bulleta (Carsey)
Flabella&mina saratogaensis Cushman 
Flabellina rugosa d*Orbi@3y 
Flabellina suturalis Cushman 
Frondicularia dinida Bagg 
Frondicularia frankel Cushman 
Gaudryina rudita Sandidge 
Globotruncana arac (Cushman) 
Globotruncana fornicata Plummer 
Giimbelina excolsta Cushman 
Gyro!dina depressa (Alth) 
Heaaicristellaria ©asis (Reuse) 
Heterostomella fsveolata (Marsson) 
Lenticulina navarroensis (Plummer) 
Lituola taylorensis Cushman and laters 
Loxostoma plaitum (Garsey)
Marginulina taylorana Cushman 
Harssonella oxycona (Reuse)
Planulina cf. P. taylorensis (C&raey) 
Pseudopolyisorphina cuylari Plummer 
Pseudouvigeriua c'retacea Cushman 
Pullenia c ret aces. Cushman 
Robulus navarroensls (Plummer) 
Spiroplectammina anceps (R&uss) 
Vaginulina webbervillensis Carsey 
Ventilabrella carsCyae Plummer
Qstracoda
Aiatacythere sp.
Brachycythere led&fonaa (Israelsky)
Cytheropteron navarroenee Alexander 
Loxoconcha fletcheri Israelsky
dacatock Formation
The Nacatoch formation (middle Navarro in age) in this area con­
sists of approximately one hundred and fifty feet of generally hard, fine- 
to coarse-grained, glauconitic, foesiliferous, gray to brown sand with 
interbedded gray shales and gray to white chalk. The sand section thins
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in the southern* western, and eastern portions of the area and is replaced 
by shale and chalk. The entire formation thins to about one-fourth its 
average thickness in southern DeSoto and northern Babin© Parishes* Its 
subsurface relationships are shown on the accompanying cross sections 
(Figs* 7, 8* 9* 10, 13, end I<i).
The formation is transitional Into the underlying Saratoga for­
mation, Where the lower portion of the Nacatock formation is chalky, 
lithologic differentiation of the formations is difficult and their sepa­
ration must be mad© on a paleomtologic basis* Normally, however, their 
differentiation on electrical logs is rather easy* The Arkadelphia- 
Kacatock contact is somewhat irregular in th© area of the DeSoto-tied 
giver-Bull Bayou field and Kay evidence a break in sedimentation between 
the formations! units. In most other areas the contact is transitional 
from the ©andy shale of the N&catock formation into th© dark clays of the 
Arkadelphia, or is a sharp lithologic break from sand below to clay© above* 
Important fossil© observed in well samples from this formation arei 
Foraminifera
Anomalina grosserugoea (Gikbel)
Anomalina pseudopapillosa Garsey
Euliainella carseyae Plummer v&r. plana Cushman and Parker 
Bullopora chapman! (Plummer)
Clavulinoides in©ignis (Plummer)
Comuspira involven© (leuas)
Ciscorbis correct© Garsey 
Dorothia bulleta (Garsey)
Dorothia pupoides (dt0rbigny)
Flabellina reticulata fteuss 
Globigerina cretacea dr0rbigny 
Globigerina cf. G, pseudobulloide© Plummer 
Globigerina rugosa Plummer 
Globotruncana area (Cushman)
Globotruncana fornicata Plummer 
Globulin a communis (d*0rbigny)
Giimbelina globulosa (Bhrenbsrg)
Giaabelina striata (Ehrenberg)
Gyroidina depress© (Alth)
Haplophragmoides rugosa Cushman and Waters
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Hemicristellaria ensiss (ftsuss)
Hesicristeller!a silicula Plummer 
Lentieulina navarroensis (Plummer) 
Lituola taylorensis Cushman and Waters 
Loxostoma plaits (Carsey)
Loxostosia tegulatura (fteuas)
Planulina coreplan&ta (peuss) 
Folymorphina cushmani Cushman 
ftamulina globifera H. B. Brady 
Heophax texana Cushman and Waters 
Rot&lia sp*
Siphogeaerinoides plummeri (Cushman) 
Trit&xia sp*
Vaginulina cf* V* simondsi Garsey 
Ventil&brella carseyae PliaBmer
Qstracoda
Aiatacyther© sp*
Bracfcycy there iedaforma (Isr&elsky) 
Brachycythere ovata (Berry)
Balrdia sagna Alexander 
Cythereis h&s&rdi (isreelsky)
Cytherella tuberculifera Alexander
Arkadelphia Formation
The Arkadelphia formation includes those bed© carrying an upper 
Havarro fauna that conformably overlie the Kacatoch formation and con­
formably underlie the Kincaid (Midway) formation in this area. The sedi­
ments consist of light to dark gray, chalky or calcareous, fossiliferous, 
glauconitic clays and silty shales* Llthologically, th© Arkadelphia 
formation is similar to the overlying Midway sediments rather than to the 
underlying Racatoch sediments* The Arkaaelphia-Kincaid contact (Creta­
ceous-Tertiary) is conformable and generally must be picked by paleon­
tology* However, the general vicinity of th© contact can usually be 
picked on electrical logs*
The Arkadelphia formation thins slightly to the west and south 
in DeSoto and Bed ttiver Parishes* Th© subsurface relationships of the
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formation are shown on th® accompanying cross sections (Figs* 7, 8, 9, 
10, 13, and 14)*
Important microfossils observed in well samples of th© Arkadel­
phia In this area ares 
Foraminifera
Aaomalina gross©rugosa (Gurcbel)
Anomalina. cretacea (Reuss)
Anomalina aavarroensis Plummer 
Bolivina incrasaata Reus©
Bulizuina pupoides d’Orbigny 
Buliminell& cf • B* earseyi Plummer 
Bullopora chapman! (Plummer)
Clavulinoides insignis (Plummer)
Bsntalina reusai Heugebona 
Oiscorbis correcta Garsey 
Dorothia bullets. (Carsey)
Dorothia pupoides (d!0rbigny)
Flabellina interpunctata von der SSarclc 
Flabellina reticulata Reuse 
Frondicularia reticulata (Reuse)
Frondicularia arkadelphi&aa Cushman 
Gaudryina n&v&rroeasis Cushman 
Gaudryina rudita Sandidge 
Globigerina aequil&ter&Xis H* B* Brady 
Globigerina cretacea d^OrbigDy 
Globigerina rosetta Carsey 
Globotruncana area (Cushman)
Globotrmcaaa cf * G* fomicata Plummer 
Globnlina comumnis (df0rbigny)
Globulins gibba (d1Orbigny)
Giimbelina globifera (deuss)
Gumbelina striata (Pseudotextul&ria 7) Ehronberg 
Semicristellaria ensis (Reuse)
Heaicrlstellaria silicula Plummer 
Lentieulina cultrata (l^ ootfort)
Lentieulina navarroensis (Plummer)
Lituola taylorensis Cushman and Waters 
Loxostosta plaitum (Carsey)
Nodos&ria vertebral!© (Batsch)
Planulina complan&ta (fteuss)
Polymorphina cushmani Plummer 
Pseudotextularia a, b, c, and d of Plummer 
Eamulina globullfera fi# B# Brady 
Sipbogcnerinoi&es plunder! (Cushman)
Spiroplectanaaina sp#
Tex talaris, navarro&na Cushman 
Ovigeriaa (?) seligi Cushman
Vaginulina gracilis Plummer var* cretacea Plummer 
Vaginulina cf# webbervillensis Carsey
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Oatracoda
Alatacythere sp.
Important Wells
Important deep walls of the DeSoto-Red River Parish area e®-
ployed in the subsurface lithologic and paleontologic studies ares
IT* L. McClanahan, Frost Johnson Lumber Co, No. 1, section 22, Township 9 
North, flange 13 West, Sabine Parish, total depth 5,710 feet*
J* F* McMannon, e£ al, * Cook Land Go. No. 1, s ection 16, Township 10 
North, flange 11 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 3,514 feet.
J. E* Watts, Patterson Heirs Ho, 1, section 35, Township 10 North, Range 
11 West, Sabine Parish, total depth 3,425 feet.
Arkansas Fuel Oil Co., Franklin Realty Co. No, 1, section 20, Township
11 North, Range 9 West, Red River Parish, total depth 7,120 feet.
Paul H. Miller, Jal drilling Co, Ho. 2, section 5, Township 11 North,
Range 11 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 4,205 feet,
Superior Oil Co., M. 0* Joyner No. 1, section 22, Township 11 North, Rang©
12 West, DeSoto Pariah, total depth 5,001 feet#
J. L* Ryan, Tr,, Jackson No. 1, section 1, Township 11 North, Range 14 
West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 5,509 feet*
Southern Production Co., Frost-Billingsley Unit Well No. 1, section 1, 
Township 11 North, Range 16 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 4,781 feet*
Southern Production Co., Alston-Frost Unit Well No. 1, section 11, Town­
ship 11 North, Range 16 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 4,931 feet.
Southern Production Co., Gannon-Frost Unit Well No. 1, section 12, Town­
ship 11 North, Range 16 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 4,977 feet*
Dixie Oil Co., Jenkins No. 1, section 9, Township 12 North, Range 11 
West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 6,149 feet*
Magnolia Petroleum Co., J. 0. Pugh No, 59, section 12, Township 12 North, 
Range 11 West, Red River Parish, total depth 6,471 feet*
District Oil Co., Frank Grocery Co. No. 1, section 26, Township 12 North, 
Range 11 West, DeSoto Pariah, total depth 3,005 feet.
Petroleum Heat and Power Co., John Matthews No. 1, section 29, Township 
12 North, Range 11 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth 4,007 feet.
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flesh and Hootkins, Mrs* J, $« Fanner No. 1, section 14# Township 12 
North, Rang© 13 West, DeSoto Parish* total depth# 3#03$ feet*
Snow Drilling Co.# Stoll So. 1, section 5# Township 12 North, Range 16 
West, DeSoto Parish, total depth# 6,002 feet.
Th© Hunter Co., Inc., P* F. Parker No. 1, section 26, Township 12 
North, Range 16 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth, 4,863 feet.
W* J. Hunter, Long Bell Lumber Co. No. 1, section 19, Township 13 North, 
Range 9 West, Red River Parish, total depth, 3,733 feet.
W. J. Hunter, Long Bell Lumber Go. No. 2# section 20, Township 13 North, 
Rang© 9 West, Red River Parish, total depth, 3,995 feet.
A. G. Bernard!, Clifton No. 1, section 33, Township 13 North, Rang® 12 
West, DeSoto Parish, total depth, 5,692 feet.
3§. T. Oakes, et al., Johnston No. I, section 30, Township 13 North,
Range 15 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth, 5,4-66 feet.
Gulf Refining Co., Good Pine No. 1, section 25, Township 14 North, Range 
8 West, Bienville Parish, total depth, 10,770 feet.
Twin-Cities Drilling Co., Sundby-Garland No. 1, section 7, Township 14 
North, Range 14 West, DeSoto Parish, total depth, 5,073 feet,
Prairie River Syndicate, Hutchinson No. 1, section 15, Township 15 
North, Range 12 West, Caddo Parish, total depth, 9,141 feet.
W. J. Hunter, N. B. Stoer So. 1, section 3, Township 15 North, Range 15 
West, DeSoto Parish, total depth, 6,562 feet.
J. M. Conner, G* C. WilliaB© So. 1, section 14, Township 15 North, Rang© 
15 West, Caddo Parish, total depth, 5,102 feet.
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Surface gtr&ttgrapifir 
Tertiary Sediments 
Introduction
The Tertiary sediments of DeSoto and Red diver Parishes are here 
assigned to th® feidwsy (Pal,eocene) and Sabine (lower Eocene) groups. (See 
geologic maps, plates I, II, and I?) * Formerly, all surface exposures 
of Tertiary age in this area were assigned to the Sabine or "Wilcox" group# 
Recent studies by members of the Louisiana Geological Survey 
indicate that the lower 800-900 feet of sediments cropping out in DeSoto 
and Red River Parishes are upper Midway in age* Detailed field mapping 
in this area resulted in the subdivision of these upper Midway surface 
deposits into three formations (Naborton, Hall Summit, and Log&nsport) 
and six members which are here described for the first time* The Kincaid 
formation and "Midway black shales" do not crop out on the surface in this 
area but they are included in this section on surface stratigraphy to 
preserve the continuity of the Midway stratigraphy.
The upper two hundred feet of sediments cropping out in these 
parishes are assigned to the Sabine group. They belong to one formation, 
the fcarthaville, with three lithologic facies*
A brief description on each new formation and member is given in 
the following discussion. Type lithologic sections and geologic cross 
sections (Figs* 13, 14) ere presented to illustrate the strati graphic 
and structural relationships of these formations* Partial faunas and 
floras are listed for each formation*
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The outcrop areas of the formations are shown on the geologic 
aaps (plates I, II, and IV); Good exposures of each formation are indi­
cated within its outcrop area on the geologic maps (Plates I, and II) 
by an X. The location of the best fossil localities are shown on the 
regional map (Plate IV)*
Palepceae Series
Midway Group
Historical Summary
Smith and Johnson (1887) first applied the term Midway when they 
used it to designate the oldest Eocene strata in Alabama# Harris (1894 
A, B) employed the term in his discussions of the geology of southern 
Arkansas, of Maryland, and of Virginia, and suggested that it b© separated 
fro® the Lignitic# In 1896, Harris defined the Midway group as a pale- 
ontologic and strati graphic unit of the first rank, overlain by U&n&falia 
beds of the Sabine (Lignitic) and underlain by the Cretaceous# The 
Baheola, Sucarnoochee, and Clayton formations of Alabama were included 
within these boundaries*
Th© first known usage of the ter® “Midway*1 in Louisiana was made 
by Harris and Ve&teh (1899, p* 63) at which time they referred sediments 
exposed at Rocky Springs church in Sabine Parish and at Drake*s Salt 
Do»e In Bienville Parish to the Midway stag®* Eleven years later Harris 
(1910, p* 122) stated that “♦••Midway beds must occur at the surface 
over a considerable area to the north*1 (of Marthaville) # In th® same 
report he presented a geological map showing Midway strata on the surface
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la the northwestern area of H&tchitoches Parish between Bayou Pierre and 
M&rtliaville. The Hall Summit and logansport formations (Midway) of the 
present bulletin include the entire area mapped by Harris as Midway in 
1910* . Howe (1925) showed the tlocky Springs church locality to lie 
within the outcrop area of the Sabine Group* Spooner (1926) did not map 
Midway strata on his map of the area* Moody (1931) mapped all th® strata 
below the Claiborne as Wilcox.
The period after Harris witnessed many references to the Midway 
in subsurface correlation* These referred in part to the upper Midway 
©f th© present report, in part to th© lower calcareous Midway shales which 
were generally referred to as the Arkadelphia* Hull (1925) indicated th© 
presence of Midway on the Bisteneau and V&cherie domes of Webster Parish 
and the Prothro Dome of Bienville Parish* Howe (1925) showed the neces­
sity of applying th© term Midway to certain subsurface beds formerly 
included in the upper part of the Ark&aelphia formation* Moody (1931) 
presented additional information on the extent end sedimentation of th© 
Midway in the Sabine Oplift area* Alexander (1935) showed the presence 
of both Kincaid and Wills Point faunas in subsurface bed© referred to 
the Midway in southwest Arkansas and northwest Louisiana.
LeBlanc and Barry (1941) and Murray (1941) pointed out th© 
presence of Midway fossils on the surface in the sediments strati graphi­
cally below the Ostrea thirsae son© and above the Midway black ©hales 
in northwestern Louisiana* The fossils are closely related to those of 
the Will® Point formation of Texas and the fiaheola formation of Alabama*
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Harris (1394 A, B, 1896} defined and set up the Midway (frees 
Midway Landing on th© west side of th© Alab&iua ftiver in Wilcox County, 
Alabama) as a distinctive unit of the Tertiary* This separation was based 
on th© disappearance of the coiled cephalopoda (except Herco&ioasa). the 
disappearance of Grrphaea and Trigoaia* and th© appearance and development 
(for the first time in the Gulf Coast) of Veaerlcardia and Calyptrophorua* 
Virtually all workers since this time have followed Harris in assigning 
the Midway to th© Eocene* Scott (1926, 1934)* however, on th© basis of 
faunal studies, believes the Midway is equivalent to the uppermost Creta­
ceous (Banian) of Europe, Simpson (1932) reported th® presence of a 
Faleocene mammal from a well in Caddo Parish and thereby first proved the 
presence of Faleocene sediments in the subsurface in Louisiana* Gardner 
(1941), who has recently analysed th© Midway molluscan fauna of th© 
western Gulf Province and indicated additional relationships and differ­
ences in the fauna, considered the Midway Faleocene in age* Stephenson 
and fteeeide (1938), Toulmin (1940)* end Stephenson and Monroe (1940) 
preceded Gardner la assigning the Midway to the Faleocene series*
Th© Midway group in Louisiana is here redefined to include all 
sediments str&tigraphically below the K&rthavill© formation of th® Sabine 
group and above th© Arkadelphia formation of th© Gulf Series* In this 
sense it includes the Mansfield sub-group of How© and Garrett (1934)» 
the lower part of th© Wilcox group of Moody (1930), and th© Midway black 
shale unit of numerous other authors*
The contact of the Midway group with th© underlying Arkadelphia 
(uppermost Cretaceous) is conformabl© in DeSoto and Red ftiver Parishes
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on th© basis of information available at the present im®* Th© contact 
with the overlying basal sands of the Sabine group (M&rthaville forma­
tion) is also conformable wherever exposed in tied River Parish,
^idw&y Sub-divisions
The Midway deposits of DeSoto m d  Red River Parishes are divided
on the basis of lithologic and f&unal facies into five units, three of
which are new* These are I
5* Hall Summit formation 
1, Logansport formation 
3* Naborton formation 
2* •“Midway black shales1'
1# Kincaid formation
Kincaid fforffiation
Gardner (1933) proposed the name Kincaid for the basal limy 
sediments of the Midway group of Texas* Alexander (1935) applied the 
name Kincaid to subsurface sediments in northwestern Louisiana that carry 
a Kincaid fora&inifer&l assemblage*
In the DeSoto-Red River Pariah area the Kincaid formation is not 
exposed at the surface, but th© writer has been ab3.e to study it in cores 
obtained from wells in DeSoto and tied River Parishes and adjacent areas* 
Data obtained from studies of cores and electrical logs in this area 
indicate that the Kincaid formation varies In thickness from fifteen to 
fifty feet (see figs* 7, S, 9* 10, 13, and 14-)* On the basis of availa­
ble information, the Kincaid is thicker in southern DeSoto and northern 
Sabine Parishes, in western DeSoto and In ©astern Shelby and Panola 
Counties, Texas, than in central and northern DeSoto Parish.
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The lithology of th© Kincaid formation in this area is rather 
constant. It consists of gray, calcareous, usually fossiliferous shale 
or clay with occasional chalk lenses and calcareous concretions* Occa­
sional glauconite grains were observed. No macrofauna has been deter- 
wined fro® this formation* In cores taken fro® the Fleah and Hootkins, 
Mrs* 1* S. Farmer ho. 1 well, section 14, Township 12 North, Range 13 
West, DeSoto Parish, th© following diagnostic foraroinifera were obtained* 
Core, 1,064-1,076 feets
Hard, light to dark gray, calcareous shale*
AncEalina midwayensis var. trochoide© (Plummer)
Cristellaria saidwayensis (P3xwter)
Cristellaria orbicularis (d’Orbigny)
Cristellaria turbinata (Plummer)
Eponides exigua (H. B. Bracer) v&r. liiahata 
(Plummer)
Vaginulina gracilis (Plummer)
Vaginulina legumen (Linnaeus) var, elegans 
d*0rbigny
Numerous other non—diagnostic for&minif©ra and ostracoda were 
present in these samples.
*»Midway Black Shales1
Alexander in 1935 applied the name wWills Point” to lignitic 
and limy shales in the subsurface of northwestern Louisiana and Arkansas 
which overlie sediments containing a Kincaid micro fauna* He Indicated 
these sediments to be equivalent to the Wills Point formation of Texas 
(see Plummer, 1932)» These shales are overlain by approximately 900 
feet of surface beds which also carry a Wills Point fauna*
Since the entire sequence of beds between th© top of the Kincaid 
formation and the base of the Hall Summit formation (uppermost Midway in 
this area) carries a fauna correlated with th© Wills Point formation of
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Texas, that formations! name should not be applied to a portion of 
these strata* For this reason the writer will refer to the lignitic, 
limy shales overlying the Kincaid and underlying the N&borton formation 
as "Midway black shales”.
The "Midway black shales* of this report average from 500 to 
600 feet in thiekness and consist of lignitic and limy shales and clays 
with occasional calcareous concretions. They do not crop out on the 
surface in DeSoto and fted diver Parishes*
Lithologieally, the contact between this sequence and the under­
lying Kincaid formation is transitional and generally can be picked only 
on a fauaal basis* Th© contact with the overlying Kaborton formation 
is transitional from silty clays into sands and exits. The contact is 
generally selected at the base of the last dominantly sandy strata 
encountered In drilling (see figs* 13, 14)* On electrical log® (see 
figs. 7, B, 9, 10) the contact normally is marked by a decrease in the 
self-potential and resistivity curves,
Alexander (1935) was the first to point out that the faunas of 
th© Wills Point and Kincaid formations in th© subsurface of Louisiana 
and south Arkansas are transitional. Samples within a few feet of the 
contact generally contain a mixture of Kincaid and Wills Point species* 
Yaglnulina gracilis Plummer and Vagin ul in a robua te Plummer occur to­
gether in this transitional faunal son©*
Th© following species of foraminifera have been observed in 
samples of the "Midway black shales” from several wells In DeSoto and 
Red diver Parishes s
Ammobaculites expansus Plummer 
Ammobaculites midwayensis Plummer 
Ammodiscus incertus (d'Orbigny)
Anomalina (Cibicide® ?) alien! (Plummer)
Anomalina cuifcur (Parker and Jones)
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Anomalina midway ensis (Plummer)
Anomalina midwayensis (Plummer) var. trochoidea Plummer 
Aao&alina welleri (Plummer)
Cl&vulinoides midwayansis Cushman
Cristellaria long!forma Plummer
Cristellaria roi&wsyensis Plummer
Gristellsria pseudocost&ta Plummer
Cristell&ria trigonata Plummer
Eponidos ©xigua H. B. Brady var* lixabata Plummer
Frondicularia delicatisslma Plummer
Frondicularia goldfussi Reuse
Globigerina triloculinoides Plummer
Globigerina sp.
Qyroidina soldanii (d’Orbigny) var* subangulata Plummer 
Harginulina costata (Batsch)
Marginulina tuaida Reuse 
Nodosaria grant! Plummer 
Sodosaria cf. 13* oligotoraa tleuss 
Polymorphina cushmani Plummer 
Spiroplectammina expanse (Plummer)
Textul&ria plummerae Lalicker
Vaginulina legumes (Linneaus) var. slogans d*0rbigny 
Vaginulina robusta Plummer 
Vaginulinopsis echin&ta Thalmann
Hoborton Formation
definition
The Iteborton formation contains the oldest beds known to be 
exposed in DeSoto and tied. River Parishes* The formation is proposed to 
include all strata between the "ttidway black shales’* and the overlying 
basal sand (Doiet Hills) member of the Logansport formation. It is 
named for the town of M abort on in section 10, Township 12 Uorth, Range 
12 West, in east central DeSoto Parish.
The Naborton formation below the Chem&rd Lake lignite lentil 
consists of rapidly changing f&cies of generally calcareous, buff to 
gray, fine to medium sands, clays, and lignitic silts (see figs. 15- 
22). The maximum exposed thickness of th© formation is almost 200 feet*
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In the subsurface it varies in thickness fro® 150 feet to slightly over 
200 feet* The type locality comprise® exposures along a local road 
leading from Louisiana Highway 9 to BeihlehQis Church (between Maborton 
and Goss) in sections 3 and 4, Township 12 l^orth, Range 12 West* The 
section exposed here is (see figs# 15, 16, 17, IB)#
Faleocene Series 
Midway Group
Maborton formation Thickness
Top elevation, 235 feet (Paulin altimeter)
13* Soil and wash overlying gray, calcareous silts
and clays................... ..... ............. 5*
12# Black to brownish-black, lignitic clays ...... . 6H
11* Gray, blue-gray, and rusty-brown, laminated,
clayey silts carrying so®© fossil leaves, 
calcareous  ........ *..... ............... 9*
10. Gray, laminated, very fine, sandy silts *....... 5*
9* Thinly laminated, lime- and iron-cemented, 
fine-grained siltstone (appears to be lenti­
cular)  .......................... . 6-12 n
5. Gray and buff to rusty-brown, laminated, 
clayey silts. Iron is concentrated In more 
sandy laminations, making it hard and platy*
Upper 6H highly stained with iron ............... 71
7# Rusty-brown and reddish, soft, fine-grained 
sandstone appearing more or less massive but 
with thin seams of gray to blue-gray clay and 
silt. Concentrations of iron form concretionary- 
like structures .................... ............ 12'
6. Gray, blue-gray, and buff, laminated, lignitic
silts *........  ...... ........... . 71
5. Brown, lignitic clay and lignite  ........ . I1
4* Blue-black to chocolate-brown shale with
coneboidsl fracture, some rusty iron stains •«••* 31
3. Blue-gray to buff, calcareous, laminated, fine
silts and clays  ............ ................ . 7*
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itLgure 21 • Buff and. gray* thin-bedaed, 8lightly calcareous 
silts end clays of the Haborton formation exposed on north side of 
local road in sac. 11, T* 12 ft,, a. 12 V?*, deSoto Parish, three-
quarters of a mile east of Jiabortoa*
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2* Same as 3 but slightly more sandy, thin, 
piety, iron-cemented lamina© present*
Calcareous  ........... .....  5'
1. Same as 3 and 2 but more massively bedded  5*
Total thickness 67*~o7f6”
Dip of beds to the west*
Eastward on this same local road in sections 3 end 4, Township 
12 North, Range 12 West, sandy, clayey, and calcareous facies of the 
Naborton formation are exposed*
The base of the formation is not exposed on the surface in 
DeSoto and Red River Parishes* Th© contact with the overlying Logan sport 
formation is exposed along Louisiana Highway 9, in sections 9 and 10, 
Township 12 North, Range 12 West, on© mile west of Waborton at the junc­
tion of th© road south to Truevine Church*
Faleocene Series 
Midway Group
Logansport formation
Dolet Hills member Thickness
Top elevation, 340 feet (Faulin altimeter)
12* Soil and weathered sand  ....*......  301
11* Gray to brown, irregular, fine- to medium-
grained, micaceous sand and silt with irregu­
lar ferruginous concentrations  ............ 131
Naborton formation
10. Gray to black, massive to blocky, lignitic,
silty clays (Chemard Lake lignite lentil) »••*•• 5*
9* Gray to ouff, thin-bedded to massive, silty 
and clayey sand# Upper portion chocolate- 
brown in color and dominantly silt   15*
8. Gray to brown to buff, medium-bedded, salt 
and pepper, fine- to medium-grained, micaceous 
sand* Ferruginous laminae prominent and iron 
content high in upper portion .......... ...... 301
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Figure 22* Small fault in Haborton sediment© exposed in SW£, 
sec* 5, T* 12 B., ft* 12 W*, fleSot© Parish, m  north ©id© of Louisiana 
Highway 9, SaaxLamm displacement, 20 feet*
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7* Gray to black, lignitic clay «*»•»*«*•,»**,**•** 3*
6* t)ark gray lignitic clay with ivell preserved
plant impressions *»**•«••**«»*•«.».•»».*.,•»«*« 6”
5m Fine sand., upper 18* thin-belled and clayey,
lower portion almost massive ****•*.**»**«, 5*
4* Zone of coarser sand lenses with concretionary 
structure* Sand cemented with limonit© and 
cslcite, well indurated .««***«*••»*•+*#»«*,,*,* 5*
3* Fine, evenly bedded, gray to brown silty sand ** 6*
2* Covered «**•**•«*».*•*••..*...••***•*.«,« 5*
1* Gray argillaceous silt (outcrops in creelc) ***** Z*
Total thickness 121 * 6n
Entire sequence up to top of first lignitic 
clay contains numerous small whit® calcareous 
concretions.
Good exposures of the contact are also visible in th© north 
edge of the Oolet Hills in the SB^ of Township 12 North, dang® 12 West, 
the BIS^  of Township 11 Borth, Range 12 West, and the northern third of 
Township 11 Borth, Range 11 West* For the str&tigr&phic relationships 
of this contact see figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, and 14*
The Naborton formation crops out in a topographic basin over
an area of approximately sixty square miles in deSoto Parish and over
an area of less than one square mile in Red River Parish. (See maps,
plates I, II, and IV)* Th© outcrop is relatively rugged but local 
Bprairiesn and flat lands developed on calcareous silts and clays break 
the general continuity of hills*
Lignite (the Chemard Lake lignite lentil) or lignitic oley 
marks the contact of th© Naborton formation with the overlying basal 
sand member ox the uogansport formation* The contact is drawn at the 
top of this lignitic zone* At places, srher© the lignitic material is
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Figure 24* Lignitic and llisonltic clays, silts, and ©ande exposed 
at type locality of Loganspori formation beneath 0. S. Highway 84 
bridge across Sabine Stiver at Logansport, OeSoto Parish* flolet Hill® 
and Cow Bayou members of Logansport formation*
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absent, the Naborton silts and clays grade directly into the sands of 
the overlying Doiet Hills member.
Although the base of th© Nraborton formation is at no known place 
brought to the surface by uplift, the basal beds of the formation have 
been studied by means of electrical logs, lithologic logs and samples 
from shallow borings. Borings within the outcrop area of the Naborton 
formation encounter calcareous silts, clays, and sands before penetrate 
ing the Midway black shales". The base of the last sandy sequence 
above the "Midway black shales" marks the base of the Kaborton formation. 
In other parts of the parishes, the formation is also limited at the top 
by the Del eh Hills (sand) member and at the base by the "Midway black 
shales"*
The fiaborton formation is the basal sequence of the lignitic 
sand and shale portion of the lowest great lithologic alternation in 
northwestern Louisiana (see fig. 11). Within the formation itself, 
several small scale alternations of sand, lignitic shale, and calcareous
T
silts and clays (top to bottom) have been observed.
The relationships of the Naborton formation to adjacent beds is 
shofea on the cross sections (Jigs. 13, 14-)*
The Chem&rd Lake Lignite Lentil
The Chemaard Lake lignite lentil of th© Kaborton formation con­
sists of lignite and lignitic clays with a maximum known thickness of 
ten feet. It is limited at th© top by the basal sands of th© Log&nsport 
formation, th© Oolet Hills member. Th© lignite and lignitic clays inter­
finger on the outcrop and mutually replace e?ich other or are both replaced 
by the sediments in th© upper part of th© Naborbon formation. The type
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■Figure 25. Loose, massive sand of the iJolet Hills member of the 
Loganeport formation exposed, at the type locality in sec. 1. T. 11 S.
^2 ?!., DeSoto parish, along local road between flabortcn and. Grove 
Hill church*
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locality is exposed one mil© northwest of Chem&rd Lake at Goal Bed 
Springs in the bluffs facing Oolet Brake and Oolet Bayou, in the 
of section 3, Township 11 Borth, Range 11 West, two and one-half miles 
southwest of Evelyn and two miles northwest of Rambin*© store, DeSoto 
Parish. The stratigraphic section exposed at the type locality is?
P&leocene Series 
Midway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Top elevation, 210 feet (Pauiin altimeter)
6. fine- to medium-grained, massive sand ........... 60*
Naborton formation
Chemard Lake lignite lentil
5* Thin, liisonitic lamina  ............
4. Lignite   ............   ,.  1 ’
3. Gray, silty clay  .....................  3H
2. Lignite  ...............      5*6*
I* Dark gray, carbonaceous clay, transitional, into
lignite (Pass covered) 13*
Total thickness 69*9iw
Basal elevation, 113 fss-t (Paulin altiy.-e t-_ r)
Additional- fine exposures occur in sections 5, 6, and 7, Township
11 Sorth, Range 11 Fest. An excellent exposure cf the msir-her occurs in
the SWJ-, section 6, Township 11 Berth, Range 11 Test, ReScto Parish.
The section cropping out there is?
lil
Paleoeen© Series 
Midway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
7* Massive, gray to brown, medium-fin© sand ...... 30*
Saborton formation
Chemard bake lignite lentil
6* Lignitic clay *•»,»*»*****•**+•» 3"
5m lignite  ....   8W
4- Buff to tar^  bedded clay 3W
3* Ligiiite • 6* 611
2* Gray to almost black underclay 2*
1« Gray to buff, slightly calcareous clays, (base
covered) • 2*
Total thickness 41* $w
Elevation, top of main lignite seam, 165 feet 
(Pauiin altimeter)
The Chesaard Lake lignite lentil has been traced approximately 
ten miles to the west of its outcrop area and four miles to the south in 
the subsurface* It has been traced on the surface around the entire 
southern portion of the outcrop area of the habortion formation from 
Cheaard Lake to doekd&le (Township 3*2 rlorth, ttan^ o 12 West).
Deposition of the Haborton Formation
The H abort on. formation represents fluviatile and d ©3. talc deposi­
tion* The absence of animal life, the abundance and ueil preserved 
nature of the flora, and the lenticular!ty of the sedimentary facies 
suggests that deposition occurred in a flood plain or marsh environment.
1X2
Figure 26* Thin-bedded, chocolate-brown, lignitic silts and 
clays exposed in Sfl£, sec* 9, T# 10 fl*, ft* XU W*, on south side of 
Hunter-Converse gravel road, DeSoto Parish* lype locality of Cow 
Bayou member of Logan sport formation*
t 
J
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01stinetive Characteristics
Tue $shorten formation Is distinguished in the field by the 
following criteria*
*• *^e soils of the Baborton formation belong to the
group of heavy, slowly permeable, poorly developed upland 
soils. They are in general reddish to tan in color, alkaline, 
compact, and sticky. They are much less sandy than the over-* 
lying Chec4&rd Lake and Gow Bayou members of the Logsmsport 
formation and are restricted in general to the outcrop area 
of the Sahorton formation* Dominant soil types occurring 
in the outcrop area are* Cuthbert very fine sandy loam, Guin 
undifferentiated soils, Boswell very fine sandy loam, and 
Shubuta very fin© sandy loam. Generally these soils are 
characterised by red, usually mottled, heavy clay B horizons. 
2. Vegetation. The flora growing on the Baborton formation is 
eharacberizod by an abundance of blue stem grass, legumes, and 
dwarfed or scrubby underbrush. Lt-n-pedeaa "quail* or partridge 
pea, wild vetch of several false indigo, post—oaks,
haws, eljc, nr.d yupons are present in great numbers• Pinos 
are locally abundant on the more sandy soil fecies.
3* Concretions. Small, irregularly shaped liraonitic concretions 
are more abundant in the Naborton formation than in any other 
portion of the upper Midway sequence. Large limonitlc and 
calcareous concretions are also quite common* Some of the 
larger calcareous concretion© have a length of almost fifteen 
feet*
Fossils* ^be Naborton formation is distinguished so far as
H A
Figure 27# Interbedded* chocolate—brown clay and gray silts 
of Cow Bayou ©eisber e:xpoe@d in ravine in sec. 9, T. 12 U,9
A# 13 W.9 DeSoto Parish* back of High School in town of Mansfield*
far as known by a total absence of animal remains* and by 
an abundance of well preserved remains*
Paleontology and Age
Much of the flora of the M&bortoa formation has been described*
W* Berry (1916) reported fifty—three species of plants from exposures
near Naborton, on which basis he assigns the strata to the top of the
Biddle Wilcox* Plants are usually best preserved in th© calcareous and 
liaonitie concretions, though excellent remains have been found in th© 
lignitic silts of this formation* Bo animal remains of any kind have been 
found in sediments of the Naborton formation, but the sediments immediate­
ly above it and immediately below it carry a foraminiferal fauna similar
to that present in the Wills Point formation of Texas*
Economic Resources
The lignites and soils of th© Chemard Lake member are its only 
known economic resources* The lignites have been employed occasionally 
for fuel but there is little demand for them* In general, the soils are 
unproduc tive *
Logansport Formation 
Definition
The Logansport formation is proposed to include all strata between 
the underlying Naborton formation and th© overlying Hall Sunlit formation#
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Figure 2&. Gray* slightly lignititc and calcareous* argillaceous 
Blits exposed in old brick pit in S»|, SS&, sec. 9, T. 12 R. 13 W., 
in town of Mansfield, OeSoto Parish. Cow Bayou member of Logansport 
foncation#
1 1 ?
It is subdivided into the following members t
3* lime Hill (calcareous silts and clay®)
2. Cow Bayou (lignitic shales)
1, Dolet Hills (sand)
Logansport on the Sabine River in west central OeSoto Parish is
designated as the type locality* In this region near the crest of the
Logansport anticline, the dip is nearly horizontal and the following
thirty-foot section (see fig, 24), near the middle of the formation, is
exposed at low water for three miles upstream from th® town:
Pleistocene Series
Montgomery formation Thickness
Top elevation, 20$ feet (P&ulin altimeter)
7* fellowish-brown to gray, fin©-to medium -grained
sand with some gravel 30*
Paleocene Series
Midway Group
Logansport formation
Cow Bayou member
6. Chocolate-brown to gray, thinly bedded, lignitic,
jointed silts and clays with traces of plant 
impression®  .......   6*
5# Hematitic, occasionally nodular, sandstone ****** 3*
4* Chocolate-brown to black, thinly bedded, jointed,
silty clays and silts with discoid, ferruginous 
concretions and occasional leaf fragments*
Sulfur-yellow stains on surface #»«**•**••••*">«» S *
Dolet Hills member
3* Gray to brown, nodular, slightly lignitic sand
with clay pellet® ••*«•*«•....... *»*«.»•**.•*•«• 3f
2* Modular, Irregular, hem&tltic sandstone*
Gradational into underlying bed       2f
1* Gray to brown, nodular, croso-bedded sand with
occasional lignitic particles and clay pellet® •« 4*
Total thickness 36*
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Figure 29. Calcareous, leaf-bearing, siltstone lentils exposed 
in old briofc pit in SWf, .SBfr, sec. 9, T. 12 N., ft, 13 W, in town of 
Mansfield, DeSoto Parish. Cow Bayou Member of logansport formation.
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It is unfortunate that the name Mansfield Is preoccupied for 
over one hundred feet of typical Logansport sedlraents are exposed near 
this town (see figs* 25, 26, 27).
Th© contact of the Logansport formation with th© overlying Hall 
Summit formation is transitional (see fig. 30) and is drawn at th© top
©f the calcareous silts and clays of the Lime Hill member* The contact
of the Logansport with the undsrlyiag Haborton formation is also transit 
tional and is drawn at the base of th® Oolet Hills member, the top of the
Chemard Lake (lignite) lentil* t
The Logansport formation crops out (see geologic map®, plates I, 
II, and IV) over all of BeSoto Parish except for th© outcrop areas of the 
Saborton formation end the Quaternary deposits. It is exposed in north­
ern Sabine and Natchitoches Parishes, in eastern Shelby and Panola Coun­
ties, Texas, in southern Caddo Parish, and in a belt in &e& diver Parish 
flanking th© eastern edge of th© tied diver flood plain. The outcrop 
area forms an irregularly circular pattern around th© DeSoto-fted ftiver- 
Bull Bayou field* Local structures such as Benson and Logansport bring 
the formation upward and interrupt its normal outcrop belt*
The basal sand member forms a ring of rugged, highly dissected 
hills rimming the Naborton formation on three sides; the middle lignitic 
shale member forms, in general, rolling topography vsxth rather poor ex­
posures; and, the upper calcareous unit possesses rolling to rugged topog­
raphy* The deposits in Red diver Parish occur largely as poor exposures 
beneath the Pleistocene formations.
Th© formation, from subsurface and surface studies, has a maxi­
mum thickness slightly over four hundred feet in southeastern OeSoto, 
northwestern Natchitoches, and northeastern Sabine Parishes (see figs* 13,
U).
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Figure 30* Mottled, brick-red and gray, interbedded, argillaceous, 
silts and sands exposed along Louisiana Highway <404. in £3$-, sec. 3,
T* 9 23*, 10 *?•, flatehiinches Parish* Transition aone between Logans­
port and Flail Summit formations*
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Members of Logansport Formation
flolet Hills Member
The s3oiet Hill© member consist© of fine-to medium-grained, 
massive sands which attain a maximum thickness of on© hundred and twenty- 
five feet and an average thickness varying between forty and seventy-five 
feet* Silt and clay lenses and thin lignite seams are present in the
sands* The member interfingere with the overlying Cow Bayou member and
is transitional from the underlying Naborton formation*
The dolet Hills member takes its name from the Dolet Hills in 
central-southeast DeSoto Parish where it at tain's* its greatest thickness 
and best development* The type locality i® designated to consist of ex-
t
pcsuree in the STfJ of section 6, Township 11- North, Range 11 West, the 
©f section 1, Township 11 North, Rang© 12 West* and in th© of 
section 36, Township 12 North* Rang© 12 West, along the road from Grove 
Hill church and cemetery to S&borton, on the north side of the first
large hill, one and one-quarter miles northeast of the church (s@© figs*
13, 25)« The contact of the Oolet Hills sand and the underlying Chemard 
Lake (lignite) lentil is covered by sand float along the road but it i® 
well exposed in the numerous adjacent gullies and ravines. The strati- 
graphic section exposed at the type locality iss 
Paleocene Series 
Kidway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Cow Bayou member
Elevation, top of section, 357 feet (Paulin altimeter)
1* Chocolate-brown, thin-bedded, silty clays with thin,
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Figure 31# Interfingering facies of Dolet Hill® sand and Cow 
Bayou lignitic shales exposed along Kansas City Southern Hallway tracks 
in sec* 10f. T* 15 B*# ft* 13 W*$ OeSoto Parish*
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gray silt layer® and limonitic laminae, Weathers
mottled red and gray  .........................  151
Dolet Hills member
3* Fin©- to medium-grained, gray to reddish-brown,
massive sand (base covered) ...... ................ 1001
$sborton formation
2* Lignite and lignitic clay (Chemard Lake lentil) . 9*
1* Gray to buff, slightly c&Lcareou© clays and silt®
with liisonitic and calcareous concretions 
(base covered) ..............................*.».*. 401
total thickness 164*
The section exposed along Louisiana Highway 9 in the vicinity of
ftockdale church (section 6, Township 12 Horth, teige 12 West) shows a 
shale facies replacing the lower portion of the sand* The composite 
sequence cropping out along th© road for one and one-half miles west of
its junction with Louisiana Highway G-1453 lei 
Paleocene Series 
Midway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Oolet Hills member
Top elevation, 300 feet (Pauiin altimeter)
7* Irregular, jointed, fin©- to medium-grained,
micaceous, gray to brown sand 40*
6. Gray, thin-bedded, argillaceous silts 4*
5* Gray, massive, fine-grained sands *............  3*
4* Gray, thin-bedded, argillaceous sands and silts
with clay partings (gradational into overlying 
bed) ........... *.......................     9*
3* Thin—bedded, lignitic, chocolate-brown to gray
silts and silty clays  ..............   8*
Haborton formation
Vf
2* Lignite (Chemara Lake .lentil;       * 2,6H
I'M
Figure 33. Surface concentration of liraonite in lignitic shale© 
of Cow Bayou aeaober (Logansport formation) exposed in sec, 22, X. 13 fl., 
ft* 12 W*, OeSoto Parish* along local road frora Cartel to Clear Lake.
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1. Gray to buff ellty clays, locally calcareous
(base not exposed)..•*******.**.*«♦••*•**.•**••*♦ ......... 6” ,,n.
Total thickness 67*
North of Frierson, between that town and Wallace Lake Bayou, the 
transitional sediments of the Dolet Hills member and the Cow Bayou member 
are well exposed in cuts along the Kansas City Southern Railroad in the 
of section 10, Township 15 North, Bang© 13 West (see fig* 31). A 
comparable section is exposed in the ravine one hundred yards west of the 
Banafield High School both above and below the swimming pool.
On the south side of the DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou field, the 
Dolet Hills (sand) member has been deeply dissected to fora the most 
rugged topography in either DeSoto or Red River Parish* The sand, which 
here attains its greatest thickness, is partially protected from erosion 
by the overlying lignitic clay© and shales of the Cow Bayou member* In 
numerous places streams have cut through these lignitic beds to the under­
lying easily erodible ©and, resulting in a rugged topography with a local 
relief of slightly under 200 feet* At numerous places the sands have 
been well cemented with both limonite and hematite* These harder layer© 
also hold up hills and ridges. Sand float covers the lower part of all 
the hills in the area and makes the surface work extremely difficult.
The Oolet Hills member forms a well defined subsurface iithoiogic 
unit which can be traced from Panola County, Texas, eastward to th© Bed 
Hiver-Bienville Parish line (see fig,* 14)* It varies in thickness from 
fifty to one hundred and twenty-five feet in this distance* It has been 
traced southward in the subsurface to the vicinity of Noble in Sabine 
Parish (ee© fig* 13)*
The member is brought to the surface by the Logansport, Spider, 
Sutherlin, and Benson structures* A few outcrops of sand beneath lignitic
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Figure 31. Chocolate-brown, lignitic clays with interbedded 
gray silts exposed in SWfr, BEj, sec. 9, T. 10 S., ft. 13 w., DeSoto 
Parish, on north side of local road. Type locality of Benson facies, 
Cow Bayou member of Loganeport formation#
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shales in the vicinity of the Holly structure probably belong to the
Dolet Hills member*
Cow Bayou Member
The Cow Bayou ©ember takes its name from Cow Bayou, a tributary 
of the S&bine River, in southwestern OeBoto Parish. The type locality 
is located in DeSoto Parish in the S3S^  of section 9 and the HWf of section 
16, Township 10 Borth, Range 14 West, approximately three miles southeast
of Hunter (see fig« 26). Th© section exposed at the type locality is*
Paleocene Series 
Bid way Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Lime Sill member
Basal elevation, 190 feet (Paulin altimeter)
6. Gray, locally calcareous, silts and clays with
large septarian concretions   ....... *..**.«#«.* 251
5* Gray to khaki, sticky, slightly silty clays with
foraminifera and small mollusca ................. 25*
4* Reddish-brown to gray silty sands and clays
(transitional zone) .... . 101
Cow Bayou member
3. Gray to brown, differentially indurated, jointed, 
fine-grained sands becoming silty in lower 
portion ,.».'•*»***•*   * 9 *
2. dark chocolate-brown, fissile, micaceous, silts 
and silty clays* Arenaceous and calcareous 
foraminif era# Basal portion with stringers of 
gray sand  ....601
1* Gray to brown, micaceous, slightly indurated, 
interbedded silty clays and fine-grained sands 
(base not exposed) *.....   7*
Total thickness 136*
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Figure 35* Gray to brown, micaceous, limonitic, leaf-bearing 
silts and clays exposed at type locality of Lula facies of Cow Bayou 
member (Logansport formation) in sec. 11, T. 10 N., ft* 14 W., OeSoto 
Parish* along Louisiana Highway 747#
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The relationships of the Cow Bayou member to the overlying and 
underlying sediments are shown by the accompanying cross sections (Figs. 
13* U ,  32).
Th© member is transitional fro is the underlying Qolet Hills 
(sand) member. It is also trauisitional into the overlying Lime Hill 
member; the transition son© consists of five to fifteen feet of sandy 
and clayey, ferruginous, non-caleareous silts which weather brick-red in 
color.
The BiOEber consists of chocolate-brown* lignitic silts and clays 
with interbedded gray to brown, clays* silts and fine sands. Locally, 
large amounts of ferruginous materials are present, (see fig. 33)* Small 
amounts of ferruginous materials, in th© form of laminae and concretions, 
are present everywhere.
In the southeastern portion of the parish the member contains 
more sand than at .the type locality and the following typical section is 
exposed in the northwest .half of section 13, Township 10 Horth, Range 11 
West, on the east side of Wallace Bayou?
Paleocene Series 
Bidway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Lime Hill member
Top elevation, 280 feet (Paulin altimeter)
4* Gray to brown, mildly calcareous, silts and clays 
with calcareous aeptari&n concretions containing 
fossils  ....   10*
3* Mottled red and gray sandy silts, transition
son©  ..........  13*
Cow Bayou member
2. Light to dark gray and chocolate-brown, differ-
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Figure 3&9 Gr&y, calcareous silts m d  cl&ya with calcareous con­
cretions exposed on northwest aide of Louisiana Highway ISO in 8W 
comer of sec, 23> T* 10 &♦, ft# 11 W*, Sabine Parish* Type locality 
of Liae Hill member of Logansport formation.
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©nti&Ily indurated, thin—bedded, micaceous 
silts, fine-grained sands, and silty clays*
Cross-bedding, limonitic lamina© and concretions
and variable amounts of carbonaceous material
present 27*
1* Thin-bedded, gray to chocolate-brown, fine­
grained sand interbedded with silty clays*
Upper portion dominantly thin-bedded, lower 
portion dominantly light brown in color* Varia­
ble amounts of liraonitic and carbonaceous 
materials present ••*«**•*»»»•**•'•*.,•*,»**•*»*»« 40*
Total thickness 92*
Westward in the area between Benson and Lula, the Cow Bayou 
member is divisible into two facies* The lower of these, designated as 
the Benson facies, consists of a wedge (?) of chocolate-brown, lignitic 
clays with interbedded gray silts* It carries a marine and brackish 
water macrofauna and microfauna. The type locality consists of exposures 
in a road cut on the north side of Louisiana Highway 745, 0*5 to 0*6 of 
a mile west of the town of Benson, in the s*k, ast of section 9, Township 
10 Berth, ftange 13 West (see fig* 34)* the section exposed here is 
listed on page
The upper facies of the Cow Bayou member in this area, the Lula 
facies, is exposed near the village of Lula* It consists of forty to 
seventy—five feet of gray to brown, thin-bedded, micaceous, fine-grained, 
argillaceous sands and silts with numerous limonitlc sand laminae and disc­
shaped liroonitic concretions* The beds are characterized by an abundance 
of well preserved leaves and plant fragments* Th© Lula facies is transi­
tional with the underlying Benson facies* Th© type locality includes 
exposures in road cuts and gullies in th© W& of section 11, Township 10 
North, Hang® 14 West, along Louisiana Highway 747 from one-half to one 
and one-half miles north of the village of Lula (see fig* 35)*
The section exposed at the type locality of th© Lula facies
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Figure 37. Foasiliferous, septarlan concretions exposed at type 
locality of Lise Hill member in SW corner of sec. 23, T, 10 H., ft. 11 W., 
Sabine Parish, along^louisiana Highway ISO*
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in section 11, Township 10 florth, Range 14 West, is*
Pal eocene Series 
Midway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Cow Bayou member 
Lula facies
Top elevation, 305 feet (Paulin altimeter)
5* Weathered, gray and brown, fine-grained sands and
silts  m m  151
4* Gray to yellow-brown, medium-bedded, to thin- 
bedded, cross-bedded, micaceous, differentially 
indurated, fine-grained sands and argillaceous 
silts with leaf impressions* Numerous limonitic 
laminae and concretions are present* The con­
cretions are usually disc-shaped and contain 
excellently preserved leaf impressions •«».***..«» 20f
3m Gray to greenish- and brownish-gray, interbedded, 
micaceous silts and silty clays with leaf 
impressions 151
2m Gray to brown, argillaceous silts with abundant 
limonitic laminae and concretions. Leaf
impressions 151
1* Lignitic, purplish-brown to chocolate-brown,
blocky, silty clays and silts (base not exposed)•* 8*
Total thickness 731
The section exposed along Louisiana Highway 745 for a distance of 
two miles west of Benson shows the relationships of the two facies. The 
sequence exposed here is5
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Figure Calcareous, siltstone lentil surrounded by gray and
buff, lignitic, and slightly calcareous silts and clays exposed at 
Goal Bluff in sec- 17, T* 14 H#, ft* 10 W-, fled ftiver Parish- Liae Hill 
member of Logansport formation-
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Falaocene Series
Midway Group
Logansport formation Thickness
Cow Bayou member 
Lula facies
Top elevation* 315 feet (Paulin altimeter)
10* Differentially indurated, gray to brown, medium- 
bedded, jointed, micaceous, fine- to medium- 
grained sands and some silts* Leaf impressions 20*
9. Gray to brown, thin-bedded, micaceous, argilla­
ceous silts* Leaf impressions **.***•*•**•••«*.«** 25*
Transitions son©
S* Thin-bedded, laminated, interbedded, gray-brown 
and chocolate-brown, argillaceous silts with some 
fine-grained sands* A few leaf impressions ******* 15f
Benson facies (3^ rpe locality)
7*' Purplish- to chocolate-brown, slightly blocky, 
lignitie elaye with gray silt partings* The clay 
weathers out into flaky, shaly particles and into 
a mottled red and gray, heavy soil* Marine and 
brackish-water foraminifera and molluscs .......... 351
(Bore hole at base of exposed section, elevation 
220 feet, Paulln altimeter)
6* Chocolate-brown, silty clay with gray, micaceous
partings 6*
5* Dark gray, slightly silty clay  ....... 1*
4* Lignite and chocolate-brown, lignitie clay «***••«* l^**
Dolet Hills member
3* Light gray to brown, micaceous, silty sand »*•***«« I’b11
2* White, clean, fine-grained sand •**.*•.•.*.•*»••«.* 3f
"wi **a arrtnw fin ©-grained, silty sand
(Bottom of holej
Total thickness 110 *
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Figure 39* Petrified, log from Cow Bayou member of Loganepart 
formation exposed in center of sec* IS, T* 14 N., ft* 13 W*, DeSoto 
Parish* Exposed dimensions of log, 6 by 4 feet*
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The Cow Bayou member lias beau traced, on the surface and in the 
subsurface frost Panola Counter, Tex&s , to the Red Ai ver-Bien ville Parish 
line and fro® southern Caddo Parish to th© vicinity of Noble in Babin© 
Parish (see figs. 13, 14, and plates I, IX, IV ). It is exposed on the 
surface in the central portion of this area and its base is taken as th©
1
last recorded shale in wells lying above th© Dolet Hills sands* It 
attains a maximum thickness of slightly over two hundred feet in southern 
DeSoto Parish but averages between seventy-five and on© hundred feet 
throughout most of tbs DeSoto-Red River Parish area (0©© plate VI)*
The Logaasport, Benson, Spider, and Sutheriin structures are 
each reflected as inliors of the dolet Bills (sand) member completely 
surrounded by the lignitie sediments of th© Cow Bayou member* Steep dips 
in the lignitie sediments of the Cow Bayou member also furnish evidence 
of the existence of the Holly and Grogan structures* in iulier of the 
Cow Bayou member surrounded by the Lime Hill member reflects the presence 
of the Pleasant Hill structural terrace*
Lime Hill Member
The Lime Kill member takes its name from Lime Hill in th© SW 
comer of section 23, Township 10 North, Range 11 West, S&fcin© Parish*
The type locality consists of exposures on this same hill along Louisiana 
Highway ISO# two and one-half miles northeast of th© tom of Pleasant 
Hill (see figs* 36, 37)• Th© section exposed here consists of thirty- 
five feet of interbedded, gray to brown, calcareous clays and silts with 
Septarian concretions containing mollueks* The basal six feet of this 
section is lignitie and contains plant and leaf Impressions * In the upper
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Figure 40* Cross-bedded, silty sands In Logansport formation 
exposed in sec. 29, T, 11 S,, ft, 13* ?/,, deSoto Parish, along U* S* 
Highway 171.
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part of the sequence arenaceous foraffiinlfera are numerous, calcareous 
foraminifera are rare. The lithology of this member maintains Its char­
acteristic features over a wide area In the Sabine Uplift region from 
Texas to Red River Parish* The member averages about 200 feet in thick­
ness in OeSoto and Red River Parishes*
The exposure at Coal Bluff on boggy Bayou (see fig. 33) In th© 
b4  of section 17, Township 14 North, Range 10 West, approximately two 
and one-half miles northwest of th© village of last Point, is the best 
section in Red River Parish)
Pleistocene Series
Bentley formation Thickness
Top elevation, 235 feet (Paulia altimeter)
17* lypieal Pleistocene deposits consisting of 
River clays and red, massive, cross-bedded 
overlying bedded gravels and massive sands 321
Paleocene Series 
Kidway Group
Logansport formation
Lime Hill member
16* Reddish-brown, massive, porous, medium-grained
sand with ferruginous "pipes" and nodules overlain
by a thin bed of poorly laminated gray clays ...... 4*
15* Massive, black lignite with blocky fracture which
grades laterally upstream into lignitie clays *..« « 1-2 *
14* Massive, reddish-gray, medium-grained sand
rated by an irregular surface from the overlying
lignite  ....        5-10*
13* Dark brownish-gray, laminated, silty clays ........ 1*6"
12* Massive, black lignite with blocky fracture.
Grades upward and downward into lignitie clays #*** 1*6"
11* Dark brownish-gray, laminated, silty clays which 
form small plates or flakes when weathered and 
which grad© upward into lignite  .......  2*
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Figure 41# Septarian concretion from the Lim© Hill rcember 
exposed near the center of sec. 16, T. 10 N., ft. 14 W., OeSoto Parish, 
on the west side of the Hunt©r~Convecse gravel road.
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10* Massive, porous, oxidised, yellowish-gray, amdluss- 
grained sand grading downward into clays and 
sands • «***»»,*•«*•*«*•*"**••»***•***»«»•••*»***.»» -3*
9* Xellowish-gray to buff, massive, fin©- to medium- 
grained sand interstratified with fine layers of 
chocolate-brown clay »**.**».«»•»*«•»»...........  1*61'
&* Passive, somewhat blocky, brownish-gray, silty
clays with numerous plant fragments «*•«••*»..**..*» I 1
7* Massive, slightly oxidised, porous, argillaceous, 
gray sand streaks with deep brown peaty material 
near the base *•*•»**•**............. »•••»* • * * 1-2*
6* Poorly laminated, oxidised, yellow-brown or buff,
fine-grained, sandy silt with stringers of clsy «**• 1-2*
5* Laminated, bluish-gray, carbonaceous, gypsiferous, 
silty clay interfingered with small stringers of 
buff, fine-grained sand and with streaks of lig­
nite* Sandy near the top  .........   10-14*
, 4* Massive, oxidized, yellow-gray to buff, argilla­
ceous, micaceous sands and silts 6*
3* This-bedded, light to dark gray, micaceous, inter­
bedded silts and clays with stringers of fine­
grained, gray sand «»•«*,**»*«•**•***»•*.*•«•»•**•** 4*
2* Grayish, well indurated, calcareous silts tone
with plant fragments and leaf impressions *»...«•.«* 2-4*
1* Gray, thin-bedded, micaceous, gypsiferous, inter­
bedded silts and clays with sand lentils (base 
not exposed) *•*•*•*•••••*•*•***•••**••••*«•••*••••* 10*
Total thickness £$*6» /
Toward the northwest comer of DeSoto Parish, the proportions of 
sand in the Lime Hill member increases* This is evident in the section 
along a local road on the Texas-Louiaiana line in the of section 6, 
Township 13 Sorth, ftange 16 Wests
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Figure 42* Calcareous, septarian concretion© surrounded by dark 
gray and brows, lignitie shaQ.es of th© Lime Hill member exposed at 
•The Socks* on th© Sabine River in th© BTHj, sec* 3, T* 10 B*f ft» 15 W., 
deSoto Parish*
H 3
Paleocene Series
Midway Group
Logansport formation 
U s e  Hill is ember
Thickness
3* interbedded, broim, llmonitic sand® end thin-
bedded gray to brown silt® (base not exposed) ...... 101
2* Cross-bedded, fine- and medium-grained sand with 
calcareous, siltstone lentils 15*
1* Mottled red and gray, thin-bedded, limonitic silts*. 5*
Total thickness 30*
Lithologically similar sediments are exposed in th© northern portion of 
OeSoto Parish near Stonewall and in southern Caddo Parish*
The Lin© Hill member is transitional from th© underlying Cow 
Bayou member (see fig* 32) and into the overlying basal sand (Loggy Bayou) 
member (see fig. 30) of the Hall Summit formation* The transition son© 
between the Lime Hill member (Logsnsport formation) and th© Leggy Bayou 
member (Hall Summit formation) consists of ten to thirty feet of reddish- 
brown sands and clays, and ferruginous, non-calcareous silts.
The outcrop of the Lime Kill member, shown on the geologic maps 
(Plates I, II, and IV), covers northwestern OeSoto Parish, southeastern 
Caddo Parish, eastern Panola County and southeastern Shelby County, Texas, 
northern Sabine and Natchitoches Parishes, and western Red River Parish* 
The pattern of the Lime Hill-Cow Bayou contact indicates the presence of 
the Logansport, Benson, Grand Cane, Holly, Converse, Grogan (?), and 
Coushatta structural highs*
The outcrop area of the Lime Hill member is hilly, and slightly 
more dissected than that of the Cow Bayou member* Th© divides are narrow 
and the valley® relatively deep and steep sided* Th© topography in north-
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Figore 43* C&lcpreous, slltstone lentil exposed in NE^, sec* £5, 
t# 12 13 •, ft* 13 W, Oe^ feto Parish, on local road north fro© Mansfield* 
Cow Bayou member of Logansport formation*
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western OeSot© Parish, however, is flat and featureless*
In the subsurface, the time Hill member has b a m  traced south­
ward to the vicinity of Noble in Sabine Parish and eastward to central 
Red River Parish (see fig. 13}. Ho work has been done on its subsurface 
relationships in Caddo and Bossier Parishes to the north, or in Shelby 
and Panola Counties, Texas, to the west*
tteuosition of Logansoort Formation
The sediments of the Logansport formation represent deposition 
under fluvi&tile, deltaio, and marine conditions* In southern DeSoto 
Parish, northern Sabine and Natchitoches Parishes, and In eastern Shelby 
Coraty, Texas, the Lime Bill and Cow Bayou strata are deltaio with 
northward projecting marine sedimentary tongues# In northern OeSoto and 
Red River Parishes, in southern Caddo Perish, and in eastern Panola 
Ceisaty, Texas, the Lime Hill and Cow Bayou sediments are deltaic and flu- 
vLatile* Here, intraf©relational conglomerates and channel sands and 
silts are known* Silicified wood and cross-bedding are common through-
t
out the sediments of the formation (see figs. 39, 40)* The Colet Hills 
(sand) member is both fluvi&tile and deltaic in origin on the basis of 
present available information* The general litbology of the Cow Bayou 
member suggests deposition in a flat, coastal marsh area similar to 
parts of south Louisiana at the present time*
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Figure 44*
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Distinctive Characteristics
The strata of the Logansport formation are distinquished in 
their outcrop area by the following criteria*
Dolet Hills member
1* Massive sands* The sands of the Dolet Hills member are fine- 
to mediufij-grained, gray, relatively clean, massive, quartz- 
itlc sands* Occasional silt and clay lenses are present*
2* Absence of fossils* The only organic life observed in the 
dolet Hills member are rare fragments of plants or leaves* 
jm Absence of well developed soils* The character of the sand 
of this ©ember (largely quarts) is not conducive to soil for- 
nation * Th© little soil formed is always very sandy in 
character*
Cow Bayou member
4* Lignitie clays* Typically the sediments of this member are 
purplish-brown or chocolate-brown, silty clays fro® less than 
one to several inches thick separated by thin layers of gray 
or white silt* Then weathered these sediments are dull gray 
to ash-gray in color* Surface induration of the llgrxitic 
clays is common*
5* Limonite* Virtually everywhere, thin, limohitic laminae and 
limonitic concretions ar© present in this member*
6* Leaves* Th© Cow Bayou member is notable for its numerous and 
excellently preserved leaves* They occur in both the lignitie 
clays and in th© limonite concretions*
7* Soils* Th© soils of the Cow Bayou member are usually mottled 
red and gray in color* They are less sandy than th© soils of
ligam 459
H 9
the Dolet Hills msaaber, more so than those of th® Lime Hill 
jabber.
Lime Hill laeiaber
8. Calcareous content* This is the only member of th® Logans- 
port fometion with any amount of limy material* Though it 
is not calcareous throughout, moat of its sediments contain at 
least a small percentage of calcium carbonate*
9* Concretions. Th© concretions are of several kinds{ calcareous 
septarian concretions, calcareous non-eeptarlan concretions, 
and limonitic concretions* Th® septarianS (see figs* 41, 42)
* ar© generally one to three feet in diameter, at least partial­
ly crystallise, relatively pur©, blue-grey in color, and fre­
quently contain molluacan remains. The non-septarian, calcare­
ous concretions (see figs* 38* 43) are discoid to round in 
shape, occasionally contain animal remains, almost invariably 
contain plant fragments, ar® blue-gray to hram in color, and 
consist of Hire cemented silts with concretionary structures* 
111 the calcareous concretions weather yellow-brown in color* 
The liEonltic concretions are minor in eia© but not in number, 
are quite variable in shape, and occasionally contain plant 
 ^ remains.
10* Fosails* Both molluscs and forsssinifera are locally present 
in the Lime Hill and Cow Bayou members of the Logansport forma­
tion* They indicate equivalency with the upper part of the
IHtlls Point formation of Texas*
11. Soils* The soils of th© Lime Hill member are, in general,
reddish-gray to reddish-khaki in color, and are normally sticky 
and rather impervious to water* They most closely resemble
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Figure Interbedded, chocolate-brown shales and gray silts
with numerous, well preserved leaf impressions exposed along local road 
in Hl^, SlJ, sec. 31f T. 13 H#, ft. 13 W., CeSoto Parish. Cow Bayou 
member of Logansport formation.
th© soils of th® Kabortoa formation*
Vegetation. The flora growing on th© Lime Hill member is 
typically that of calcareous s©dissentst blue stem grass, 
false indigo, locusts, haw®, elm, scrubby oaks, and legumes*
Paleontology
The fauna of the Logansport formation in Louisiana has not been 
described* LeBlane and Barry (1911) and Hurray (1941) have presented 
preliminary reports on th© fossils present in this formation* The fora&i- 
aiferal fauna is largest, the gastropod fauna next largest, and the 
pelecypod fauna smallest. Other fossil groups ar© represented by a very 
few species*
The commonest and most diagnostic foraminifera of the Logansport 
formation are* Cristellaria midway©asia (Plummer), Loxoatoma applinae 
(Plummer), Ammobaculites expan sue (Plummer), Amzaobaculites mid way ©n sis
(Plummer), and Anomalina midwaye&sis (Plummer)* Other species commonly
found in the Logansport formation are listed in the accompanying check 
list (Fig. 44), which gives the distribution of these species in Louisiana 
and their reported distribution in Texas, Alabama, and Mississippi* Th© 
localities employed in the check list are listed in Appendix 2 along
with other localities at r;hich foraminifera have been found*
The mollusca of the Logansport formation are being described by 
LeBlane and Bariy in a forthcoming bulletin of the Louisiana Geological 
Survey. The localities employed in the accompanying check list (prepared 
by LeBlane and Barry) are listed in Appendix 2 along with other locali­
ties at which mollusca have been found* The check list indicates th© 
known occurrence of the species from Louisiana and their reported occur—
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Figure 47* Chocolate-brown to gray, loaf-bearing clays and silt© 
exposed along Kansas City Southern Railway tracks in SW^, sec* 3,
T* 15 SL, ft* 13 W*, DeSoto Parish, 150 yards south of trestle over 
W allace Lake*
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rences in other states.
Two specie® of ostracoda have been identified from the Log&ns- 
port formation. These are* Cythereis prestwichlana Jones and S her b o m  
and Cy theromorpha scrobiculata Alexander, The occurrence of these specie© 
is noted on th© accompanying check list of th© foraminxfera (see fig* 44) * 
Other unidentified species present belong to the genera Cytherella, 
Cythereis, Cytheridea (Clithrocytheridea) * Qytheridels* Bythooypri© (?), 
Eucartherura* Loxoconcha* and Argiiloecia (?)*
A single species of bryosoa has been found# It© poor preserva­
tion prevented even generic determination*
The flora of the Logansport formation is large and varied, but 
little of it has been described* These fossils usually occur a© impres­
sions in lignitie clays or in clay iron concretions* Locally, impressions 
ar© abundant in lignitie, argillaceous silts and sands* Among the best 
localities for the collection of leave© and plants are#
1* Chocolate-brown, lignitie, clayey shales and silts exposed
along local road in the SBt, of ©action 31, Township 13
North, Range 13 West, OeSoto Parish, two miles north north­
west of Mansfield (see fig* 46),
2* Gray and chocolate-brown, lignitie, silty clays and interbedded 
gray silts exposed in cuts of th© Kansas City Southern Railroad 
in the west half, SE£, of section 3, Township 15 North, Rang©
13 West, DeSoto Parish, Just south of trestle over Wallace 
Lake Bayou (see fig* 47)«
3* Chocolate-brown, lignitie, silty clays and interbedded gray 
silts exposed along local road on south side of Grand Can©
Bayou flood plain in th© Sw£> section 17, Township 12
North, Rang© 14 West, DeSoto Parish.
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Figure 4&* Two-foot lignite bod exposed on Louisiana bank of 
Sabine River in SI?** sec# 14* T* 10 H,$ ft* 15 W*, OeSoto Parish* Lime 
Rill member of Logansport formation.
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4* Clays end silts constituting type locality of Lula facies of 
Cow Bayou aaaaber along Louisiana Highway 747 in th© west half 
of section 11, Township 10 North, ftang© 14 1iV!est, OeSoto 
Parish, from one-half to on© and one-half ©ilea north of the 
village of Lula (see fig. 35)* Fossils in clays, silts, and 
elay-liinonite concretions*
Correlation
The fauna of these sediments indicates an upper Midway ag© for 
the Logansport formation (see LeBlane and Barry, 1941, end Murray, 1941)* 
It is tentatively correlated with th© Naheola formation of Alabama and 
the upper part of the Wills Point formation of Texas (sac fig* 23) •
Economic Resources
Soils* The soils vary in fertility and degree of development* 
They consist of sandy and fin© sandy loams; well drained upland soils; 
heavy, moderately permeable upland soils; heavy, slowly permeable upland 
soils; and heavy, slowly permeable, poorly developed upland (generally 
forest) soils*
The silty clays of the Logansport formation ar© used in the manu­
facture of brick* Sands and crushed calcareous concretions are used for 
road metal* Lignites (see fig- 43) may be of value in the future*
Hall Summit Formation
The Hall Summit formation is proposed to include all strata be­
tween the underlying Logansport formation (Midway group) and the over-
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Figure 49. Mottled, brick-red and gray, argillaceous silts and 
clays exposed on eastern side of Louisiana Highway 404 in SE£, sec. 21, 
T* 9 8*, a. 10 W., Natchitoches Parish. Transition zone between Hall 
Suassiit (Midway) and Marthaville (Sabine) formations.
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lying ffiarthaville formation (Sabine group) * It is named for exposures
of lignitie shales in th© vicinity of Hall Summit in township 14. North,
Rang© 9 West, in north central Red River Parish* No single section
exposes the entire sequence which is divided intoj
3* Bisteneau somber (calcareous silts and clays)
2* Grand Bayou member (lignitie silts and clays)
1. Loggy Bayou member (sand)
Th© contact of th© Hall Summit with the underlying logansport 
formation is dram at the top of the calcareous silts and clays of the 
Lime Hill member* The contact is nowhere sharp* but consists of a transi­
tional son© of ten to thirty feet of interbedded, fine-grained sands and 
clayey silts (see fig* 30)* The contact of the Hall Summit formation 
with the overlying basal sands of the lartbaville formation (Sabine 
locene) is also transitional (see fig* 49) * It is drawn at the top of 
the calcareous clays and silts of the Bisteneau member*
The Hall Summit formation crops out in a belt fro® th© vicinity of
Lake Bisteneau southeastward across central Red River Parish, Near the
Southeast corner of Red River Parish the coutcrop belt turns southwest- 
ward, swings across northwestern Natchitoches and Sabine Parishes to th© 
Sabine River, and extends westward into Shelby County, Texas# It does 
not crop out in DeSoto Parish. The outcrop area forms an irregularly 
circular belt around the top of th© Sabine Uplift (see geologic siaps, 
plates II and IV)*
Th© formation, on the basis of surface and subsurface studies, 
has a maximum thickness of slightly over three hundred feet in Babin© 
Parish* Elsewhere it averages about two hundred feet in thickness*
The outcrop belt of th© Hall Summit formation is rather flat and
featureless* In R&d River Parish, whore It was originally covered by 
deposits of th© Bentley or Gillian© formation, the topography is gently
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Figure 52* Calcareous concretion containing nuaeroue Gstrea 
r^T.e.&e Gabb exposed in railroad cut 50 yards east of depot i n ~ w T  
of BSarthaville, flatchitochea Parish*
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rolling and thsre are few good exposures*
Loggy Bayou S&esiber
The Loggy Bayou member takes its name from Loggy Bayou, a rim- 
swamp stream on the eastern edge of the Red River flood plain, in Red 
River Parish, Louisiana- The type locality consists of exposures at and 
in th® vicinity of Yellow Bluff in the BWj of section B and the SWf of 
section 5* Township 14 Berth, Range 10 West, near the junction Love 
Lake and Loggy Bayou, The str&tigraphic section exposed at the typ® 
locality consist®, at low water, of twenty-three feet of gray to buff, 
fins- to medium-grained, slightly cross-bedded, micaceous sand overlain 
by Pleistocene deposits of the Bentley formation-
The Loggy Bayou member consists of twenty to sixty feet of gray 
to brown, fine- to ssediiaa-grained, usually ferruginous sand* In western 
Sabine Parish some glauconite is present in the sand in the area west of 
Seble* It conformably overlies and is transitional from the underlying 
Llae Hill member of the Logansport formation* A similar stratigraphic 
relationship exists with the overlying Grand Bsyou member* It crops out 
from the vicinity of th® Sabine River northeastward across Sabine and 
Batchltoehes Parishes to the Red River flood plain* Then it swings north- 
westward across Red River Parish to the Red River flood plain in th® 
northwest-central portion of the parish. It has not bean differentiated 
in the subsurface*
Because it is not differentiated on the geologic maps, the follow­
ing exposures are listed* (1) underlying Pleistocene deposits in sections 
4, 5, 8, and 9, Tovmshlp 14 Berth, Range 10 West, Red Elver Parish; (2) 
along Louisiana Highway 9 near the canter of the line between Townships
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Figure 53« Pleistocene iBentley) terrace gravel® overlying 
basal sand member of Marthaville formation in sec# 30, T. 13 N*f
8* 9 W», Red River Parish*
1601
12 and 13 North, Range 9 West* Red fiirer F&rishj (j) along Louisiana 
Highways 1 snd 51 approximately on© mile north of Belmont, in sactions 
28 and 29, Township 9 North* Range 11 West; (4) along Louisiana Highway 
404- in section 3* Township 9 North* Range 10 West* and section 34* Town­
ship 10 North* Range 10 West* in the vicinity of Beulah church, Natchi­
toches Parish^ (5) along Louisiana Highway 42E in section 36, Tomship 
9 North, Hangs 13 West, Sabine Parish, about two and one-half miles 
north-northwest of Soble| and (6) along local road© in sections 35 and 36, 
Township 9 North, Range- 14 West, end sections 1 and 2, Township 8 North, 
Range 14 West*
Grand Bayou Member
The Grand Bayou member is defined as the mid die Member of th®
Ball SunLHiit formation, It is transitional with the overlying Bisteneau 
member and th© underlying boggy Bayou member* It consists of thirty to 
eighty feet of gray to chocolate-brown, usually ligniiic, clays and silts 
with, occasional lenses of fine-grained sand* The type locality is 
designated to consist of exposure® in sections 19* 20* 29* and 30* Town­
ship 14 North, Range 9 West, Red River Parish, Louisiana* Th© exposures 
©f this area, though rather poor, are chosen for the type locality be- 
cause of the proximity to the stream from which the nasi© is derived*
The following sequence, penetrated by a hand-dug water well in the SB 
corner, SWf, SWj of section 21, Township 14 North, Rang© 9 West, on the 
north side of Louisiana Highway 99j in the town of Ha 11 Summit, typifies 
better than surface exposures the lithology of this mwsbevt
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Figure 54* Purplish-red, calcareous clays of Bentley formation 
exposed in sec* 5# 14 8*, a* 10 W*, fted ftlver Parish, along U. S*
Highway 71*
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Paleocene Sorias
Midway Group
\
Hall Sumsait formation Thickness
Grand Bayou member
Top elevation, 210 feet (Faulin altimeter)
4* lot tied, red and gray, heavy soil.............
3* Light to dark gray, micaceous, lignitic, inter-
bedded clays and silts * 151
2* Gray, fine-grained sand........................
1* dark gray to chocolate-brown, Xignitid silts and 
clays (base not exposed) 17*
Total thickness 33*
In the S^, S^, of section 19, Township 14 Worth, Range 9
West, borings penetrated thirty-two feet of chocolate-brown and dark gray, 
micaceous, iaterfcedded silts and clays, Similarly, water well borings 
in the SWj, BW|, of section 30, Township 14 North, Range 9 West, pene­
trated twenty—eight fsei of chocolate-brown, lignitie, micaceous, inter- 
bedded clays and silts belonging to this member. Because the Grand Bayou 
nesber is net differentiated on the map, th© following good ^..poeures are 
listed* (1) in sections 34 snd 35, Township 13 North, Range 9 West, Red 
tiver Parish, along Louisiana Highway 9; (2) in section 10, Township 9
north of tS&rthaviXlej (3) along Louisiana Highways 1 and 51 in sections 
32 and 33, Township 9 North, Range 11 West, S&bine Parish; and (4) along 
Louisiana Highway 42E one mile north of Nobl© in section 2, Township 3 
Berth, Range 13 West, m d  section 35, Township 9 North, Range 13 West.
The outcrop belt of the Grand Bayou lumber-extends from Shelby 
County, Texas, northeastward across Sabine and Natchitoches Parishes to 
the southeastern corner of Red River Parish* It then swings northwest—
North, Range 10 West, Natchitoches Parish, along Louisiana Highway 404
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Figure 55* Pleistocene (Prairie) terrace gravels overlying 
gray# calcareous clays of Lise Hill member of Logansport formation in 
Bl£|# sec# 32, 13 R*# ft* 9 W*, Red ftiver Parish*
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ward across central Red River Parish to the Red River flood plain in 
Township 14 North, Range 10 West* In northern Red River Parish the 
Grand Bayou is ember apparently interfingers with and is replaced by th© 
calcareous sediment© of the BIstoneau member*
No studies have been mad© of this member in th© subsurface*
Sisteneau Member
•if
The Bxsieneau member is defined as th© upper member of th© Hall 
ftamit formation* It includes all sediments str&tigr&phically between 
th© Grand Bayou member of the Ball Summit formation and th© overlying 
basal sand of th© Martbaville formation* These beds are conformable with
•Nfr
and transitional into th© overlying and underlying sediments* Th© Biste- 
ae&u member consists of twenty-five to one hundred feet or more of inter- 
bedded, calcareous and non-calcar eons, often micaceous, gray to buff 
silts, clays, and occasionally fine-grained sands* Locally, gray or
light chocolate-brown, lignitic silts and clays are present* Glauco-
/
attic strata occur in western Sabine Parish in the area between Noble and
r
the Sabine River* Numerous, large, calcareous siltstone and calcareous 
ssptarian concretions are found throughout th© outcrop area.
Exposures in Township 15 North, Range 10 West, in southwestern 
Bienville Parish, constitute the type locality. A well exposed section 
occurs in sections 9 and 10, Township 15 North, Range 10 lest, Bienville 
Parish, along the new gravel road from Ringgold to Lake Blsteneau 
(Louisiana Highways 5650, 933, and 1154.) * The sequence exposed her© is 
(after lithology by ft. D* Russell) t
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Figure 56* purplish-red, calcareous clays of Prairie formation 
exposed in gulley in SE£, sec* 32, T. 13 2U, ft. 9 W., fted ftiver Parish, 
oa east side of Grand Bayou*
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Paleocene Series 
Midway Group
Hall Summit formation Thickness
Bisteneau member
18. Thin—bedded, almost pl&ty silts with clay
partings, weathering yellow-brown 8*
17* Covered •*..*......... ••*•••*••***•••*.•*•*«••»• 22*
16* Thinly laminated, medium- grained, gray and brown 
silts with clay partings* Many of clay partings 
are lignitic with leaf fr&gaiente* Beds of 
coarse silt or very fine ©and up to two inches 
in thickness in upper part 8*
15* Brown, lignitic, clay shale with nodular
weathering* Effluorences of sulfur locally
present 18#
14* fine-grained £ clayey silt with poor fossil leaf 
impressions, weathering pale yellow-brown to 
nearly white wiin yellow and brown spots of 
limonite. (Base not exposed) *....*...••».*.««*• 2*
13m Plafer, lignitic clays (in part covered) ********* 10*
12* Like No. 13 but ©ore silty and weathering in 
pure gray to yellow-browa bands. Calcareous 
concretions up to four feet by three feet in 
dimensions 8*
11* Lignite* Leases out to we©t ***•*•••****«******* 3”
10* Hard, platy, fine-grained, highly lignitic, dark 
brown to black in color which weathers chocolate- 
brown to pale greenish-gray * .  2*
9* Pale, greenish-gray, medium- to fine-grained 
sand with some medium to coarse silt* Bluish- 
gray partings of clay up to one inch thick*
Lignitic fragments* Weathered bands yellow-
brown and blue-gray in color *••*****•..*•«•«.**» 7*
8* Covered *•*..*.*.••*•*...•**•........... ******** 6*
7* Platy, somewhat lignitic, silty clay shale*
Weathers pal© greenish-yellow with limonitic
streaks *•*•*#«•.•*••*•*•*«*••••*»*,...».*,.*•*** 4*
6* Pine- to coarse-grained silt, platy towards top
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anti becoming more massive ‘towards base* Coarser 
layers are cross-bedded* Partings and thin beds 
of lignitic, silty clay and a few stringers of 
nearly pure lignite are present* Limonitic 
stringers up to six feet long and a few inches 
thick and numerous calcareous concretions from 
one to ten feet in diameter are present* Lenses
out to west  ................... ....... . 1-41
5* Platy, fine-grained, somewhat lignitic, clayey
silt to silty clay with leaf fragments ***•«».**** 10*
4* Thinly bedded but not laminated, very fine, 
clayey silts to medium-coarse silts with small
amounts of lignitic material on bedding planes .*•* 10'
Grand Bayou member (?)
3* Lignitic clay shales with lenticular beds of
lignite up to four inches thick .............   12*
2* Covered ***.... *******.... **********.....•*•••»•+ 8*
1* Lignitic, chocolate-brown to dark gray, clay 
shale with nodular weathering and thinly bedded, 
a edit®—grained silt with clay partings* Thin- 
bedded silts show up to thirty degree dips which 
are apparently slumping or possibly faulting ****** 6»
Total thickness 155f3*
A bluff on the west side of the Grand Bayou flood plain in the 
of section 5, Township 3-4 North, ftange 9 West, exposes the follow­
ing sequence and illustrates the relationships between the Bisteneau 
member and the overlying basal sand member of the Hlarthaville forma­
tion:
Eocene Series 
Sabine Group
Karthaville formation Thickness
3* Gray to buff, slightly cross-bedded, micaceous
fine- to medium-grained Sand *••**•«•*•**••*•*»** 20*
i m
Paleocene Series 
Midway Group
H&ll Sum®it formation Thickness
Bis tens an member
2* Gray to buff, thin-bedded silts end fine-grained 
sands with large, lenticular, siltatone ledge*
(Base not exposed) **.......... ..*.*•»*.*••*•*.•.«» 5*
1* Gray, lignitic, thin-bedded, silty clays.
(Base not exposed) •*•*.«».*....... .............. IQ >
Total thickness 351
The outcrop of the Bisteneau member extends from Shelby County, 
Texas, northeastward across Sabine and Hatch!toches Parishes to the south­
eastern corner of Bed Siver Parish* It then swings northwestward across 
the central portion of the parish in irregular fashion to the vicinity of 
Hall Summit* The outcrop pattern widens from here north and west, due, 
in part, to its partial replacement of the lignitic facies of the Grand 
Bayou member, and in part, to structure. It crops out over the greater 
portion of the southwest comer of Bienville Parish. The member has not 
been studied in the subsurface*
Deposition of Hall Summit Formation
The sediments of the Hall Summit formation indicate deposition 
under fluviatile and deltaic conditions* The irregularity and lenticu- 
larity of the sands and silts denotes fluviatile (channel and levee) 
deposition. The lignitic, non-fossllif©rous, character of th© deposits 
suggests floodpl&in swamp conditions; and, large amounts of calcareous 
Material in Bienville Parish, as well as locally abundant glauconitic 
Strata with fossils in Sabine Parish, suggest deltaic or paludal deposi­
tion*
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Distinctive Characteristics
Th© ©ost Important criteria for differentiating the Hall Summit 
formation are as fellows
1# Glauconite* The Hall Summit formation is th© oldest Tertiary 
formation present on the surface in Louisiana that carries 
m y  appreciable quantity of glauconite. A small amount of 
glauconite is present in some of the Tertiary sediments below 
th© Hall Summit formation but nowhere in Louisiana in strati— 
graphically lower Tertiary sediments is this mineral common*
2* Concretions* The concretions of the Hall Summit formation 
are dominantly calcareous siltstone concretions of very largo 
sis©* Only a few calcareous septari&n concretions were ob­
served in these strata* Frequently, limonite concretions of 
various sizes and shapes are present*
3* Limonite* Th© limonite of th© Hall Summit formation is par­
ticularly prominent in two format (1) as thin laminae and (2) 
as concretionary structures of various shapes and sizes*
More limonite is found in the Grand Bayou member than in any 
other part of the formation*
4* Soils* The soils of th© Loggy Bayou member are similar to 
those of the Oolet Hills member of th© Logansport formation*
They are sandy, silty, loamy, and poorly developed* The 
Grand Bayou soils are very similar to those of th© Cow Bayou 
member of the Logansport formation* They are generally mottled, 
heavy, red and gray, and easily eroded* Th© Bisteneau soil© 
resemble those of the Lime Hill member of the Logansport forma­
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tion and those of th© Kaborton formation* They are reddish- 
gray to reddish-khaki In color, heavy, colloidal, and easily 
eroded*
5* Absence of fossils* At only one locality In the Hall Summit 
formation have fossil remains of animals been found* Plant 
fossils were found at only a few localities* Thus this for­
mation constitutes a sequence of essentially unfossiliferous 
strata between the fossiliferous upper Logaasport and the 
SSarthaville formation#
Paleontology
The fossil remains of animal organisms are represented by a 
single species, Anoaia rufa Barry (Manuscript) * Well preserved plant 
remains were found at but one locality* Poorly preserved leaves and 
plant fragments are present at several places in the lignitic strata of 
the Grand Bayou and Bistene&u members and in the calcareous concretions 
of the Bisteneau member*
The locality from which the Anemia was obtained is in the center 
of section 12, Township 9 Horth, Range 14 West, along a local dirt road* 
The single excellent fossil leaf locality is on the east side of a creek 
in the HWj, SW|, of section 13, Township 13 Horth, Range 9 West, Red 
River Parish, In road cuts on the south side of Louisiana Highway 792*
/ ft
Economic Resources
0a outcrop* the only econostlc resources of the Hs.ll Summit fer~ 
static are its soils* Quite likely downdip equivalents of the formation 
way he productive of oil and gas*
Eocene Series 
Sabine Group 
Introduction
The sediments of the Sabine group are very similar in character 
to the upper Midway surface sediments (see figs* 50* 51* plate V) and 
consist of recurrent alternations of sand* lignitic shale* and calcareous 
Silts and clays with locally abundant glauconite* Tongues of marine de­
posits contain fossils which definitely date the sequences*
Three sequences or alternations of Sabine sediments are known to 
exist from reconnaissance sapping by members of the Louisiana Geological 
Survey* The lower sequence is raised to formations! rank* the two upper 
sequences, because of insufficient field evidence* are designated units 
in this report* Ho deposits of Sabine age crop out in DeSoto Parish*
In eastern Red River Parish* however* approximately 100 feet of sediments 
belonging to the lowermost of the Sabine sequences are known to crop out 
(see fig* 14* plates II and IV) *
Sabine deposits in Red River Parish have not been named and it is 
necessary* therefore* to name these beds of the lowermost sedimentary 
sequence* The name Starthaville formation Is proposed to Include the
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basal Sabine sedimentary sequence which locally carries a Nanafalia 
(basal •Wilcox*) fauna* These beds overlie the Hall Summit formation
Vi.
(uppermost Midway) and underlie younger Sabine sediments* Marth&vill©, 
in Sabine Parish, Louisiana, is designated as the type locality (see mhp, '• 
plate I? and figs* 49, 50, 51, 5<) because* (1) it is a well known 
Louisiana Sabine fossil locality, (2) the name SSarthaville has been used 
in the literature, and (3) fossils present in these sediments are charac­
teristic of the basal Sabine ("Wilcox*) sediments from Alabama to Mexico* 
The Parthaville formation is transitional from th© underlying 
Hall Summit formation (see fig* 49) and into the overlying Pendleton 
unit.
The lithologic sequence ineluded in the Martha ville formation has 
been traced on the surface across northern Natchitoches Parish into ded 
Hirer Parish (see geologic maps, plates II and IV) *
Overlying the SSarthaville formation in the Sabine Uplift area are 
two sedimentary sequences carrying distinctive faunas (L&Blane and Barry, 
1941} * These are the Pendleton (lower) and S&binetown (upper) faun&i 
units. On the basis of f&raa, the Pendleton unit is correlated with the 
Tuscahoma formation of Alabama, the Sabine tom unit with the Bashi forma­
tion (see correlation chart, fig# 23) • The strati graphic relationships 
of these units are shown on fig* 51* Their generalized outcrop areas are 
indicated on the regional map (Plate IV) •
Veatch (1905, 1906), Howe and Garrett (1934), Howe (1933, 1936), 
and LeBlanc and Barry (1941) have discussed the nomenclature of the 
Sabine group* Howe and Garrett (1934) divided th© Sabine group into (1) 
the Wilcox sub-group, including sediments str&tigraphically below th© 
Claiborne group and above the base of the Qstrea thlrsae aone, and (2) 
the ttansfield sub-group, including sediments strati graphic ally below
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the Qstrea thirsae ssone and above th© black shales ”, LeBlanc
and Barry have presented evidence for drawing the base of the Sabine 
group in Louisiana at the bas© of the Oa tree thir aae - Ostrea multilir&ta 
gene* In this report th* bano of the Sabine group is drawn at the base 
of the lithologic sequence (&arthavills fornation) thi?t contain® the 
Qgtrea - Qetrea anl till rata sone since Qstrea thiroate has been,
found In the basal sand of this sequence* The relationships of this 
Sabine-Siidway contact are shown in fig* 51*
Martiiaville Formation in fted River Parish
In Red diver Parish the Ifiarthaville formation includes a basal 
sand, a Biddle lignitic shale, and an upper calcareous unit* Because the 
BarthavLlie sequence in this aroa con sis ta only of small isolated 
sores cropping out beneath terrace gravel©, no attempt has been mad© to 
Subdivide the formation into jaeiabers*
The basal sand* approximately 50 feet thick, Is fine- to medium* 
grained* cross-bedded* micaceous* argillaceous, silty, and limonitic.
It is best exposed in th© SW£* section 30, the SlJ, section 25, end the 
Nit, section 36* Township 13 Blorth, Range 9 West (see fig* 53)*
The shale unit is lignitic* gray to chDCol&te-fercssn, micaceous,
thin-bedded* and generally interbod&od with gray silts* It is best ex*
posed in Red River parish in the 3$ corner, $I*|, ^action 6, Township 13
Berth* Range 9 lest, underlying the Montgomery formation along Louisiana 
Highway 225* A water well in th© center of the SWJ, section 22, Township 
13 Berth* Range 8 lest* on th© north side of Louisiana Highway 9, pene­
trated 28 feet of this chocolate-brown shale beneath the deposit© of the 
Montgomery formation* feany other exposures of the lignitic shales crop
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out beneath Pleistocene deposits in township 14 North, Ranges $ and 9 
West* in the area between Louisiana Highway 225 and Black Lake Bayou*
The shale Unit is transitional into the underlying sands and overlying 
calcareous silts and olays.
The upper calcareous unit consists of thin-bedded, buff to gray, 
micaceous, slightly calcareous silts and clays with thin, liaonitic, silty 
laminae and calcareous concretions# These sediments are well exposed on 
the west side of the Black Lake Bayou flood plain in Township 13 North, 
Range 6 West*
Paleontology and Correlation
Harris (1899), Howe and Garrett (1934) > and LeBlanc and Bariy 
(1941) have described the faunas of th© Hd&rth&vill© formation and indi­
cated its equivalence to the Nanafalia formation of Alabama (see correla­
tion chart, fig# 23) • No animal fossils are known to exist in the 
Harth&ville formation in Red River Parish# Occasional plant fragments 
have been observed in the lignitic shales in this parish#
Quaternary Sediments 
Pleistocene Series 
Introduction
Quaternary deposits consisting of four Pleistocene sedimentary 
sequences and Recent alluvium unconformably overlie the Tertiary deposits 
of QeSoto and Red River Parishes (see figs# 53$ 54* 55)# Fisk (1938)
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first mapped the Williana, Bentley, Montgomery, and Prairie terrace 
surfaces, as such, in Louisiana* In 1940, he elevated the sedimentary 
sequences underlying the terrace surfaces to the rank of formations*
The areal extent of the Quaternary formations in these parishes is shown 
on the accompanying geologic maps (Plates I and IX)*
Pleistocene Series
Williana Formation
The only deposits of the Williana formation in these parishes 
are exposed in section 25, Township 11 North, Range 15 West, one mile 
northwest of Bmber, in DeSoto Parish* The sediments consist of loose, 
eoarse- to medium-grained, quartz sand with numerous chert gravels* The 
basal elevation of this deposit is approximately three hundred and sixty 
feet* It reaches a maximum thickness of fifty feet*
Residual gravel of questionable Williana age also occur in a 
northwest-southeast trending belt from Oak Grove school in section 3, 
Township 11 North, Range 15 West, to Lula*
Bentley Formation
The Bentley formation in DeSoto Parish occupies th© divide areas 
between the tributaries of the Sabine River* The deposits consist of a 
Sequence of basal sands and gravels grading upward through silts into 
silty clays* The gravel facies are best developed and best exposed in 
the center of Township 11 North, Range 15 West, in the vicinity of Rocky 
Branch. Bentley deposits are highly oxidized and have a typical dark-red
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color} liaonttic c©mentations of coarse sands and gravels ar© very common* 
The Bentley deposits of Red River Parish crop out in belts paral­
lel to the Red River and to Black Lake Bayou* Th© deposit® in both of 
these belts consist of sedimentary sequences grading upward from basal 
gravels and sands through silts into calcareous clays (see fig* 54)*
The Bentley formation in BeSote Parish attains a maximum thickness 
of 75 feet but averages about 40 feet* In Red River Parish it has a 
aaxiffiisa thickness of 125 feet*
Gravel facies of the Bentley formation furnish gravel for roads 
in the Him ter area of OeSot® Parish and in eastern Red River Parish* A 
report on the commercial aspect® of these gravel deposits has been pub­
lished by the Louisiana Geological .Survey (Woodward and Gu©no, 1941)*
The sequence of the Bentley formation encountered in the L* Decker, 
Tr*, Long Bell-Madden Bo* 1 well, section 21, Township 14 Berth, Range
19 West is*
Pleistocene Series Thickness
Bentley formation
Silt and clay *.......*............   *......  30*
lard clay, sand, gravel, and lignite *.*...*..••,•+«* 61*
Sand and gravel «•••*•«•**••*•**««•******.*•**•»**«#• IS*
Sand rock  ... ......... * 2*
Total thickness 111*
The soils of the Bentley formation belong in large part to th© 
groups of well drained upland soils* Ruston is perhaps th© most charac­
teristic of the Bentley soils, but locally Bowie, Sawyer, and Shubuta 
are common*
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Montgomery Formation
The Montgomery formation in OeSoto Pariah crops out from south 
of Logansport northwestward Into Texas* It consists of basal sands and 
gravels grading upward into silts and clays* The sediments vary from 
orange to gray and attain a maximum thickness of 100 feet*
The Montgomery sediments in the western portion of Red diver 
Parish were deposited by the ancestral Red River* They vary from gray 
through orange and reddish-brown to purplish-red on the outcrop* Th© 
sediments consist of basal sands and gravels that grade upward through 
silts into calcareous clays* The Montgomery deposits of Red diver origin 
thicken southward from northern Red River Parish (maximum thickness, 35 
feet) to the Red &tver-iaatchitoches Parish line (maximum thickness, 125 
feet)*
The Montgomery deposits of eastern Red River Parish were deposit­
ed by an ancestral stream of the modem Black Laic© Bayou* They consist 
of gray to red sands and gravels grading upward through silts into clays* 
Bo calcareous deposits of Montgomery age are known to exist in this out­
crop area* Gravel facies are economically exploited for road metal in 
the area of Townships 13 and 11 Berth, Range 3 West* Woodward and Gueno 
(1911) have presented the economic aspects of these deposits*
The Montgomery deposits of Black Lake Bayou origin vary from a 
few feet to a maximum of 60 feet in thickness* Lenticularity of the de­
posits, plus cross-bedding, rounding, and orientation of the gravels 
indicate a flu via tile origin for all these Montgomery deposits.
A typical section of th© Montgomery formation is encountered in 
th© Gulf Refining Co., Ideal Land Co* well Wo* 1, section 21, Township 13 
Berth, Range 10 West, Red River Parish* It is#
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Pleistocene Series Thickness
Montgomery formation
Clay  .....    ♦......   * 30*
Sand *••*•*««»,t,,,,,**,*****.**,,,*,*»*•»*•«%*»*«#* 20*
Sand and gravel  . . . . . . . . . .   *....  60*
Total thickness 110*
The soils of the Montgomery fonation are classed as Coastal 
Pla±n*and Red River terrace soils and as upland soils» Where dissection 
has been prevalent, they are generally classed as upland soils; where 
the flatness of the surface has been preserved, they are generally classed 
under terrace soils* Those soils developed on felontgoBiery ©©diments de­
posited by the ancestral Red River are grouped as Red River terrace soils; 
those developed on sediments deposited by the ancestral Sabine River or 
by the ancestral Black Lake Bayou are classed as Coastal Plain terrace 
soils.
Prairie Formation
The largest exposure of th© Prairie formation in this area crops 
out in northeastern DeSoto Parish, Smaller outcrops are known bordering 
the Sabine River, Grand Cane Bayou, Clement Bayou, Cow BayoU, and Wallace 
Bayou in DeSoto Parish, and bordering the Red River, Grand Bayou, and 
Black Lake Bayou in Red River Parish (see geologic maps, plates I and II)* 
The deposits of Red River origin vary from white to purplish-red
♦The term Coastal Plain terrace Is used by soil technicians of 
the Soil Conservation Service in northwestern Louisiana to refer to 
terraces underlain by reworked Coastal Plain deposits (Tertiaty and 
Cretaceous). They use the term Red River terrace to refer to terraces 
underlain by reworked Permian red bed sediments.
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and consist of basal sands aad silts grading upward into calcareous silts 
and clays (see fig* 56)* Frequently, small line nodules are abundant on 
the outcrop. In northeastern DeSoto Parish, the lied diver Prairie 
sediments interfinger with the sediments comprising the Prairie formation 
along V&cherl© and Fordoche Bayous (composed of reworked Tertiary sedi­
ments)* Soil technicians in this $res have differentiated these sedi­
ments and have mapped the contact between them*
Th© Prairie deposits not of Red diver origin are almost invariably 
gray or light orange-brown. They consist of th® usual sequence of basal 
sands end gravels grading upward through silts into clays. So calcareous 
materials are known to occur in these deposits.
The Prairie formation attains a maximum known thickness of 118 
feet* A boring for a seismograph survey penetrated 93 feet of Prairie 
sediments in the TO corner, section 5, Township 13 Mortb, dang© 11 West, 
DeSoto Parish, before passing into Tertiary sediments* The top of the 
hole was 25 feet below th© surface of th© Prairie terrace* A series of 
such boles along Louisiana Highway 146 between Clear Lake and Bayou 
Pierre diver penetrated from 80 to 100 feet of Prairie sediments* South­
west of Clear Lake the thickness of th© Prairie rapidly drops to between 
40 aad 50 f©fct as the edge of the Prairie valley is approached*
The sequence penetrated by the seismograph boring in section 5, 
Township 13 Berth, slang© 11 West, DeSoto Parish, is typical of the 
Prairie formation of Sad diver origin* It Is#
Pleistocene Series Thickness
Prairie formation
Red-brown, interbedded silts and clays «.**•*•»*#•*»«. 15*
fted-browi silts and fine-grained sands with calcareous 
nodules in the lower 6 feet  ...... . 311
xm.
Red-brown to gray, medium-grained sand ..... . 61
Red-browsi and gray, medium- to coarse-grained sand
with small gravel 23 *
Red-brown to gray, coarse-grained sands with gravel * • . IB1.
Total thickness 93 *
Borings through the Prairie formation bordering the Sabine River
indicate & thickness as great as 90 feet for these deposits. Elsewhere 
the Prairie formation varies from 40 to 75 feet in thickness#
The soils of the Prairie formation form its most important 
economic resources. They consist of Red River and Coastal Plain terrace 
soils*
Recent Alluvium
The Recent alluvial deposits of DeSoto and Red River Parishes 
consist of sediments derived from (l) the Permian basin area of north 
Texas and south Oklahoma, and, (2) the Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits 
of the Gulf Coastal Plain*
The reworked Permian materials dominate sediments carried by the 
Red River, and impart to them a characteristic brownish-red to purplish- 
red color. These Recent *red beds* fill the modem valley of the Red 
River through western Red River and eastern DeSoto Parishes, and extend 
some distance up the larger tributary valleys. Topically, the Recent 
Red River alluvium consists of basal sands and gravels grading upward 
Into finer sediments deposited in back swamps, levees, and channels*
The Recent Red River alluvium is slightly calcareous and, In particular, 
the backswamp© clays contain concentrations of lime nodules.
The Recent alluvium of the Red River valley attain© a maximum
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known thickness of 280 feet* Bear the valley walls this thickness 
decreases to but a few feet* The thicknesses of alluvium encountered 
la several hundred borings for oil and gas in the D®Soto-R©d Elver 
Far!eh portion of the fted Elver valley have been tabulated for each 
township of the flood plain* The ranges in thickness for these areas 
&r®;
Area Thickness
Township 15 North, Eenge 12 TCoet   70-121 *
Township 14 North, Rang© 11 West  .... «.*** 80-16G*
Township 14 North, Range 12 West 80-130*
To m s  hip 13 North, Range 10 West 55-176*
Township 13 North, Range 11 West 46-178*
Township 12 North, Range 10 West *••.••*...*» 65-214*
Township 12 North, Range 11 West *........   48-200*
The thicknesses, when tabulated well by well, indicate at least 
two common depths of alluvium, 73 to 30 feet and 105 to 125 feet*
Just what interpretation should fee applied to these different alluvial 
thicknesses is unknown* They may subsequently prove to be connected in 
sons way with the disappearance of the ice at the close of the Pleisto­
cene*
Alluvial deposits of th© Sabine diver and Black Lake Bayou and 
their tributaries are dominated by Crc-taceoue and Tertiary materials 
derived frosa the Gulf Coastal Plain. Th© Sabine River deposits attain a
narlnuffi known thickness of slightly over 100 feet near th© DeSoto-3 &bine
✓
Parish line* The Grand Bayou and Black Lake Bayou alluvium reaches a 
fc&adjfetasj known thickness of 75 feet. Alluvial deposits laid down by th© 
smaller streams in DeSoto and Red Elver Parishes vary in thickness from 
& few feet near their headwaters to thicknesses in the lower portion of
their course comparable to those for the alluvium of th© master stream* 
The soil3 of the decent alluvial deposits constitute their most 
important sconoric resource* The^e so 1.1a belong to the Red River and 
Coastal Plain groups of alluvial. sells* Tiva boat drained soils of these 
groups are developed on natural levees and are the most productive soils 
la deScto or Red River Parish* The poorly drained alluvial soils are 
seldom used except for pasturage- or forest*
siaucfuaK
Sabina gpUft
Had Sabina Uplift is a flat-topped dose approxiBi&tely 30 miles 
long and 65 miles wide situated in northwestern Louisiana and northeast­
ern Texas* Harris (1907, 1910) named and defined the uplift* Veatch 
(1906 B), and Matson (1916), Matson and Hopkins (1913), tumble (1920), 
Powers (1920), Huntley (1923), and Moody (1931) have presented additional 
information on the structure and outline of the uplift area*
Powers described the uplift from subsurface contours drawn on the 
Hacatoch sand* He showed two major axes of warping, one northwest-south­
east, the other at right angles to this* Contours drawn on th© base of 
the lower Cretaceous Ferry Lake Anhydrite by Spooner (1939) indicate that 
the uplift is slightly "pear-shaped0 in outline, the long dimension 
approximately north-northwest by south-southeast* The flat top of the 
uplift is broken by numerous small domes, anticlines, basins, and syn- 
dines* The highest structural part of the dome in the lower Cretaceous 
(see Spooner, 1939) is the Caddo field of northern Caddo Parish (2,500 
feet subsea)* The structurally highest (except for salt domes) upper 
Cretaceous sediments are in the Caddo and DeSoto-tied River-Bull Bayou 
areas where the Hacatoch sand is approximately 500 feet below sea level 
(Huntley, 1923)*
Surface mapping in northwestern Louisiana indicates that the 
fieSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou uplift is th© highest structural portion of 
the Sabine Uplift when mapped on th© Tertiary (se© regional map, plat® III 
also Moody, 1931)* The Naborbon formation, which crops out as an inlier 
reflecting this uplift on the surface, is completely surrounded by younger
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sediments* All Hid way and Sabine sediments younger than the Naborton 
formation encircle the OeSoto-fted River-Bull Bayou uplift« These 
younger sediments outline both the Sabine Uplift and many of the smaller 
structural features on Its crest and flanks*
The youngest sediments for which there is positive field proof 
of complete coverage of the uplift belong to the Logansport formation* 
However, the existence of marine lentils on all sides of the uplift in 
upper Midway, Sabine, and Claiborne sediments indicates that the area of 
the modem Sabine Uplift was actively receiving sediments until the close 
of the Claiborne* On the other hand, no evidence has been found to indi­
cate whether uplift was taking place at a slower rate than the rate of 
sedimentary accumulation* Some pre-Gulf series uplift occurred in this 
area as indicated by the un conform able upper Cretaceous-lower Cretaceous 
contact*
On the basis of evidence from structural deformation the final 
uplift of this area apparently was associated with Miocene sedimentation* 
As pointed out by Fisk (1937, 1940)» Miocene deltaic sedimentation center­
ed in south-central Louisiana* Subsidence and resultant down-dragging 
of this and adjacent areas accompanied and followed the accumulation of 
this great deltaic mass* The more or less equal deformation of the pre- 
Miocene sediments along the Angelina-Caldwell monoclinal flexure (flank­
ing In part the south side of the Sabine Uplift) suggests that the flex­
ure may be largely a result of the down warping associated with Miocene 
deposition* The Sabine Uplift may be a result of subcruetal movements 
associated with the subsidence beneath thick Miocene sediments to the 
Mouth* The accumulation of the Faleocene, the Wilcox, and the Claiborne 
deltaic masses, which flank the uplift on the southeast and southwest 
probably also affected the position, shape, and elevation of the Sabine
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0plifi*
The origin of the small dome® and anticlines on the Sabine 
Bplift is unknown* On the basis of their structural similarity to salt 
doses in areas to the south, east, and west, they may be due to deep-* 
seated salt intrusions* Though no boring In BeSoto or tied Rivor Parishes 
has yet encountered salt, boring® for oil and gas and the existence of 
salt domes near the surface prove the presence of thick salt beds on ell 
Sides of the uplift and suggest their probable existence across the 
entire uplift*
Structure .of.SMtoULjnA..AaA .Mve.r,_P.ari^ .hes.
The structure of beSoto and Red Elver Parishes is shown on the 
subsurface contour map (Plate VII) which is drawn on the base of the Osan 
chalk (Gulf Cretaceous) • This map shows the numerous small dome®, anti­
cline®, basins, and synclinea surrounding the large OeSoto-Red River-Bull
Bayou dome! uplift, the highest structural feature in the £>©Soto-Re&
*
River Parish area* The Gulf Cretaceous deposits dip from 25 to 150 feet 
per mile away from the center of the structural highs*
The majority of the structural Ugh® present in the Gulf Creticeou® 
deposits of DeSote and Red diver Parishes are reflected on the surface 
(see maps, plates I, II, IV)* The OeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou field of 
BeSoto and Red River Parishes is reflected on the surface as an inlier 
of the fiahorton formation completely surrounded by sediments of ths 
Log&nsport formation* The Sutherlin, Spider, Benson, and hogansport 
high® of OeSoto Parish are reflected as inlier® of the Oolet 0111® (©and) 
aenber surrounded by lignitic ©hales of the Gow Bayou member* The 
Pleasant Hill field of deSoto and Sabine Parishes shows up on the aur-
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face as an inlier of the Cow Bayou member (lignitic shales) surrounded 
toy the deposits of the Lime Bill member (calcareous silts and clays)*
The Grand Cane and Holly structures of OeSoto Parish, and the Coushatta 
end Lake End structures of dod iliver Parish, are obvious from a study 
of local strikes and dips, topograpl^r, and outcrop patterns*
A structural high between Mansfield and Cancel is represented 
by the appearance of the Baborton formation on the surface northwest of 
Its normal outcrop area* The Chemard Lake (Grogan and Hamsey) structur­
al nose, ip southeastern CeSoto Parish, swings the normal outcrop area 
of the S&berton formation far to the southeast* Steep dips in the 
Tertiary sediments north of Frierson reflect the existence of the 
Caspiana and Elm Grove structures. Similarly, the major synclines of 
the two parishes are mappable on the basis of the differentiated lithe-logic 
units.
PET&0LEU15 QBQLQGI
Introduction
The first discovery of oil and gas in northwestern Louisiana was 
in the Caddo field* Caddo Parish* in 1904* &5&ny largo producers were
drilled in that area and as a result exploration for oil and gas spread 
rapidly into adjacent areas * The first commercial gas well in the DeSoto- 
Red River Parish area was completed in 1912* the first commercial oil well 
in 1914* Since that time production has been obtained in the foil,owing 
fieldss
Same of Field S^ ype of Production
DeSoto—Rsd River-Bull Bayou **..•*••• Oil and gas
Pleasant Hill   Oil and gas
Holly  *.....*,..*»» Oil and gas
Benson * * • •..... *.*•..•*«•*«...#**** Oil and gas
Logsnsport * *,...... ...... . Gas and distillate
Sutherlin •»•**.,»......... Gas
Spider *.*.....„....... ..... . Gas
Grogan •  .......   »< .•*..*« » Oil
From 1914 to 1923* OeSoto and Red River Parishes were two of the 
leading oil and gas producing parishes in the state* According to the 
Louisiana Department of Conservation figures* DeSoto Parish ranked 29th 
among the oil producing parishes of Louisiana in 1939# 13th among the 
natural gas producing parishes* Red River Parish ranked 27th in total 
oil production* ZLst in natural. g«.a production*
The location* geology* and development of each field is discussed 
la the following pages* Production figures* compiled from back numbers
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©f petroleum journals and files of the Louisiana Geological Survey, are 
listed under the most important fields* Production figures for 1929- 
1930, compiled from pip© line run reports, are listed in the accompany­
ing tables*
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t m s  i
Sii&tefisnt of Oil Produced by Fields 
DeSoto Parish, Louisiana
OeSoto- 
Red River-
X,f»T.____ ____
Benssp. Ball Bayou Qrand Can. Hqllv
Barrels. Barrels . ... Barrels . , , Barrels
1939 2, 441 »1»? 298,055.64
1930 1,301*36 315,294.83 * 241,365.38
1931 1,358*46 199,183.11 £65.75 177,147.82
1932 840.42 137,822.05 A45.00 88,375.78
1933 552.43 ll6,.446.52 1,434*00 65,804.71
1934 - 144,596.09 1,350,00 63,688.07
1935 - 148,332.65 1,490»00 54,445.52
1936 149,470.02 740.00 49,817.50
1937 9* 135,843.16 - 42,954.94
1939 - 142,828.52 - 30,369.16
1939 - First 3/4 — 82,550.59 22,450.05
Totals 6,493.80 1,370,123.18 6,724.75 836,418.93
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TABLE I ~ Uo»tiau«dl
Pieas&at
l*az___  _________ .. _... .. Barrel*.... .. j&srrsla...;. . totaa.fiarrjBla
1929 2,343*97 <M 302,340.74
1999 2,437*69 560,399.26
1931 1,847*37 330,403.Ca
1932 1,441*75 «* 229,325.00
1933 X,«64l.49 ■wp 185,479.15
1934 1,047.93 - 210,632.09
1935 1,097*40 * 205,365.57
1934 1,476.53 4M 201,504.05
1937 1,362.43 15,361.03 195,521.61
1939 1,459.88 9,192*50 183,350.06
1939 - First 3/4 663.35 4,117*62 109,781.61
Totals 16,420.34 28,671.15 2,765,152.15
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tabli xx
Statement of Gas Produced by Fields 
DeSoto Parish, Louisiana
DeSo to­
iled diver- Pleasant
B_maoa  Bull Bayou Holly_______ Hill
UfiE____________________K,C,£,..... W.G.F.________ U.ti.F. . j.O.g,..
1939 51,102 1,976, m s 830,774 4*9
1939 56,157 1,526,898 303,827 -
1931 1,403,949 37,341 *>
1932 1,268,276 39,400 -
1933 *#< 1,167,011 38,980 W*9
1934 1,202,614 37,726 Mil
1935 1,135,297 36,048 34,451
1936 - 1,217,763 26,046 55,074
1937 - 1,175,729 24,591 91,934
1938 * 1,226,119 16,993 64,505
1939 - First 3/4 MM 848,918 11,320
Totals 107*259 14,1-49,339 1,403,046 290,905
TABLE IX - Continued
Sutheriio Spider______ Grogan
Tear IUG.F. ».G.F« Total lft*0*F.
1929 147*345 * 3,-006,036
1910 111,143 1,996,025
1931 - 1,441,290
1932 - * MfS. 1,307,676
1933 - 4,002 - 1,209,993
1934 «■* 20,032 1,260*422
1935 117,941 - 1,323,737
1936 103,245 23,760 - 1,430,906
1937 29,751 1,350 1,323,355
1933 - 3,240 1,310,857
1939 - First 3/4 — - 500 905,679
Totals 221,186 341,103 5,090 16,517,978
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Statement of Oil Produced by Fields 
Red River Parish, Louisiana
l4*r. ... ___ —  -
DeSoto- 
fted River- 
Bull B&vou .. .GrJfCbtoa..r.,.
B&rrslSL.......... _ ____ J&usrftLjL,. . . Jfeial JfeuOQiAft.,
1929 732,898.80 147,583.39 880,482.19
1930 635,828,33 127,452.00 763,280.33
1931 555,630.28 129,205.30 684,885.58
1932 471,776.93 106,586,23 578,363.16
1933 367,112.92 98,177.74 465,290.66
1934 306,302.50 91,915.59 398,218.09
1935 288,097.94 82,862.97 370,960,91
1936 299,431.64 77,080.24 376,511.88
1937 206,181.91 77,641.47 283,823.38
1938 255,182.79 80,833.85 336,066.64
1939 - First 3/4 154,983.98 72,343.15 227,327.13
Totals 4,273,478.02 1,091,731.93 5,365,209.95
i
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TABL& I?
Staisrsnt of Gas Froducod by Fi&lda 
Bsd River Parish, Louisiana
?*&r _ .—
Crichton
OoSoto— 
Red Biwr- 
.. Ball Bayou
M.C.F. . .... ........... __JSKtaUKdS»JV. .
1 9 » 7,560 521,248 528,808
1930 7,560 665,298 672,858
1931 9,SL0 561,183 570,993
1932 9,810 525,335 535,145
1933 9,810 455,530 465,340
1934 9,810 349,794 359,604
1935 9,810 ' 311,350 321,160
1936 9,810 318,351 328,161
1937 9,910 247,841 257,750
1938 9,967 151,222 161,189
1939 - First 3/4 7,679 99,615 107,294
Totals 101,536 4,206,767 4,308,303
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Logaagport Gas. Field
The Logansport structure is located in Tounship 11 Horih,
Ranges 15 and 16 West, and Township 12 North* Ranges 15 and 16 West, in 
the western part of OeSoto Parish, Louisiana, in northeas tern Shelby 
County and southwestern Panola County, Texas# Logansport, Louisiana, 
lies north of the center of the fieldj Joaquin, Texas, is about two mile® 
west of the center of the field#
The development of the Logansport field opens a new gas producing 
area for this portion of northwestern Louisiana and tremendously increases 
the gas reserves of OeSoto Parish* A small amount of Upper Cretaceous 
oil production in the field area was obtained from broken chalks in the 
Ozan-Annona-Marlbrook sequence. In addition, small quantities of oil 
have been obtained from near the Upper Cretaceous—Lower Cretaceous contact. 
Gas production has been obtained from porous limes in the Sligo and 
ftodessa formations of the Trinity group.
The Logansport structure is an asymmetrical anticline. The con** 
tour maps (Plates VII, IX) show that the structure on the base of the 
Osan chalk (Upper Cretaceous) and the base of the Ferry Lake formation 
(Lower Cretaceous) are similar* However, the field is not yet completely 
drilled, and any contour map is subject to revision*
The Logansport structure is revealed on the surface bye (1) the 
presence of an inlier of the Dolet Hills sand member (lower Logansport 
formation) completely surrounded by lignitic shales of the Cow Bayou 
member, which dip away from the center of the structure^ (2) an up warp­
ing of the Montgomery terrace surface over the structure (see p* 39)
(3) the narrow, straight course of the Sabine River as It crosses the 
Structure (see p# 22).
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Interest In the Logansport ace-i first began in 1916 with the 
discovery of oil in small quantities at a depth of 2,670 feet in a wild-* 
oat well drilled by the Citizen’s Oil and Gas Company on the Bland leas© 
in section 11, Township 11 ?3orih, ft&ng© 16 West* Several other testa 
war© drilled during this and the following year, all of which proved 
unsuccessful*
Drilling activity was revived in 1922 with the completion of the 
DeSoto Oil and Gas Company1 a Payne No* 1 well in section 12, Township 11 
Berth, Sang© 16 West, with an initial production of 10 barrels of oil per 
day from 2,660 feet*
B* A* Stebbinger, ©t el, * completed their Pickering Lumber Com­
pany Bo* X, C* Henry Survey, Shelby County, Texas, near the town of 
Joaquin ©a th© west flank of the Logansport structure in 1936* Produc­
tion in this area consists of gas and distillate* In Iflay, 1937,
Siebfcinger, et al*, completed the second g&s-distillate well in this 
area, the Pickering Lumber Company Bo* 2 well, A* Han son Survey, with an 
initial production of 2 to 10 million cubic feet of gas and approximately 
150 barrel© of distillate per dsy from 5,033-5,037 feet* A third gas 
well was completed by the Portex Oil and Gas Co* (successor of Stebbinger, 
et al*) in 1937 from a depth of 5,100-5,200 feet. Beal and KcCanlel 
completed a 30 million cubic foot gas and distillate well, the C* W# 
BcDaniel Bo* 1, Willi an Snyder Survey, at a depth of 5,010-5,080 feet in 
the *Glen Rose* (Lower Cretaceous) in July, 1939*
Production was extended to the north flank of the field by th© 
completion of the Hunter Company Parker Bo* 1 well in June, 193$, section 
26, Township 12 Borth, Hang© 16 West, two miles northeast of Logansport* 
this well load an initial open-flow potential of 4*25 million cubic feet 
Of gas from a depth of 4,953-5,029 feet*
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decent drilling near the crest of the anticline in Shelby County* 
Texas, resulted in the completion of the Union Producing Company, jig. Eh 
Garrett Ho* A-l well in August, 1940* This well, completed in the 
do dessa formation of th© Lower Cretaceous, extended commercial gas pro- 
duction a aila north and east of the former production in the Joaquin 
area. The Union Producing Company and the Southern Producing Company 
extended commercial production to the Louisiana side of the Sabine River 
in the latter part of 1940* The Southern Producing Company's Gannon-Frost 
well So* 1 in section 12, Township 11 North, dang© 16 West, DeSoto 
Parish, had an initial production of 177 million cubic feet5 and is be­
lieved to be the largest gas well completed in Louisiana*
Gas production in the Logansport field is at present from the 
aodessa and Silgo formations of the Lo^er Cretaceous (Go&anche)*
Pleasant Hill Oil and Gas Field
The Pleasant Hill oil field is located in Township 10 North, 
gauge 12 West, DeSoto Parish, and Townships 9 and 10 North, Range 12 
West, Sabine Parish* If the Pelican area of DeSoto Parish is Included 
within the field, its limits can be extended northward into Township II
Worth, Range 12 West, DeSoto Parish, Exclusive of the Pelican area,
approximately three-fourths of the field is in Sabine Parish, one-fourth 
in DeSoto Parish#
The Pleasant Hill field produces fro© a structural terrace on 
the south flank of the DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou uplift* Detail© of 
faults in the subsurface are not known#
The structure of the field is reflected on the surface a© an
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inlier of the lignitic shales of th© Cow Bayou member, in the middle of 
th© outcrop area of the Lime Hill member* Th© sediments are dominantly 
tfain~beclded, lai.ldly calcareous silts and clays with variable amounts of 
clay, limonit®, and lignitlc materials surrounding chocolate-brown, 
lignitlc shales of the Cow Bayou member* Numerous ©mall surface faults 
have been observed in the Sabine Parish portion of the field, but their 
relationship to th© structure has not been worked out*
Production in th© Pleasant Kill field is from the P&luxy forma­
tion (Lower Cretaceous) • The first oil in th© field was discovered in 
1914, thirteen years before the field came into prominence, bv th©
Standard Oil Company in their Ives well No.l, in section 34, Tom ship 10 
Berth, Kang© 12 West* In 192&, th© well was still flowing and up to that 
time had produced about 35,000 barrels of oil, or an average of seven or 
eight barrels a dey for th© fourteen-year period* At the time of Matson* s 
and Hopkins1 paper (1917) on th© BeSoto-Red River field, ©bout sixteen 
wells had been drilled in the Pelican district, Townships 10 and 11 North, 
Range 12 West* About one-half of these were productive, the producing 
wells being scattered over an area extending from a point two miles north­
west of Pelican southward for a distance of approximately seven miles*
Only small amounts of oil were produced*
The area received very little attention between 1918 and 1927, 
shea the Arkansas Fuel Oil Company brought in its Logan Ho. 1 well in 
section 33, Township 10 North, Rang© 12 West, at a depth of 3,209 feet* 
This well had an initial production of 513 barrels a day and rapidly de­
clined to twenty barrels a day. One of the largest wells drilled in the 
field was the Magnolia Petroleum Company*s Hall Ho. 2 well in section 33, 
Township 10 North, Range 12 West, with an Initial flow of 1,300 barrels 
Of oil*
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The completion of several wells In the Benson area of DeSoto 
Perish, about five mile® northwest of th© Pleasant Hill field proper,
In March, 1928, maintained interest in th© area; and drilling continued* 
Th© Plymouth Oil Company (Logan No. A-2 in section 23, Township
S.
10 North, Range 13 West) and the Texas Company (Hamlin No. 1 in section 
28, Township 10 North, dang© 13 West) extended the limits of possible 
production several miles westward with gas shows of approximately 150,000 
cubic feet of gas* The show in th© Plymouth well was at 4,263 feet, that 
in the Texas well at 3,682 feet*
The field came back into prominence August 10, 1929, when the 
Bridges-Clark Oil Company's William's well No. 1, section 33, Township 10 
North, Range 12 West, came in at 3,215 feet, flowing at a rate of 135 
barrels an hour* Drilling activity, which had practically ceased a few 
months after the rediscovery in 1927, was revived after this completion. 
The following year was the second most active one in th© field's history* 
The possibility of production from the Nacatoch sand around the 
2,400-foot level was indicated in January, 1930, when the Bridgos-Clark
011 Company's Gay well Ho* 1, section 33, Township 10 North, Range 12 
West, blew in at that depth making 15 million cubic feet of gas and salt 
water* In April of that year, th© Bridges-Clark Oil Company again ex­
tended the field, this time a mile southeast, when they completed the
ft* L. Gay Ho. 1 well in section 3, Township 9 North, Range 12 West, as a 
28 million cubic foot gasser at a total depth of 3,276 feet. This well 
initiated the first commercial gas production In the area.
From 1930 to the present time, drilling activity, production, and 
Interest in th© area has steadily declined. The production from the field 
is listed in the accompanying table. The production figures are incom­
plete, because they have been classified under the DeSoto-Red River-Bull
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Bayou field several ti^es•
Production Figur&s For FlmseJOt M iU Oil Field, 
(DeSoto and Sabine Parishes) (1)
Oil
Year______________ A2-GalIoa Barrels_________________ M.C.F,
.mi— ___________ Mumjil
m £ ______ 2x4ii
aX2iS_________________4x261
19X9
1920
1921
1932
1923 figur
1924 
4225.
1926
122Z
m s
ea not yrallablw
__________ 226.700______________________
__________ 189.786_____________________
1212__________________ 201,0.43_____________________
122 3__________________ 224.565_____________________
1931 121.200 (2) _____________
m g __________________ 103.923_____________________
4212________________  90.925______________________
122 4___________________ 75.535_____________________
1222___________________ 64.360_____________________
122 4________________ 56.265______________________
1222___________________ 46.535_____________________
122 5___________________ 38.605__________________ 151
1222___________________ 31.788__________________ lag.
1248______________________________________________
(1) United States Bureau of Bines figures; all others from 
biennial reports of Louisiana Department of Conservation, 
1936-37* 1937-38* 1938-39* and pipe line gauge reports* 
See statistical list of production (p#
(2) Figures for first ten months only#
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Pleasant
Summary of Data Concerning: Crude Oil 
(After Biennial deport, Louisiana Department of Conservation,
193S-39)
Properties of crude oil
gravity (degrees A* P% X*) • *•*••*.*•***■*••*#•••* >40 *<4
Color .......I................................... brown-green
Sulphur, percent ................    * 0,41
Viscosity at 100° F. sec• * ................ yi
Carbon residue, per cent ........... ......... * 0*6
Total gasoline and naphtha
Per cent  ..... . 23.9
Degrees A* P. I* *.... ............ ........ .. 5-4*9
Base of crude     .... * P.-I.
Wax  ................... ....... ............... . present
Type structure .................... terrace, faulting
Approximate depth of producing sands  .... . 3,130^3,2$0 feet
Age of production  ...... ................... . F&luxy
Discovery method random drilling
plus surface 
geology
The Holly oil on:* gas field is located near uhe town of Holly 
in the north central portion of DeSoto Parish about seven miles north of 
Mansfield and includes areas in Townships 13 and 14 North, Ranges 13 and 
U  West*
Structurally, 'th© Holly area consists of an irregular dome cen­
tered in section 5» Toimship 13 North, R^ .nge 13 Wert, {seo structure map, 
plate Til)* Bo faults are known. The structure is indicated by the 
Change in strike of the contact between the Ccv Bayou and Linis Hill 
sorters {see geologic snap, plate I). Also, the she cclate—brown and gray, 
lfgnitic, micaceous, and ferruginous clays and silts of the Cots- Bayou 
nanbor of the Logansport formation dip away from the center of the struc­
ture on all sides*
Tbs first coEHsereial gas well in the Holly field -was completed by 
It* 0. Soy on the Jessie Fuller lease in section 6, Township 13 North, 
Range 3^ W^st, on August 5, 192H. The initial production on tho well 
was estimated as 40 million cubic f-cH-t of gas, but later ast±3n&te& placed 
it at 20 million cubic feet* This first well was followed by several 
failures end one producing well up to Sfcr.rch, 3.930* when Roy brought in 
his Farmer Bo* B-l as a producing oil well* This well had an initial 
production of 336 barrels of 39*7 gravity oil in three end one-half hours 
from a total depth of 2, SSO feet (Oil Weekly for BSareh 21, 1930, says 
Woodbine sand)* Production for the first twenty-four hours was 2,102 
barrels through a three-quarters inch choke* Production later leveled 
off at about 1,300 barrels.
Following the completion of th® Farmer Bo. E-l, Roy and others 
started an intensive drilling campaign in th© area. Th© Standard Oil
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Company of Louisiana purchased £07*8 holdings in the field and continued 
the drilling campaign he had undertaken* In July, 1930, the Arkansas 
Fuel Oil Companyls C. B* Scott well Bo* 2 came in as a small oil pro­
ducer. The Standard Oil Company brought in its Dowling Brothers No.
8-1, section 32, Township 14 North, Range 13 West, making 30 million
cubic feet of gas and a spray of oil from 2,813 feet in December, 1930*
«
According to the Louisiana Department of Conservation, 210 pro­
ductive acres of oil and gas land have been proved. Of the total acre­
age, 80 produce oil alonej 160 produce both gas and oil* Since drilling 
started, 43 wells have been drilled; 28 were dry holes; 10 are producers 
of oil; and 5 are producers of gas*
The production is from channel sands of Eagle Ford age. The 
approximate depths to the producing horizons are 2,540-2,380 feet and 
2,820-2,900 feet*
Production figures compiled from pipe line run reports and tax 
reports are given in the statistical chart on production. Production 
figures compiled from th© Oil and Gas Journal and the Biennial Reports 
of the Louisiana Department of Conservation ares
Oil______ _______    Gas
Year Barrels ts.c.jpy (l)
1930 and
previous rears ...  313. *904 .
193.1 . 179.218
1222______________________ 98.318
1933 ______  __ 75.000 .......
1934 61.859
1935 53.859 ........
1936 . . .....  50.156 22
193.7 .........42.976 20
.1938 30.958 15
1939 29.118 _______ _ UL-_-
Total_______________ 935.070_____________________ 70 /
(1) Incomplete figures.
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Baamuunr. of Data Oil
(After Biennial Report, Louisiana Department of Conservation,
193&-39)
Properties of erode oil
Gravity (degrees A. P.* X*}..................... 39*2
Color broMi-green
Sulphur, per cent ............................. 0,57
Viscosity at 109° F« sec  ...... .. 41
Carbon residue, per cent 1,2
fetal gasoline and naphtha
Per cant **....     33*2
Degrees A* P• X* «****••*•...•••***•*•■***#**#* 53*4
Base of crude ..... P.-I.
Wax present 
Reeidtjusi
Per cent  ....... ♦.... ******....   20*7
Degrees A* P* X* IS#2
Carbon residue, per cent 5*3
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Sutharlia Q&a Field
The Sutherlin gas field is located in Township 12 Borth, Hanges 
14 and 15 West, about seven miles south of Grand Cane.
The Sutherlin structure is an asymmetrical dome whose longer 
axis trends north-northeast (see structural map, plate VII}* The anti** 
cline is incompletely drilled, end few details of the structure are 
known*
The greater portion of the field area is included in the Tertiary 
uplands province* The Midway (Cow Bayou member of Logansport formation) 
sediments exposed here consist predominantly of gray, chocolate-brown, 
and red, ferruginous clays and silts* The field is indicated on the 
surface by an inlier of the Oolet Hills sand surrounded by ligziitic shales 
of the Cow Bayou member which dip away from the center of th© structure.
One of th© first known wells to be drilled in the area was the 
Higgins Oil and Fuel Company well in section 20, Township 12 Borih,
Bang© 14 lest. This well was drilled to a depth of 2,768 feet in 1909- 
1910 and was abandoned without commercial production. In 1913 end 1914, 
the Caddo Grilling Company drilled it® Grand Can© Oil and G&© well So* 1 
to a depth of 2,830 feet. The Texas-Standard Oil and defining Company 
drilled its Sutherlin Bo. 1 to 2,842 feet in 1920 and obtained an 
initial production of 7*5 million cubic feet of gas from a depth of 
2,782-2,819 feet* Th© T* A* Snell, Bradford Bo* 1 well, drilled to 
2,991 feet, was completed in 1922* J. P. Evans drilled th© Sutherlin 
Ho* 1 well, section 20, Township 12 fiorth, Hang© 14 West, in 1926. This 
well, completed for 2 to 3 million cubic feet of gas and 25 barrels of 
Oil, had shows of 2 to 5 barrels of oil at 2,850-2,852 feet and also 
encountered sands with 1 million cubic feet of gas at 2,896-2,900 feet
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and of 4 million cubic foot of gas at 2,903-04 foot. The Standard Oil 
Company and Pelican Natural Gao Company completed the Sutherlin No* 1 
well for 11*75 million cubic feet of gas in 1932* An oil show at 2,323- 
2,826 feet and a 3 million cubic foot gas show at 2,779-2,783 feet were 
also reported*
The Hunter Company, 1935, completed its DeSoto Corporation 
Sait well No • 1 in section 29, Township 12 North, Range 14 West, for 
16*75 million cubic feet of gas*
Since this time no known activity has occurred in the area* 
Production figures available on this field are given in the following 
chart*
Production in Sutherlin and Spider Areas
j£UL
Tear Barrels
a m
M
122!. o
1937 0
1216 2Q3L
1211
121.4
1211
11.70 B3.C.F. well 
section 19, Town­
ship 11 North, 
flange 14 West.
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Spider Oas Field
The Spider gas field is located in southwestern DeSoto Parish 
in Township 11 North, Ranges 13 and 14 West*
The Spider area consists of two slightly asymmetrical anti­
clines whose longer axes trend north-northeast (see structural map, 
pi* VII) * The area is incompletely drilled and few structural details 
are known#
The greater part of the field area consists of hills carved from 
the Dolet Hills and Cow Bayou members of the Logansport formation* The 
structure is indicated on the surface by the presence of an inlier of 
the Dolet Hills sand surrounded by lignitic shales of the Cow Bayou 
member* which dip away from the center of the structure*
Wells were drilled in this area a® early as 1907, but production 
of commercial quantities was first obtained in 1914 when Benedum-Trees 
Oil Company completed a 2,5 million cubic foot gas well in section 11* 
Township 11 North, Range 14 West* Commercial quantities of gas have 
been obtained in several wells since that time* The J. Heidelburg 
Company completed a 1*5 million cubic foot gas well in section 11, Town­
ship 11 North, Range 11 West, in 1922* Benedum-Treee completed a 12 
million cubic foot gas well at a depth of approximately 2, S00 feet in 
section 7, Township 11 North, Range 13 West, in 1930* Later, this
i
production changed to salt water; the hole was deepened to 3,054 feet, 
and was brought in at that depth as a 3 million cubic foot gas well*
The Century Oil and Drilling Company completed its Norton No* 1 
well in section 27, Township 11 North, Range 14 West, in 1935• Initial 
production of this well was estimated at 5 to 10 million cubic feet of 
§**♦ The same year, H* Bailey, Incorporated, (B* L* Foster) brought
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in Xoungblood No, 1 in section 9, Township 11 North, Range 14 West, 
with an estimated initial production of 4 to 6 million cubic feet of 
gas with salt water*
Production figures for the field from 1930-1939 are given in 
the statistical chart on parish production,
Benson Oil and Gas Field
The Benson oil and gas field is located near the towi of 
Benson in th© north central portion of Township 10 North, Range 13 West, 
and the south central portion of Township 11 North, Liang© 13 West#
The Benson structure is an anticline with its apex in section 3, 
Township 10 North, Range 13 West, Though closure on th© upper Creta­
ceous formations is only approximately 50 feet, this has been great 
enough to focus attention on the possibilities of deeper production. 
Prospects for production in the Rodessa formation are very favorable* 
Sands in th© Hoes ton formation may also yield production* Tertiary 
sediments cropping out over th© structure belong to the Cow Bayou and 
Oolet Sills members of the Logansport formation (Midway group) » Th© 
Dolet Hills member appears on th© surface as an inlier of sand complete­
ly surrounded by the lignitic clay shales of the Cow Bayou member* The 
iigaxtic sediments dip outward in all directions from the center of th© 
structure*
N
Th© first known wells in this area were drilled in sections 3 
and 4, Township 10 North, Rang© 13 West, by L* 0* Huntley and were 
completed as gas wells in 1920* In 1927, th© William Sebastian Syndi­
cate drilled a well in section 11, Township 10 North, Range 1.3 West, 
Which developed a small amount of 45° Baums'* gravity oil# Th© following
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year, the Benson Oil and Gas Company completed Its Wolf No* 1 well in 
section 3, Township 10 North, Range 13 West, for a reported initial 
production of 80 barrels of 41° A*F*I# gravity oil, and its Wolf No* 2 
well in the sane section for a reported production of 12 million cubic 
feet of gas with a gasoline content of 334 gallons per million cubic 
feet of gas from 2,963 feet* In April, 1929, X** $&# Boffitt completed 
the Boatwright Bo* 1 well in section 3, Township 10 North, Range 13 
West, with an Initial production of 2*73 million cubic feet of gas and 
a light spray of oil*
Production in the field area has been from sands near the 
Lower Cretaceous—Upper Cretaceous contact* Production figures for thig^  
field are listed in the statistical chart showing production in DeSoto 
Parish for the years 1929-1939*
Grogan Area
The Grogan area (also known as Wallace, Rambin, or Ramsey area) 
is located in the southeastern corner of Township 11 North, Range 11 
West, in DeSoto Parish near the village of Wallace#
The structure of the Grogan area at present is incompletely 
defined by drilling* but, it appears to be a small, elongate dome on the 
southeast flank of the Chemard Lake structural terrace* The upper 
Midway sediments that crop out in the field area consist of lignltic 
silts and shales of the Cow Bayou member (Logansport formation) • Dips 
up to fifteen or twenty degrees in these sediments on the flanks of the 
structure constitute the only known surface indications of its presence* 
The Pullman Gil Company secured the first production at Grogan 
Mith the completion of its Ramsey Bo* A-l well in the SWj, SE&, S3£j,
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section 36, Township II North, Range 11 West, in June 1932, with 
sn initial production of approximately 325 barrels a day from 2,961 feet* 
The production in this well comes from the Paluxy of lower 
Cretaceous age (Oil Weekly, June 28, 1937, p. 117)* Several low, dry 
holes separate the field from the OeSoto-fted River-Bull Bayou field to 
the north*
A period of active drilling followed in this area* Paul Miller fs 
B&rron Bo* 1 well logged a saturated seme around 2,950 feet as did the
\
Pullman Oil Company's Ramsey Bo* 3 well in the S$|, fi!|, NWj, section 
36, Township 11 Worth, dang© 11 West, which had a small amount of pro* 
Auction from 2,94-6 feet*
There is no commercial production at present*
The oil obtained here was 32 gravity* Production figures for 
the field compiled from pipe line run and tax reports are presented in 
the statistical chart of production*
DeSoto—Red ftiver-BulI Bayou Gil and fl^ g Fiel4
The DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou oil and gas field is located
in Township 11 North, Ranges 11 and 12 West, Township 12 North, Ranges 
10, 11, and 12 West, and Township 13 Berth, Ranges 10, 11, and 12 West*
It occupies areas in both DeSoto and Red River Parishes and consists of 
numerous scattered producing areas*
The DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou uplift is reflected on the sur­
face as a topographic low* Hills averaging three hundred to three
hundred and fifty feet in elevation, but in some places rising to over 
400 feet, rim this low area on all sides*
The DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou field marks the highest struc-
2X2
tural portion © f the Sabine Uplift from & regional point of view* It 
brings to the surface the oldest Midway sediments exposed in Louisiana 
{except locally around salt domes where Cretaceous strata crop out)* 
These seal®ents belong to the Baborton formation and consist of slight­
ly calcareous, dominantly buff, fine-grained sands, silts, and clays* 
Rimming the outcrop area of the Nabortcn formation on all aides and 
dipping away from the structure in all directions are the strata of the 
Logan sport formation of Midway age* These beds consist of a basal 
sand (Uolet Hills) member, a middle ligaitic shale (Cow Bayou) member, 
and an upper calcareous silt and clay (Lime Mil) member (see geologic 
maps, plates 1, II, IV, and discussion on stratigraphy, pp* (94-155).
The field consists of an irregular dome slightly elongated in 
a northwest-southeast direction (see plate VIII)* Two major fault 
zones with maximum displacements of about two hundred feet on the base 
of the Osan chalk traverse the field in a northeast-southwest direction. 
Smaller radial faults and faults parallel to the two major zones of 
faulting further complicate the structure# Numerous sruall structure© 
dot the surface of the domal uplift. These smaller structures and the 
faults localize the oil and gas accumulation in the field#
The major producing sands of the field are Lower Cretaceous 
{Pal tray) in age* The main producing ©ones in the field are it
formation Production depth (Top)
Hacatoch gas 725-9751
“Chalk rock* oil #50-1,050'
Paluxy oil and gas 2,450-2,750*
“Glen goss* gas — —
The Fredericksburg limes, which are entirely absent ov&r the
center of the field, flank it on the north, west, and south. It is
probable that the Fredericksburg sediments at one time extended com-
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pletely across the DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou uplift, hut post-Comanche 
and pre-Gulf erosion removed these sediments, the Eagle Ford shales 
were deposited on the unecnformabl© lower Cretaceous erosion surface; 
and, after final uplift of the dome, oil and gas accumulated in the 
Sends of the Faliury against the overlying Eagle Ford shales*
In 1912, gas was discovered in the Hac&toeh sand near $&borton 
in DeSoto Parish* This initial production in the DeSoto-Red River-Bull 
Baycu field was from a depth of eight hundred feet* A deeper drilling 
program was started in an attempt to locate productive sands below the 
Saeatoch formation, The Gulf Refining Company completed the Jenkins 
Well So* 2 near Saborton in 1913, from a depth ol about 2,10G feet;
and the field rapidly became one of the most productive areas in the 
Baited States*
The Abington district of the field in Red diver Parish became 
productive in 1914 with the completion of the Gulf defining Company10 
Barstcn well ho* 1 (KW£, SE|> section 14, Township 13 Horth, Rang© 11 
test}*
The first vreii was completed in the Crichton district on the 
east side of the Red giver later in 1914 (Matson and Hopkins, 1917)*
On January 27, 1915, Kerm and Wolfe completed their Weiss well Ho# 1 in 
section IB, Township 13 Hcrth, Range 10 ^est, with an initial production 
of 6,500 barrels. The Crichton district was the center of activity of 
the field during 1915 (251 wells completed); and, with the discovery of 
the Gusher Bend pool in th© fall of the same year, Crichton became the 
seet important producing area of its time in the United States. At the 
Same time, drilling and production in the Kaborton area declined about 
fifty per cent from 1914* The Crichton district, in the southwestern 
part of Township 13 Horth, Range 10 West, and in. the adjacent part of
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Township 13 North, Range 11 West, was actively drilled the first two 
scathe of 1916* %  March* the area had been pretty thoroughly defined
and subsequent activity was alight* la September* a wildcat test in 
section 33* township 13 North, Range 11 best, came in with an initial 
production of about 2,000 barrel® and revived interest in the area 
Southwest of Crichton*
The Producer1® Oil Company completed a 3*500 barrel well on the 
Sander's lease, section 34* Township 13 North, Range 12 West, about two
N,
milfcfc north of the town of Haborton in February* 1916# Subsequently, 
in May, while casing was being pulled, an abandoned gas well in section 
25, Township' 13 North, Range 12 West, blew in as a 2,000 barrel oil well 
and revived interest in the Naborton area* Late in 1916 and in 1917 the 
center of activity was in the Grand Bayou area in Township 13 North,
Range 11 West, where efforts ware made to prove the Maborton and Crichton 
district® were connected* This activity was centered on the property 
of the Grand Bayou Plantation Company in section 25, Township 13 North, 
Range 12 West, and on the William®1 lease in section® 29, 31, and 32, 
Township 13 North, Range 12 West*
The Texas Company completed a 1,000 barrel well in 191$ to open 
production in the Dolet Lake district* The discovery well in the Bull 
Bayou district, Bull Bayou Oil Company's Armistead well ho* 1, section 
23, Township 12 North, Range 11 West, was completed in December, 1918, 
with an initial production of 250 barrels* The field was extended for 
Six mile® south of Gusher Bend by drilling by 1919# Thee© extensions 
included all the area between Bayou Pierre River and th© Red River* 
i W* D. Strange Oil and Refining Company extended the field half 
i mile east of previous production with the completion of their Nelson 
well in section 8, Township 12 North, Range 10 West, in July, 1919,
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with an initial production of 12 Billion cubic feet of gas and 400
barrels of oil* J* 38* fasthem, et &!*, completed their Harp well No# 1
at the same time to extend production southward* The Gulf Refining
/
Company extended production to section 5, Township 12 North, Range 10 
West, with the completion of their Gray Hook Bo, 1 in September, 1919, 
which ease in flowing 2,500 barrels of oil fro& a depth of 2,725 feet* 
Initial production on this well was later set as 1, $00 barrels (Oil 
Weekly, October IS, 1919)* December witnessed the extension of the field 
into section 32, Township 13 North, Range 10 West, with the completion 
of a 5,000 barrel wall on the Robinson lease by the Continental Asphalt 
and Petroleum Company* The successful completion of thie well in eaa 
area which had been condemned during the days of the Gusher Bend and 
Crichton rushes stretched the known limits of production one-half mile 
to the north and east,
Early in January, 1920, the Texas Company completed its Roberts- 
Brown bu&ber Cospany well Bo, 1 in section 4, Township XX Barth, Range 12 
West, and extended production nearly five miles to the southwest, there­
by stimulating Interest in southern OeSoto and northern Sabine Parishes* 
R. £» Allison, &t al. * proved production In section 31, township 
13 Worth, Range XQ Te*?t, rith the completion of their Nelson well No# 1* 
B&tgnsio© of the producing area into esc tier- 27, Towns''tin 12 North,
Range 11 West, occurred about this same time when Clark and Greer1 s 
Gtauque well Wo* 1 M e n  in making G million cubic feet of gas and a 
spray of oil. The Continent*! Asphalt &xid Petroleum Company carried 
prediction oaw^quartsr of a trdle want into section 32, Township 13 Berth, 
Sang® 10 West, by the completion of their slobiuson v-ell Be , B-4# with 
an initial yield of 1,000 barrels*
Am important southward extension of the field occurred in late 
Ap*U# 1920, when Aliisen end Dingee completed their Albritton well Bo*1
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in section 35* Township 12 North, Range 11 West* with an initial yield 
of 2*5 million cubic feet of gas and 100 barrels of oil* located not 
far from the first hole drilled in the field (a dry hole drilled by the 
Gulf Refining Company in 1912) and only three hundred feet from a dry 
hole drilled by the Fortune Oil Company* this well extended the field 
two miles into condemned territory.
The last week of May* 1920, witnessed the highest daily produc­
tion ewer recorded in the field for a seven day average* The daily 
average production for this period was 23*855 barrels*
In July* 1920, the Palmer Trust Company extended production one 
mile southwest with the completion of its. Jenkins well Mo. 1* section 
21* Township 12 North* Range 11 West* with an initial production of 800 
barrels of oil at 2*54-5 feet* An additional southward extension of 
this same area occurred in November* 1920* when the Amerada Petroleum 
Company completed its King Mo* 1 well in section 26* Township 12 North* 
Range 11 West* for 600 barrels at 2*610 feet*
February* 1921* witnessed the next notable extension of the 
field when the Boone Oil Company * s Giauque Mo* 1 well in section 7* 
Township 11 North, Range 11 West, came in from 2*780 feet flowing 250 
barrels# The flow later increased to 2*000 barrels a day* then declined 
to 400 barrels per day* This was the largest oil well completed in the 
field in some time* and it extended production about six miles southwest 
of the previous limits of the Bull Bayou field proper* An extension of 
the gas area of the field occurred in October* 1921, when the United 
States drilling Corporation completed its Fletcher Mo* 2 well in section 
2* Township 12 North* Range 10 West* for an initial yield of 15 million 
etfcic feet of gas from 2,830 feet*
August* 1922* witnessed the development of a semi-wildcat area
2X7
lrhen the Fortuaa Oil Company completed its Gi&uque well in section 
33, Township 12 North, Range 11 West, for an Initial oil production of 
150 barrels per day and a large quantity of gas. In the later months 
of 1922, Tarver et al.« opened the Oolet Hill® area in DeSoto Parish 
by completing two wells in section 33, Township 12 North, Range 11 West, 
with an initial production of 500 and 800 barrels*
Interest in the area southeast of Mansfield and in the Dolet 
Hills was revived in October, 1923, when the Texas Pacific Goal and Oil 
Company»« fiascos wildcat well in section 22, Township 12 North, Range 13 
West, blew in with an initial production of 10 million cubic feet of 
dry gas from 2,784 feet*
Drilling activity and interest in the field have gradually de­
clined since 19231 and, although new tests have been started periodically, 
no important new areas have been developed* Benedum-Trees drew atten­
tion in December, 1928, to the area north of the old Nabortcm field 
when their State Ho* 1 well in section 22, Township 14 North, Range 12 
West, came in making 25 million cubic feet of gas and approximately 
100 barrels of salt water from 2,633 feet*
In October, 1930, E. C. Lucas reopened the area between the old 
Naborton field and the Bull Bayou field proper with completion of hie 
Louisiana Delta Pecan Ho* 1, section 24, Township 13 North, Range 11 
West, in Red River Parish as a 90 barrel pumper at 2,476 feet*
The year 1934 witnessed the opening of a new producing horison 
is the old N&borton area of the DeSoto-Red River-Bull Bayou field*
Bailey Gaunee, et al*» completed their Jenkins No* 1 as a 6 million 
Cubic foot gasser from a depth of 2,577-2,585 feet in the Lower Creta­
ceous*
The Windsor Oil and Gas Company and the Clrcle-W Oil Company
ZIB
completed four wells In Township 11 Norths Rang© 11 Vilest* In the 
Haborton area in 1935. these wells casa© in producing from 50 to 120 
barrels a day after being acidised in the chalk (Oil Weekly, February 25, 
1935* p# 90) and initiated the first commercial oil production from the 
•Chalk Series* in the field#
In 1937# Petroleum Heat and Power Company extended the field 
slightly with the completion of its Kavan&ugh Ho* 1 well located in sec* 
tion 7* Township 11 Horth* gang© 11 West* on the extreme southwest side 
of the field* Completed on December 30* at a total depth of 2*841 feet* 
the well came in making 105 barrels daily of 43 gravity oil through a 
one-quarter inch choke at 2*341 feet*
Sporadic drilling with little success characterised the years 
1938# 1939* and 1940*
Production figures for the field since its inception are listed 
in the accompanying table* The figures have been compiled from the 
sources indicated; the division into parish produo tion is approximate 
only#
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General Production Figures For 
OeSoto-fted River-Bull Barou Oil and Gas Field (9)
Qss . M..C.F,_______________________ Oil . A2-^ s.Xlt»» barrels
DeSoto Red River DeSoto
. fryWrc i.-JBtW u a .
Red River
Zaer-- £*rl»h (1)---- lJCU______JEMMUJEaL..____fflC.4fih.l2)____
m s .
,^913
1 9U _ _ r 3.-831,,593 XS) ___ 101,622 ...
1915 10.000.000 (3) . . — (l) -...... . 1.797.175 .6,002,319
1916 .... 1*653^23,6_____ 1.691.323 , _
190.7 ..1.370.889 1,661.955 _'...
3,918 6,369,139_____ ____s a s * m ...,. ____1._Q65,?17.___ r. 1,015,2-63.._
1919 1,315,799 1.511.567..... . . 1.2Q0.5W) _(6)_. 2.900,000 (6)
1920.. 3.700.018 _... 1.368.335 (8> 5.923*00C(___
1921 _ _ _2.121.915. ,.. .. 355.152 ___ .719,000 .... 2,811.000 . ..
1922 1.367.001 __..._ 117.573___ . ..531,000.... 1.778.000
1923 _1.216.262 _ . 788,512 .......129,000.... 1.207.000 ,._
1921 1,361,568 ____366.738 353,000 . 1.231.000 ....
?92S 1,683,830_____ . ..321.173 ... 305.000 1.071.000... _
1926 1.779.221 _ 321.298 321,000.... 1,037.000
1927 __1.819.8U.. ...362.510 ____511.000 1.070,000
1928 2.310.500 ___ 131,396___ ..--163..QO0,.... Xt109t000
1929 2, 781.219 173.787... 276.000 9S7f0Q0 .
1930 1.178.141 . 1.017.131..... 217,000 $30*000 .
1931 1.059.357 778,678 192.000 . . 7X3*000 „
1932 903.165 7 6 6 . 9 8 5.. ___ 169,000... 257*000
1933. 822.611 2.218.652 - ..111.000 , 190*000
1931 357.661 .610,26l ____393.000 ... .145*000 ..
1935 711.327 552.319 _, .. 379.000 143.000
1936 (75 1,323.610 ( 7) _ (.7) ...___501*460 .ML.
1937 (7) 1.135.123 (7) ____(7) 537^365 (7)
1938 ____ (7) 1.319.000 (7) ......(7).... . 49.9.000 (7) _ .
1939 (7) 1.708.035 (7) .. ..(7)..... _. 402.719 (7)
1910 __________ ____  _____ _____  ____ ___ ____  ____ ________ _
(1) Figures compiled by Louisiana Department of Conservation (taken from
Biennial Reports of Louisiana Department of Conservation for the 
year* 1936-37 and 1933-39) #
(2) Figures for 1914-35 from United States Bureau of Bflines (given to 
thousands of barrels only for years 1919-1935 inclusive)* Figures 
for 1936-1933 from A. I* BS* E* reports for production for those years* 
Separation of production into that produced fros each parish approxi­
mate only*
(3) Estimated cubic feet of gas produced during the years 1912-1917 
Inclusive for the entire field*
U) Production for Red River Parish included in the DeSoto figures*
(5) Includes figures for Sabine Parish,
(6) Estimated*
(7) Gas end oil production figures for the DeSoto Parish portion of 
the field included under tied diver Parish*
(S) Figures for the DeSoto Parish portion of the field included under 
figures for Red diver parish*
(9) See statistical list of production*
In summary, pertinent data on the field is tabulated below
(after Biennial deport, Louisiana Department of Conservation, for 193S-
39 and Shifted States Bureau of f.Sines) s
Date of discovery* gas, 1912$ oil, 1913.
Location: DeSoto and &ed diver Parishes, Louisiana*
type of structure* Irregular dose, faulted*
Area proved* 11,000 acres, oil 
3.3Q0 acres, gas
14,300 acres, total
Total wells completed to end of 1939s 1,7$1*
Producing wells abandoned in 1939s 51.
Gravity in degrees Baums: 38*l-*45*6
Oil production methods at end of 1939*
Flowing   * * * *•*•*«* < • 24
Pumping ••*«+••*•••••..*•»**.•«*•*.• 131 
Gas injection into reservoir ••«•*.* 12
Kumber of oil and gas wells, end of 1939*
Oil    .. 131
Gas ****•*•*.«•*•*••*«••••*.*..■■••* 24
Total 155
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Physical properties and percentage analysis of DeSoto-Red diver
crude as determined by the United States Bureau of Mines are*
Properties?
Foraaational source «•.••*•*. *. „ .Paluxy
Depth «***.••**•***......* ...**.2,350-2,300 feet
Color «•••.•**••*•.***.•»**♦••*•Brown-green
Gravity •.*♦specific *•.*.****..0.322 
A* P * 1* *••**•***.*A0*6
Viscosity    *at 70 degrees F* (21 degrees C) .*«•«« *40
at 100 degrees F. (33 degrees C) ♦***••37
Sulphur per cent ••*•♦•••*•*•«*• *16-.45
Carbon residue per cent ••••••** .6
Total gasoline and naptha «♦**.. per cent  ..... *......2A*7
A* P• 1* ***•**•••*■**## 5^ *<4
Analysis* %
Gasoline ••..*••••..••****••**.* 27*6
Seresene, etc.  ...... . 36*1
Gas, oil, etc. «•*•••.**•*•♦••«* 10*0
Lubricating oil  ...... .* 13.1
Total distillatea .*••*••*•*• 37•6
Sulphur  ....   *«.♦*««• 0*21
Residuum, etc* ...............  12*1
Total *....... *...... ..**...100.21
Base of crude .*••.•••••*..♦«••* Paraffin#
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P o te n tia l Producing Zones In
The S^&ekover, Buckner, end Cotton Valley formations offer 
good potentialities for deep production in this area* Insufficient 
evidence is available, however, to indicate their exact character and 
prospects in DeSoto and Red River Parishes*
Cretaceous System 
Coresue he Series
The Hosston formation, on the basis of known information, offers 
few possibilities for commercial oil and gas production* Commercial ga® 
production has been obtained from the Sligo and Rodessa formations in 
western DeSoto Parish and in eastern Shelby County, Texas* Should this 
porosity exist in areas farther east, the Sligo, Rod ess a, and Pine Island 
formations are excellent potential producing zones in the Sutherlin, 
Spider, Benson, Eolly, and DeSoto-fted River-Bull Bayou fields and other 
areas* The Sooringsport and Paluxy formations are also good potential 
producing zones in these same areas* The Paluxy, in particular, is a 
possible producing horizon in these parishes wherever the structure is 
favorable*
The Perry Lake formation and the Fredericksburg sediments are 
act likely to produce commercial oil or gas in DeSoto or Red River 
Parishes*
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tistiLlSEisa
Tile sediments of the Gulf Series have b o m  penetrated by 
numerous borings in this area and their Xiihelegic character is fairly 
veil B&eiat* Sands in the Eagle ford, Brofcns to wEr-Told.© , and Bac&ioch 
formations are latent scnes for small quantities of oil and gas* The 
B&okre&ge sand and the he tor, Gsan, Annona, <m& Saratoga chalks are 
potential producing scnes in DeSoto and Red &Lver Parishes*
m&.
The subsurface PaXeooene sediments of these parishes of for no 
possibilities of commercial production since they are predominant ly 
Bfesly, liny, an<i catp&ot in ch£Z*ac b-*r.
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APPENDIX X
Soil Groups Recognised in DeSoto and Red River Parishes
and Adjacent Areas
Soils as normally considered today are products of the environ­
mental conditions under which they have developed or are developing! 
they are the summation products resulting from th© action and effect of 
topography, physiography, climate, and biology on geologic sediments#
In this respect soils are unquestionably one of the most valuable geo­
logic resources known to man#
With the soil profile as th© fundamental unit of classification, 
pedologic technicians have, within the last few years, thoroughly revised 
and expanded former soils classifications* In so far as known, all the 
soils of the DeSoto-Red River Parish area belong to the Red and Xellow 
Soil Groups of Pedalfers# The ateiter has prepared, with th© invaluable 
assistance of D* L. Fontenot, field technician of the Soil Conservation 
Service, upper west Red River District, Louisiana, a list of the impor­
tant soils types occurring in DeSoto and Red River Parishes and adjacent 
areas# These soils, with brief discussions of their characteristics are 
listed below#
The abbreviations employed are*
f*s#l fine sandy loam
v*f#s*l very fin© sandy loam
l#f*B * loamy fine sand
f#s fine sand
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Group X. ToXX Drained QpXand Soil*..
Orangeburg f.s.l*
Luveme v.f.s.l#
Atwood f.s.l.
Kirvin pebbly v.f.s.l* 
ftuston v*f.»*l* 
ftuston f.s.l#
The soils of tMs group are well developed with red, rather 
open, generally productive subsoils* Erosion is often severe, a direct 
result of the early clearing and tilling of these soils. The slopes 
on which they occur are undulating to hilly, and, except on hilltops, 
rarely fall below a three per cent slope.
Group 2# Moderately Permeable Upland Solis (fellow Subsoils!.
Bowie v.f.s.l.
Bowie f«s«l*
Sawyer v.f.s.l.
Sawyer f.s.l.
S&isyer v.f.s.l* (shallow phase)
These soils occur on gentle to undulating slopes, but are also 
common at the base of steep slopes. The surface material is grayish- 
yellow in color and consists of fine or very fine, sandy loam* The sub­
soil consists of rather friable, yellow, sandy clay. Sa\syer has a heavy, 
usually compact, lower B horizon while Bowie is friable throughout, with 
occasionally a slightly compacted or loosely cemented lower B horizon.
Erosion is normally light in this group of soils, but due to their 
usual position on hillsides, they are frequently gullied. Th© amount 
of erosion is frequently difficult to determine as a result of the blend­
ing of surface and subsoil*
Group 3. Heavy. SXowXy Psrateable Upland Soil.
Shubuta pebbly v.f.s.l,
Shubuta v.f.s.l,
Shubuta f.s.l#
Boswell v.f.s.l.
Cuthbert pebbly v.f.s.l.
This group possesses grayish-yellow triable surface soils and 
red, compact, often plastic clay to silty clay subsoils* Boswell is 
compact throughout and is derived fro© heavy clays $ the remaining soils 
of this group are derived from alternating clay and sandy clay beds* 
These slowly permeable soils, occupying undulating to hilly topography, 
are subject to severe sheet and gully erosion unless protected in some 
fashion*
Group 4* Heavy* Slowly Permeable. Foorlv Developed Upland Soils •* 
G e n e ra lJ j^ o re s tB o ils *
Cothbert v*f.s.l#
Susquehanna, Boswell, Kirvin Complex 
Gain soils, undifferentiated 
Susquehanna v.f.s.l.
Susquehanna f.s.l.
Susquehanna clay 
Boswell clay
Hie members of this group are quit© variable in color, texture, 
and parent material, yet they possess ©any characteristics in common * 
They all have heavy, slowly permeable subsoils, are all usually poorly 
developed, are very acid, and are almost entirely non-agricultural. At 
th© present time they must be classed in large part as forest or c^utr­
over" lands. All the meffibers of the group are subject to heavy erosion. 
Group 5* Well Brained Coastal Plain Terraces (1)
Cahaba f.s.l.
Cahaba f.s.l*
Kalraia v.f.s.l.
Kalmia f.s.l*
Isagora v.f.s.l.
(1) Th© Coastal Plain terraces of the Soil Conservation Service 
Technicians of this area refer to terraces whose underlying materials 
were derived fro© Coastal Plain sediment®, in contrast to the sediments 
of the Bed ftiver terraces which were derived from th® Permian Basin of 
north Texas. The contrast between the two in appearance and character­
istics is great.
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These soil© are developed on stream terraces from old alluvium 
of coastal plain origin* They have yellow to grayish-yellow friable 
surfaces, occupy the better drained portions of the terraces, and except 
on escarpments and drains occur on gently undulating topography* Cahaba 
m d  Kalmia have respectively reddish-brown and yellow, friable, sandy 
clay subsoils* Xsagora differs In having a heavier, more compact, 
lower B horisen and usually a mottled upper S horizon. Erosion, except 
o& steep slopes, is normally not severe and can easily b© controlled* 
Group 6. Poorly Drained Coastal pi Ain Terr sice Soils.
Loaf v.f.s.l' (deep phase)
leaf v»f*3*1*
Bflyatt silt loam
Blyatt VefeSel.
Myatt fine sand
The main difference between this and Croup 5 is on® of drainage 
and development* The topography of these ©oils is almost level, and 
depressed spots, which remain submerged throughout th© wet seasons, are 
frequent*
Drainage in the Leaf series is further retarded by heavy, plastic 
clays in the lower subsoil, and in the Myatt by a very compact silt to 
silty clay h&rdpan layer* These areas are known locally as "post oak 
flats*. Th© typical vegetation of these soils is slow growing hardwoods 
with occasional pines* In the depressed areas, water oaks, haws, and 
other low shrubs predominate* The high water table, heavy forest growth, 
and underbrush sake these soils unfavorable for tillage*
Group 7* Moderately Permeable tied diver Terrace Boils.
Stidham v.f.s.l.
Muskogee v.f.s.l*
The soils of this group are considered to b© the Red diver 
equivalents of the upland soils of Group 2, but, in general, with finer
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texturod surface and 1 undulating topography. They occur in discon­
tinuous a'crips bordering th© Eed Elver and in many sections kiv© been 
mixed with Coastal Plain material©*
Due to tii© almost level topography, erosion 1® usually a minoi* 
problem* fiiuskegee, like Sawyer {Group 2), h&a poor surface and internal 
drainage as a result of the heavy clay subsoils that occur from fourteen 
to forty inches beneath the surface* Stidham is similar to Bowie or 
Kalmia and has better surface and internal drainage than Shiskege©*
Group 8* Heavy. Well Drained Red diver Terrace Soils.
Bogherty v.f*s»l.
Taller v.f.s.l*
Teller f.s.l. 
hors© v.f.s.l*
This group of soils is similar in topography and in color and 
texture of profile to those ©f Group 3* They differ essentially in that 
Group 8 is derived from old Had diver alluvium which, in a fresh state, 
occurs generally from ten to twenty-five feet below th© surface* The 
horse v.f.s.l. carries calcareous material within approximately three 
feet of the surface. The Dogherty differs from the other soils in having 
a red, well oxidized, friable subsoil resembling the tluston* It is 
normally closely associated with the Teller.
Erosion is severe on most unprotected, cultivated areas* The 
soils characteristically occur on the escarpments and adjacent drainage 
in ter slope areas dissected from the nearly flat terrace surface. Slopes 
are fairly steep; as a rule they vary from six to twenty per cent*
Erosion of all types, but particularly gullying, has removed much of the 
soil from cultivated areas.
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Group 9. Jtod Aivar ferrs.ce Sells .Garived. From .m;Ufttl:r-Jte«tsiw.r«a
AU-avlua.
Morse cloy* dark turface phase 
Morse clay 
&arse day loam
The ftors© series reasBsblee ded Elver bottom soils in color end 
texture on slopes of from two to eight per cent* Examination of both 
types brings to light considerable differences* however* especially in 
color and profile development. The surface is reddish-brown to brownish- 
gray day or day lea®* is plastic* and is very sticky when wet* very 
hard when dry. The upper portion is usually mottled with gray* red* and 
brown from a few inches to a few feet beneath the surface. Frequently 
line nodules occur on the surface; the soil itself is highly calcareous 
near the surface. The largest portion of the series consists of clay; 
the clay loam is largely a mixture of over-washed materials* Erosion of 
these soils is, as a rule* quite severe.
Group 10* Poorly grained &ed River Terrace Soils, 
ttuskegee silt loam
Teller* Muskogee* Wrightsville Complex 
BSuskegee* Wrightsvilie Complex
These soils occupy low to gently undulating surfaces with many 
depressed* poorly drained areas* The surface consists of fine, sandy 
loam or silt loan of & gray to grayish-yellow color. The subsoil varies 
in color but is usually gray* mottled with yellow and brown* sandy clay 
«r day* The group is associated with and very similar to Group 15.
Erosion is generally not very serious due to the flatness of the 
topography# Very little of the area covered by these soils is tillable 
and most of it is now in forests or pastures* Typically th© vegetation 
consists of a mixture of hardwood and pine.
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Group 11* gell Grained Alluvial Soils Derived grom Ooastal plain Jte teriai.
Gchlockonee silt loam 
Qchlockonee v.f.s.l*
Iuka silt loam 
Xuka v.f.s.l.
Hannabatehie v.f.s.l.
These are well drained sandy or silt loams subject to occa­
sional overflow* The topography is level to gently eloping, the higher 
and better drained series usually occur near th© present or near old 
stream channels* Ochlockonee is typical of natural levees in this area*
The soils of this group are probably the most productive soils of the 
area* The silt loams near levee crests are normally considered best as 
they say be cultivated much longer than the sandy typ®s*
Group 12* Poorly Drained Alluvial...■Sq.IIs derived From .Coastal Plain Mate,rial*
Alluvial soils, undifferentiated
Bibb silt loam
giverw&sh
These soils are similar to those of Group 11 in normally 
having mixed or undifferentiated profiles* Duly the Bibb departs in this 
characteristic* They differ from the soils of Group 11 in being poorly 
drained*
Bibb is characterized by a gray, poorly dev^xoped profile. 
Slverwash consists, as the name implies, of wa&n material from recent 
overflows of the river* As a general rule this is largely fin© ©and or 
Silt* The undifferentiated alluvium is usually restricted to bottoms of 
Small tributary streams or drains and. is badly mixed with recent wash 
waterial*
Group 13* Bed, Giver Alluvial Boils«
Siller v.f.s.l*
Yahola v.f.s.l.
Miller silty clay 
Tahola silty clay
531
Portland v.f.s.l.
Siller clay
Yahola clay
Portland silty clay
Portland clay
Buxin clay
Perry silty clay
Perry clay, over cashed clay*
The soils of this group are all rad or brown of some shade*
The Siller soils are purplish—red with heavy subsoils. They, like the
Other soils of the group, are calcareous. The Xahola soils differ from
the Siller in having a lighter subsoil* The fine sandy loams and silt
loans of these series are characteristic of natural levees, the clays of
the back swamp. The Portland, Buxin, and Perry soils are less rich in
line than the Siller and Xahoia soils and generally occupy backswamp areas *
They possess, where typically developed, bluish-gray subsoils.
Group 14. Imperfectly drained Sound Phase Series - Terrace and Uplands.
Kalmia 'V.f.s.l*, mound phase 
Stidham v.f.s.l*, mound phase 
Isagora v.f.s.l*, mound phase 
Bowie v.f.s.l., mound phase 
Segno v.f.s.l., mound phase 
Sawyer v.f.s.l., mound phase 
iiuskegee v.f.s.l., mound phase 
Teller v.f.s.l*, mound phase
This group of agricultural mound phaaa soil** is of both up­
land and terrace origin. They possess essentially equsil slop©, topog­
raphy, and position. Those of the upland series are almost level to 
gently sloping, are undissected, occupy a bench-like position, 01* occur 
at the base of steep slopes. Those of the terrace series are similar to 
the soils of Group 5, but differ in being less well drained and in th© 
presence of mounds. These soil© possess yellow to light yellowish-gray 
surfaces with mottled red and gray, yellow subsoils. Erosion is not 
normally very heavy in these soils.
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Group 15* Poorly, Grained Mouud Ph&sft Seri00 - Terrace and Uplands.
Susquehanna v.f.s.l., mound phase 
Caddo v.f*®*!*, mound phase 
Leaf v.f.s.l., mound phase 
Wrightsvill© silt loam, mound phase
These soils are characteristically poorly drained with gray
surface and gray mottled subsoils* The topography is level to gently
Sloping with insufficient surface and internal drainage* The Leaf and
Susquehanna have compact, heavy-mottled, gray and red subsoils, while
the Caddo has a mottled, gray silt to silty clay subsoil, usually
cemented fcy a powdery, silty material* The greater portion of these
soils supports woods or forests; crop yields on the cultivated areas are
poor. Th© vegetation is characteristically hardwood mixed with pin©*
Group 16* Sands jyadJLosmy Fine Sands*
Gain f.s.l. (pr ©dominantly light textured) 
ftuston l.f.s.
Norfolk l.f.s*
Kalmia f.s.
Ruston f.s.
Norfolk f.s*
This group of highly variable, individual soil© stands as a 
similar end distinct group when contrasted with other soil groups. Th© 
surface consists of loose, friable, yellow to grey, fine ©and from twenty 
inches to mazy feet in depth* The Ouin, particularly, is highly variable 
in depth of the surface layer. The subsoils range from loose, nr,consoli­
dated, sandy loam to fine sandy clay that is friable throughout.
Erosion and creep of these soils &r© highly advanced. In 
unprotected areas, movement by wind is known to occur.
APPENDIX II
List of the more important upper Midway microfossil localities 
of DeSoto and Red giver Parishes and adjacent areas* The number© refer 
to corresponding numbers on the regional map (Plate 17}* The most 
important local!tiee are marked with an asterisk*
Hicrofauaal Localities
Map So*
1* GH* Loc* 80* goad cuts along local road on east side of 
Castor Bayou flood plain in the NWj of section 19, Township 
12 North, gangs 15 West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana. Cow 
Bayou member.
2* OH* Loc. 69* Thirty-foot water well in the NEj of SV?^  of 
section 31, Township 11 North, gauge 14 West, DeSoto Parish, 
Louisiana* Sample from depth of twenty feet* Elevation at 
top of hole, 24-0 feet (Paulin altimeter)* Cow Bayou member.
*3* GH* Loc* 118* Road cut, 3*7 miles southeast of Hunter on 
south side of Hunter-Converse road in SWj of section 9, 
Township 10 North, Range 15 West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana. 
Elevation, 260 feet (Paulin altimeter) • Type locality of 
Cow Bayou member*
4* GH* Loc* 198* Fifteen-foot augur-hole on hillside on south 
side of Hunter-Converse Highway, 0*1 mil© north of DeSoto- 
Sabine Parish line in section 16, Township 10 North, Range 14 
West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Elevation, top of hole,
225 feet (Paulin altimeter)* Depth of samples, 9 and 13-13J 
feet* Lime Hill member*
5* GH* Loc* 150* Road cuts and ravines along Louisiana Highway 
749, 5*1 miles south of Mansfield, in center of the NWj of 
section 3, Township 11 North, Range 13 West, DeSoto Parish, 
Louisiana* Foraminlfera from chocolate-brown, silty clays*
Top elevation, 330 feet (Paulin altimeter) • Cow Bayou member*
6* GH* Loc* 335* Sixteen-foot augur-hole in the SB corner SWj-, 
SWj, HWj of section 11, Township 11 North, Range 13 West, 
DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Elevation at top of hole, 305 
feet (Paulin altimeter)* Foraminifera from khaki, silty clay© 
at depth of 10-12 feet* Cow Bayou member.
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7. GII. Loc. 169* Road cut on north side of Oxford-Benson road 
near center of of section 26, Township 11 North, dang© 13 
West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Elevation, 270-275 feet 
{Paulin altimeter) • Lime Hill member.
8* GM* Loc* 343* Fifteen-foot augur-hol© alongside local road 
one-quarter mile east of Catena* Hole near middle of North 
line ©f section 33, Township 11 North, Rang© 13 West, DeSoto 
Parish, Louisiana. Elevation at top of hole, 29S feet 
(paulin altimeter) • Samples from 6-7 feet contained arena­
ceous foraminifera* Cow Bayou member*
9* C8I* Loc* 164* Road cut on west side of U« S* highway 171 
about 0*7 miles south of Catena in of section 33, Town­
ship 11 North, Range 13 West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Cow 
Bayou member*
10, (Mm Loc* 126. Road cuts and ravines on south side of
Louisiana Highway 745, three miles west of Benson near center 
of line between sections 7 and 18, Township 10 North, Rang© 
13 West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Top elevation, 300 feet 
(Paulin altimeter)* Cow Bayou member*
#11* GH* Loc* 124* Road cut about one-half mile west of 0* S*
Highway 171 on the north side of Louisiana Highway 745 in th© 
SWf of N]§| of section 9, Township 10 North, Range 13 West, 
DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Fossils collected from chocolate- 
brown clays* Elevation, 240 feet (Paulin altimeter)*
Benson facies of the Cow Bayou member*
12* Cat* Loc. 193* Ravines in the Slf, NE4, section 7, Township 
10 North, Rang© 12 West, along local road extending south 
from Louisiana Highway 419, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Top 
elevation, 280 feet (Paulin altimeter). Foraminifera from 
chocolate-brown shales* Lime Hill member*
13* (at, Loc. 146. Road cut on Louisiana Highway 419, 4,53 miles 
east of Benson in the Sl| of section 5, Township 10 North, 
Range 12 West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Top elevation, 315 
feet (Paulin altimeter) • Lime Hill member*
14* GH* Loc. 175* Road cut on west side of local road from 
Pelican to Pleasant Hill in the N3S&, NW&, section 15, Town­
ship 10 North, Range 12 West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* 
Elevation, 330 feet (Paulin altimeter) * Lime .Hill member*
15* GII* Loc. 176* Fifteen-foot augur-hole on east side of local 
road in 6W corner of section 1, Township 10 North, Range 12 
West, DeSoto Parish, Louisiana* Elevation, top of hole, 360 
feet (Paulin altimeter). Depth of sample, 8 feet* Lime Hill 
member*
4*18* GH, Loc. 163* Road cut on west side of Louisiana Highway 
180 on Lime Hill about two and one-half miles northeast of 
Pleasant Hill in th© SWj, SWjjf of section 23, Township 10
North, Range 11 West, Sabine Parish, Louisiana* Foramini- 
fera occur in gray, calcareous clays. Elevation, top, 323 
feet (Paulin altimeter)* type locality, Lime Hill member*
19# OKI* Log* 192* Small ravine about twenty-five yards east of 
local road, approximately in the center of the W|, MIS£ of 
section 1, Township 10 Worth, Range 11 West* D&Soto Parish, 
Louisiana* Top elevation, 205 feet (Paulin altimeter).
Coo Bayou member*
*22* GU* Loc. 256* Road cut in the of section 33,
Township 10 Worth, Range 10 West, Natchitoches Parish, 
Louisiana, along dirt road leading west from Louisiana High­
way 104* Forasinifera collected from yellowish-brown sandy 
silts overlain by calcareous siltstone concretions. Sedi­
ments crop out on road just east of bridge over Rock*s Creek* 
Elevation, 170 feet on bridge (Paulin altimeter)* Lime 
Hill member*
24* OS* Lo g * 220. Exposures in small ravine near local road in 
SB*, NWf of section 32, Township 13 North, Range 9 West, Red 
River Parish, Louisiana. Foramlnlfera from gray silty clays 
beneath Prairie (Pleistocene) formation* Contact of Tertiary 
and Pleistocene, 157 feet (Paulin altimeter).
List of the most important upper Midway molluscan localities of 
DeSoto Parish and adjacent areas* The numbers refer to corresponding 
numbers on the regional map*
Map No*
11. GM. Loc* 124* Road cut about one-half mile west of U« S*
Highway 171 on north side of Louisiana Highway 745 in the Sli, 
B2$ of section 9, Township 10 North, Range 13 West, OeSoto 
Parish, Louisiana* Fossils collected from chocolate-brown 
clays* Elevation, 240 feet (Paulin altimeter). Type locali­
ty of Benson facies of Cow Bayou member*
16* RJL. Loc* 7* Xellowish-brosm, sandy silts ©nd calcareous
silts tone concretions exposed on the south side of U* S. High­
way 171 in central part of section 33, Township 9 North,
Range 13 West, Sabine Parish, Louisiana, approximately two 
miles northwest of Noble and one-half mile south of bridge 
over Bayou San Patricio* Elevation, 205 feet (Paulin altimeter).
17* &JL* Loc* 1* Exposures in the approximate center of NWj
of section 1, Township 9 North, Range 12 West, Sabine Parish, 
Louisiana, close to one-third mil© east of th® tt01d Ferrell11 
place where Harris (1B99) reported fossils. Elevation, 270 
feet (Paulin altimeter). Fossils occur in large, calcareous, 
septarian concretions*
2 36
13* GUI* Loo. 163 (&TL* Loc, 2) « Road cut on west side of 
Louisiana Highway ISO on Lime Hill about two and one-half 
miles northwest of Pleasant Hill in the SW^, SWj of section
23, Township 10 North, Range 11 West, Sabine Parish, 
Louisiana. Fossils In large, calcareous, siltstone con­
cretions, Top elevation, 323 feet (Paulin altimeter). 
lype locality, Lime Hill member.
20. GSS* Loc* 302 (&FL* hoc* 4). Tellow-brown, calcareous, 
septarian and silts tone concretions occurring on hill top 
on north side of Louisiana Highway ISO in Sisf, of 
section 13, Township 10 Worth, Range 11 West, OeSoto Parish, 
Louisiana* novation, 280 feet (Paulin altimeter).
21* GH. Loc. 301 (BJL. Loc. 3). Calcareous, septarian and 
siltstoae concretions on hillside in BW corner of section
24, Township 10 North, Range 11 West, Sabine Parish, 
Louisians, on south aide of Hollis Creek: on Walker*© Place# 
Elevation, 310 feet (Paulin altimeter).
22* GM. Loc. 25& (RJL. Loc. 9)* Road cuts in J3S&, SUg- of
section 33, Township 10 Worth, Range 10 West, Natchitoches 
Parish, Louisiana, along dirt road leading west from 
Louisiana Highway 401* Fossils in yellowish-brown, sandy 
silts overlain by calcareous, siltston© concretions* Sedi­
ments crop out on road just east of bridge over Rock*®
Greek. Elevation, 170 feet on bridge (Paulin altimeter). 
Lise HU! member.
23* BJL. Loc. 5* lellow-brown, calcareous, septarian con­
cretions in gray, calcareous clays occurring on© hundred and 
fifty yards east of Louisiana Highway 404 approximately four 
and one-half miles south of Ajax on road to SSarthaviXle# 
Locality in HBt, HWj, section 34, Township 10 Horth, Range 
10 West, Batchitoches Parish, Louisiana, south side of 
Williamson Branch.
25, Read cut along Louisiana Highway 1 in the MWJf, SW&, of
section 4, Township 9 North, Range 11 West, Sabine Parish, 
Louisiana. Only a few specimens found in ferruginous con­
cretionary layer underlain by grayish-brown, silty clay. 
Elevation, 370 feet (Paulin altimeter).
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GBQLOGX OF DESOTO AND RED RIVER PARISHES, LOUISIANA
Abstract
DeSoto and Red River Parishes are In northwestern Louisiana in 
the drainage basins of the Red and Sabine Rivers* They are in the outcrop 
belt of the Midway and Sabine (Wilcox) sediments exposed near the center 
of the Sabine Uplift*
Investigations were conducted in the parishes in order to pre- 
pare for the Louisiana Geological Survey a geological nap and report on 
the parishes end to determine, if possible, the stratigraphic subdivisions 
of the sediments exposed in this area* Detailed surface investigations 
were carried out in the field and were augmented by laboratory studies 
involving both surface and subsurface data*
Three topographic provinces exist in the parishes* These are the 
alluvial valleys or flood plains, the Prairie terrace, and the uplands 
or hill areas, which are divisible into terrace uplands and Tertiary up­
lands.
The floodplaln areas are divisible into two main parts, namely,
(l) natural levee areas, and (2) areas of backwater flooding* The
(Pleistocene) terraces are represented by four alluvial surfaces to 
which the names Prairie, Montgomery, Bentley, and Williana have been 
applied in order from youngest to oldest* These terrace surfaces are 
underlain by alluvial deposits to which the Prairie, Montgomery, Bentley, 
and Willi ana are applied as formations! names.
The Tertiary surface deposits of DeSoto and Red River Parishes,
formerly included in the Mansfield sub-group of the Sabine (Wilcox) group,
ere assigned to the upper portion of the Midway group (Paleocene) and
the lower portion of the Sabine group (lower Eocene)« Borings for oil 
end gas in these parishes have penetrated upper and lower Cretaceous 
deposits*
the surface deposits of these parishes are divided into four 
new formations and six new members* These ares 
Tertiary system 
Eocene series 
Bablne group
Marth&ville formation 
Paleocene series 
Midway group
Hall Summit formation 
Bistene&u member 
Grand Bayou member 
boggy Bayou member 
Logansport formation 
Lime Kill member 
Cow Bayou member 
Dolet Hills member 
Haborton formation 
The surface mapping in this area indicates that the DeSoto- 
Red River-Bull Bayou uplift is the highest structural portion of the 
Sabine Uplift when mapped on the Tertiary# In addition, surface mapping 
indicates the presence of twelve other structural highs in the vicinity 
of OeSoto and Red River Parishes* Eight of these structure© have pro­
duced oil or gas*
Lists of fossils observed in the subsurface formations; check
lists of the fossil forms observed in the surface sediments; statistical 
charts of oil and gas production; nine plate®, fourteen cross section® 
and figures, and forty-two photographs illustrate and complete the 
written discussions* Appendices describe the general character of the 
soils in the parishes and list the most important fossil localities#
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57.C rosby E ta l,  B e r r y  No. 1 2 -Sec.33, I5 S ,I5 W
5 8 .L o u is ia n a  O il R e f. C o .,M ah leyN o .l- S ea l5 ,l5S ,l9W  ,,
59.Humble O il Ref. C o ,  B o d c a u  N o .4 -S e c .3 .l5 S ,2 2  W ,,
6 0 .The Texas Co., Ham m ond N a l- Sec. 23, I7S, 2 W ..
61. A tla n t ic  C o , M o f f  i t  N o .l-S e c .2 8 , I6S,8W  
62 .S he ll P e t Co., C a r ro l l  N o .l-S ec . 19,18S.I6W
63. S h a f fe r  O il a  Ref. Co., Youngblood N o . l-S e c .3 4 ,4 S ,l3 W
64. A H T a rve r e t a l ,  Kensaw  Syndicate  Fee No.l- S 3 l.l9 S ,2 4 W
6 5 .L e w is v ille  S y n d ic a te , Osborne No.l -  Sec. 16,15S, 2 4  W
66.B ened ium  a  T re e s , C.C. Fincher N o .l-A ., S ec.lO ,l4S, 20W
67. J.K. Mohohey, R i ley N o .l-S e c  14,18S, I 9W 
6 8 .S ta n d a rd  o f L a . ,  J.S. W arnock N o.l- S ec .3 6 ,I6 S ,2 0 W  
6 9 .B a rn s d a le  O il Co., E .S  W ,R.R. N o .l-S e c .5 , 19S.I8W 
7 0 .S ta n d a rd  Oil o f L a ., Me. Kean No.l- S e c .8 ,l6 S , 2 2  W
71 E a s t Texas Ref. C o , Ju dy  B e ll No.l - Sec. 1 9 ,16S, 23W  
7 2 .S ta n d a rd  O il o f  L a ,  P h illip s  N o .l-S e c . 15,17N, 19W 
73. A rk . Fuel Oil Co., W illie  K ing N o .l-S ec .2 l,7S , 2 0  W
ALABAM A W E LLS
1. Joe M od ise tt, M cC orvey No. I - Sec. 2 0 ,9 N ,2  W I
2 .Tom  Daly, G rand Bay N o . l-  S ec .2 ,6 S ,4W  ’
2 -A .T e xo n  D r illin g  C o , S ta lw o rth  M ilita ry  S to re  N o .I-S e c .2 5 ,5 N ,4  W
MISSISSIPPI W E LLS
3 .United G as,W illiam s U n itN o .l-S e c .6 ,IS ,5 W
4. R ya n  a  A n d e rs o n -  S ec. 9 , IS , 8W
5.Fohs Oil C o , B ond  L b r , C o ,  Sec. 17,1S, 11 W
6 .H.I.Morgan, L .N .D antz ler C o , Sec.8 , 4 S , 12 W 
7 P h ill ip s  Pet. Gorp,Newm an N o .l- S e c .2 l,2 N ,IO W
8.H ill a  H ill, Kalm ia Realty C o , S e c .5 ,7 N ,9 W
9.C ovington Oil C o ,B ank of Seminqry N o. I - S ec .2 6 ,8  N, I5W (P)
10.W .J.R ichardson, M aggie  Berry N o .l-S ec .15  9N .I9W
11. J.S. W he less, Jr., Columbia Mutual L ife  ln s .d o .-’S e c .l9 ,IN ,3 W
12.M a rtin  N ewell M in e ra l L e a s e  No. I -  Sec. 5 ,6  N ,7 E
13.Hossie Hunt, L a n n o n s  B -3  -  Sec. 3 6 , I IN ,3 W  
K .E x c h a n g e  O il C o ,L o u is e  Dixon N o . l-S e c .2 9 ,12 N, 3E
15.Fohs L o f la n d , Ho la day No.l - Sec.5, I3N .3 W
16. W estbrook, Thom pson a  S te w a r t ,  K n o lto n  N o . l - Sec. 3 ,2 4 N ,7 W (P)
17. G. J e f f r e y s ,  G add is  Fa rm s Inc. No. I -  S ec .2 6 , 7 N , 4 W
18. R. E. F a i r ,  F. B. H o us to n  N o .l-  Sec. 12, I 0  N ,7 VI
19. A dam s Oil a  Gas C o ,  Z .E . L e w e lle n  No. I - S ec, 9, IO S , I W (R)
2 0 . Union P roduc ing  Co., C.W. Box N o .l- S ec. 15, 14 N ,4  W 
5 -A .  Fohs Oil C o ,  B a ts o n  - H ot ton No. I - S ec. 1 0 , IS , 12 W
WILCOX
WILCOX
WILCOX
y y i  ■' °SHREVEPORT
MONROE
3G /[^JACKSONSABINE VICKSBU
UPLIFT
CLAYTON
m id w a y ’ n a h e o l a .
WILCOX
I ALEXANDRIA
MISS.
LA." MOBILI
M o d is e t t  D r il l in g  Co. 
G ro nb e rry  N o . l-S e c .15, 
5 N , 9W.BATON
LROUGE
LAKE CHARLES
NE
ORLEANS
LEGEND
ISOPACH CONTOURS ON WILCOX LITHOLOGIC UNIT 
(TOP MIDWAY SHALE TO BASE OF CLAIBORNE)
ISOPACH CONTOURS ON MIDWAY SHALE LITHOLOGY 
(TOP CRETACEOUS TO TOP MIDWAY SHALE)
WILCOX WILCOX OUTCROP
(AFTER FISK 1941)
MIDWAY MIDWAY OUTCROP
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C h k c k  L i s t  o f  S p k c m .s  <m .' F o k a m i m f k r a  w n  O s t r a o u > \  f r < > \ i  C i u u r
M i d w a y  S k i h m f .n t s  u f  L o u s i v n a
Texas
M id l id y  Group 
Louisiana <
HV/cp.v Group
Foram in ifera
Ilaplophragmoides cauariensis
(d ’O rb ig n y )  .................. x
Ammobaculites ex-pansws Plum- 
m e r j x
A . midwayensis P lu m m e r J x
Textu laria  plummcrac I.a licke r. I x 
T. carinata  d ’O rb igny var. e.v-
pansa P lu m m e r   | x
Clavuiinoides midwaycusis
C ushm an...................................  x
C ris le lla ria  subacukata Cush- 
man var. tuberculoid P lum m er x 
C ris le lla ria  lu rb inah i P lu m m e r.1 x 
C ris le lla ria  sp. cf. C. »ii<lwaycn- ,
sis P lu m m e r  t x
Xonionetld iurg ida  (W illiam son )' x 
Bullopora chapmuni (P lum m er) x
B. laevis (S o llas)..........................  x
Cf. Gumbelim i midwaycusis !
C ushm an.....................................i
Siphogeneroidcs elcgaufo (P lum  - .
m e r) ..............................................  x
B oliv ina  midwaycusis Cushman 
Loxostoma applinac  (P lum m er) : x 
Angulogerina  sp. cf. A. wilcox- 
ensis (Cushman and Ponton) 
Discorhis midwaycusis Cush­
man ....................... .....................
Discorbis sp. cf. !). iufrequcns
P lu m m e r  1 x
l io ta lia  soidani (d ’( Irb ign y) 
v a r . subcingulata P lummer 
Colcites reticulosus ( P lum m e r).
S i phonina  sp. cf. .S. p rim  a
P lu m m e r...............................
Globigerina comprcssa P lum ­
m e r............................................
G. pseiido-bulloides P lu m m e r. .
G. trilocu linoides  P lu m m e r.. .
A nom aliua  sp. cf. A w ellcri
(P lu m m e r)..............................
. 1 . ammonaides (Reims) var.
acuta P lu m m e r. .
.1. sp. cf. A . midwaycusis
(P lu m m e r)...................
A . midwayensis (P lum m er) 
var. trochoidea P lum m er. .
Ostracoda
Cvthereis prestwichiana Jones
and S herborn.......................
C \therovt orpha sc rob icuia la 
A lexand e r...................
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GEOLOGIC A L NOTES 74i
fied species from  the low er Eocene sediments of A labam a, M ississippi, 
and Texas are ind icated.
The m icrofauna, as does the m acrofauna (see B a rry  and LeB lanc), 
ind icates an upper M id w a y  age fo r the sediments s tra tig ra p h ica lly  be­
low  the Ostrea thirsac- zone9 in  Louisiana and above the M id w a y  b lack 
shale u n it. The upper M id w a y  sediments are exposed in  no rthe rn  
Sabine Parish, in  no rthe rn  N atch itoches Parish, in western Red R ive r 
Parish, in  western B ienv ille  Parish, in  southern Caddo Parish, in a ll 
of De Soto Parish, and in parts  of Panola and Shelby counties, Texas. 
N o fie ld  w ork  has been done ye t in  Bossier Parish to the no rth , where 
the upper M id w a y  sediments also undoub ted ly  crop out.
A  deta iled repo rt by the w rite r  on the zonation, d iv is ion , and cor­
re la tion  of the low er Eocene sediments of th is  area w ill appear1 in  a 
fu tu re  b u lle tin  of the Louis iana Geological Survey on the geology of 
De Soto and Red R ive r parishes, Louisiana.
The loca lities  from  w hich the best m icrofaunas have been obta ined 
are here listed. T hey  are ind icated on the regional map (p. 734) by a 
c irc le .10
L o c a l i t i e s  o f  M io r o f a u x a
M  ap 
Number
2, G M  Loc. 163 (R J L  Loc. 2).— Road-cuL on west side of Louis iana H ighw a y 
180 about m iles northeast o f Pleasant H i l l  in  S\Y. 1 , SW. \  o f Sec. 23, 
T . 10 X ., R . x i W ., Sabine Parish. Fossils occur in  large calcareous concre­
tions in  gray calcareous clays. K leva tion , 323 feet
9 The ra r ity  of F oram in ife ra in  W ilcox sediments corre la tive  w ith , and im m edia te ly  
ove rly ing , the Ostrea thirsae zone in  Louisiana, unfortunateU- prevents a de ta iled com­
parison of fo ram in ife ra l faunas from  these and un de rly in g  stra ta. Flowever, I-Iowe and 
G a rre tt in  1934 have confirm ed by  ostracodal studies th a t sediments corre la tive  w ith  
the X ana fa lia  o f A labam a are present in  the Louisiana lower Koccne section. C u rren tly , 
the representatives o f the Coal B lu ff and Ackerm an s tra ta  of A labam a and M ississipp i 
are undeterm ined in  the Louisiana section. T h ey  m ay be represented b y  outcrops in  
the v ic in ity  o f X ob le  and B elm ont, Sabine Parish, Louisiana, b u t a more exact de­
te rm ina tio n  m ust aw a it a d d itiona l de ta iled studies. Consequently, any a tte m p t to  
draw  an exact M id w a y -W ilco x  con tact in  th is  area is unsatisfacto ry.
10 R ufus J. LeB lanc and John 0 . B a rry , “ Fossiliferous Loca lities of M id w a y  Group 
in  Lou is iana ,”  B u ll. A  mer. Assoc. Petrol. Geo!., Vol. 25, Xo. 4 (A p ril, 1941)) PP- 7 8 4 - 3 7 , 
F ig . 1.
* H e l e n  Jeanno P lu m m e r, “T o ra m in ife ra  o f th e  M id w a y  F o rm a tio n  in  Texas,”  Univ. Texas Bull. 2644 
(1026). 206 p p . ' . .
----------- , “ F o ra m in ife ra l E v id en ce  o f the  M id w a y -W ilc o x  C o n ta c t in  Texas ,’ Univ. Texas Bit I. .5201
(1932), p p . 51-68 .
C . I .  A le xan de r. “ O stracoda  o f the  M id w a y  C ro u p  (Eocene) o f T e x a p ”  Jour. Paleontology, V ol. S, 
N o . 2 (1954), PP- 206-38.
f  C om pare : C. I .  A le xan de r, “ S tra t ig ra p h y  o f the  M id w a y  C ro u p  (Eocene) o f S ou thw este rn  A rkansa  ■ 
and  N o rth w e s te rn  L o u is ia n a ,”  Hull. A mer. Assoc. Petrol. Geol., V o l. 19, N o . 5 (193s), p p . 696-99.
t  W . O . G eorge and  H . X .  B ay , “ S ubsurface D a ta  on C o v in g to n  C o u n ty , M is s is s ip p i,”  Bull. A mer 
Assoc. Petrol. Geol.] V o l. 19, N o . ro  (19,35), PP- i r 4 8 - 6 r .
§ J. A . C ushm an , “ M id w a y  F o ra m in ife ra  fro m  A la b a m a ,”  Cushman. Lab. For am. Research Contrib., 
V o l. 16, P t .  3 (1940), PP- 51- 73-
I) T. A . C ushm an and  G. M .  P o n to n , op. cit. (1932). 
j. A . C ushm an and  J. B . G a r re tt ,  op. cit. (1939).
L .  D .  T o u lm in ,  “ T h e  S a lt M o u n ta in  L im e s ton e  o f A la b a m a .”  Alabama Geol. Surrey Bull. 46 
(1940). 126 pp .
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FIGURE 10. NORTHWEST-SOUTHEAST ELECTRICAL LOG SECTION SHOWING MIDWAY-CRETACEOUS RELATIONSHIPS
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REGIONAL GEOLOGIC MAP SHOWING APPROXIMATE AREAL EXTENT OF UPPER MIDWAY AND SABINE FORMATIONS 
AND IMPORTANT FOSSIL LOCALITIES IN DE SOTO AND RED RIVER PARISHES, LOUISIANA AND ADJACENT AREAS
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FIGURE 7. E A S T - W E S T  ELECTRICAL LOG SECTION SHOWING Ml DWAY -  CRETACEOUS RELATIONSHIPS

